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YEAR ONE qUARTER ONE

410

This project was undertaken to develop, Implement and evaluate re

I

systematic data management and information systOm utilizing

microcomputera to Orovide resource room teachers of mainntreamed

mildly handicapped high school Rupils with updated daily records of

instrtirtiontrl activities and of the individual student program in

each lubject area in both regular and resource room classrooms.

Project activities during the first quarter focused on the
441

identification of variables,' the collection of assessment

information, the developmentiof measures'ol classroom effeCeivenoss..

development of a dati collection system and the development of the

microcomputer system.'

Identification of V.riables

The review
P
of literature regarding the identification of

variables which- have been slioWn to..be accurate indices of the student

the student performance focused on the AcadeTic Learning Time

Literature (Denham and Lieberman, 1980; Fisher, Berliner, Filby,

Marliave, Cahen, Deshaw and More,, 1978; Rieth, Polsgrove and Semmel,
(i

'1979; Ned Rosenshine, 1978), and the FolloW Through Literature

(Bissel, 1976 and Stalli.n 1975). Based upon these reviews,'the

following variables were chosen for study: Allocation time,'

engagement time, level of difficulty, and level of success:

Allocation Time was defined as the amount of time during the

school Aay that teachers set aside for instruction in a specific

-1-



11111 I in: t I onn I AI ea. This variable w N MC I !I I 111'0 I. 1'11101

il., 1978, mood that the amount of time that A...it:hot . allocated to

I 'is t ruNt ion I il a Ipoc II I c at: a 111+1111c :lied 1v 1)04 II 1 Vo 1 I 44 Nor 1;11 ad W1 1 11

loarning in that area. They indicated further that, all things being

equal, the more titli0 allocated to academic co/itent the higher the

atudents' achievement.

In this study, the experimenters decided to interview teachers

1-45

to obtain data regarding the amou t of time allocated per day and Dor

week in each subject matter area. In the resources room, the

experimenters decided to record the'amount at time allocated for

reading and math instruction while in the regular classroom the

amount of time allocated for instruction in the varioo.1 content aroa!:

mathemattcs, social studies, and science were to be recorded.

,Atter the initial data were collected, the resource room teacher waa

tro he respon,:ible for reporting any changes in schednlo which would

alter the amount of instructional time% allocated since he/she is

required to maintain communication with regular classroom teachers

regarding the instructional arogram,provided to mainstreamed special

education students. In addition, the experimenters Were to

independently monitor the amount of time, allocated for instruction.

These rot:ability checks were to be conducted unobtrusively by school

and project personnel on allykation 'times reported.

In the Fisher, et. al. study, Engagement Tipe was detined as the

amount at time the student spent paying attention to the task and

actively engaged in a task'. These investigators reported that "tl

proportion of allocated time that students are engaged (in academic

ivity) is positiVely associated with learning." Thus one could

9 BEST rely AILAPLE'



concloihr, treat students who pay 0-rioter at to a tisk train

more. These data, however, are prohibitively expensive to collect

!tire. 't hey en 41 (hi' Cr) I !Vet 1011 411 OntIVI VII 14/44 1 ddr11rr.

Consequently, the investigators were to collect data documenting the

time that students are actually engaged in seatwork activities., and

estimates of time spent on reading and discussion

A system was developed to document the actual amount ot time

that students actively engage in entwork activities. The system

called tor recording the amount time elapsed between teacher'

iutttal instructional assignment and the student's completion of the

aa.iignment, Iltis was to he accomplished by providing the student

wit;1 assignment sheet (a duplicate ut the teacher's los.ion plan)

which ApeciQed the cuyricoilar materials an pages assigned. the

Or student was to record the time he /she began each activity and then

,

record the time they completedompleted the instructional issignment.

Reliability checks were to be collected systematically to verity the

accuracy of the student's self-recording. Reliability procedures

were to consist of the' teacher, an aide, or another student

indepe'nd'ently but concurrently recording the time the students began

their academic assignments, and recording the'time when the student

comtes the paper which is signitied by placing the paper in a tote

tray on the teacheY's desk. These data were to be recorded on a

daily data stIteet by the resource room teacher. The students were to

be trained to reliably self-redord-these data. In the case of
,

.

1!
students moo, d time in the regular classroom, the recording and

_..
.

.

'the reliabilit-. rocedures were to be, implemented to ensure accurate

reporting. The time spent.on 'all academic activities in the resource



loom wr to be momeured by levieviing wollimheela, silent tadiag

activittea. teading comprehenatoft activities. language art itativslie4

( WI 1 1 I 11g, I 114 111444111 /141)01 / 114 h 4(.1 Will( 41 1 t/ 1 I I 1

lcomputAttou. word problem4/, social ltudte4 and 4c lence, leadtav

al ignmni and aeatwork. The accuracy ill a44ignment completion wn
it)

to he '0.11111 III ed

We 314o planned to mennute the Level of Otit I ii l(V tit Al

Con t oil re C(1114 1 de I'd W.1 1 1,1 (11041111 0 I III. readahtlity th,

It idmi ALI! r 1.11 .1' 1 J111,11 I 1 1110 A I 'Id `III 11111 comp.' . .111.1 . .4.41 I .1

4.4 t tilt .1 sit t.,t1 the iiitormii (Intl C.) I. 1 t t 114' it 44(1..nt 4 ac.,441rftli

. pe I III 1' Readability W44 I\) he calculltoil using a iompiltot

..16.1;:41 lit V pc 4,4 I ..449 .44 I4 Ilia 1 1 v. Hp.. 1 .4 y r., 1 'to. ot

()rp It 4.44) ( Via I .(41 tint I I ot 1 ) . !qv al ti Lir ton 0,1 '10

r...1.1 ht lit I 1 .1 ro,ld t i '4ttiorIil w.4 . t .4 b. ):)t .11.)..1

41:144 1 t t.4 1 ; l... t ....tato .4t 1t 114'1.4 I 11.0. '441

c,)1Trall t .b ,114,1 .Ic t t I.144 the I) Ile- -(:11:1I I and 1,10 ',Mt: .1;!1.111. 1.111

narni.44 w1, t t) cit I cot t ob the i ..1(131)1 1 I t I)! var Irms ;41 111.1-

.rlailahle via a computer icreen or hart copy.

coil t hen 'it. ore.

lit I

for distribution Iltot to teachers who can compor

the readability level of a students' assigned with the student's

level ot reading as measured by standardized achievement tests. tiuch

enables teachers to identlt:, discrepancies la student whi-h

w')11 l'1 warrant DroRram modification. 4
Data,were to he col locted by

Anal ,,zing the texts studio-Its were assigned to use in the variouN

;con( tra

Success Race as described by t;her, et. al. (147n)'was A

measure of the degree to which students Correctly understand the

k 11



14signed instructional Itaism. Mire htoad levels ol. on a

task writ. ideintifird. High gnu:coolie describes situations whore the
0

-.Indent 1(40 4 good vamp of the task and only maitre, occasional

ii.Irso errors. It 4 student dorm not understand the task and Makes

coirect responsas At abouj the chance level, then tilts mituation is

libeled low suet-vas. lit nations that 1411 betwr,otti low and high/.

nuccems air drIlned 44 ruccesm. Medium NIICCNI ItIV(IIVe4 A

sttuntion of partial understanding, where the student underqtands

.uouith to produce some correct reMpOn4r4, hill 414o commatq rrorq due

limitafions in his/her understanding of the task. Overall, it W44

141 the more time the student spent on high 411CC44 M110114)

t h ht,thrt N i a / h e r aPvement , The tne:iittremttt v ')I iecl t e d 1,4;

.1C(litAiy attained on daily academic assmignments And comparinit,

the readability lvel of the academic content material with the

atadontq trading lepotoire.

!nit 'Ally, in order to maximize the probability of placing

in the Appropriate success level material, &he stitt relied

heavily opus) criterion reterenced assessment instruments Co pinpoint

the -,tudents academic repetoire. Piii facilitated accurate

assignment of the pupil's academic program) Lovitt (1977) has

indicated that by directly and frequently measutking the target skills

And by carefully studying the child's response patterns the teacher

can learn the breadth and consistency of the problem and discern

error patterns. Thus, the teacher will know why the pupil is not

'whavim! as he/she should and can MAIO the appropriate modifications.

rhii variable was measured by cOtlecting data regarding the type,

amount and accuracy of work.that' the pupil completes. ,

12
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AsesementData Collection

6

Assess4p4t,data were collected on thirty 10th and 11th grade

level students 4 Arlington High School during the first quarter of

the project. The data collected include normreferenced measures of

achievement in reading and mathematics using the Stanford Diagnostic

Reading and Math Test and'criferion referenced measures using an

informal reading inventory and an informal math computation test.

The identification of idiosynchratic pupil scheduling systems

employed at Arl7ington High School, however, resulted in a decision to

?select twenty additional students from another school. This decision

was precipitated by the findings that many of the initial thirty

students selected at Arlington -High School were placed in academic

classes outside of the resource room that were staffed by certified

special edUcation teachers. Thus, many students were enrolled is a

Series of content specific resource rooms, 'rather than truly

7i,ntegrated into mainstreamed regular classroom settings.

Measures of Classroom Effectiveness

Some of the measuses of classroom effectiveness that were

initially selected for study have been mentioned in the previous

section. Those included teacher allocation plan data, and the

permanent academic products that students produce daily, reports of

the number of pages assigned, the amount of time spent on reading and

recitation assignments, and measures of the type of instruction that

is provided to teach various'' academic concepts. These data were

intended to provide a gross analysis of the impact of type of

13
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instruction on accuracy` of 4tudent asOignments.

a-7,2

Development of the potk Collection System

The data collection system developed was tied directly to a

daily activity form which was completed in part by teacher and

7

the student (see figures 1 and 2). The sheet provided a recording of

the instructional materials being used, the instructional objective,

the pages assigned, the length of time the student spent on the task.

the number of items assigned and completed and the accuracy of the

students answers. Initially, the form was completed by the resource

teacher while students were being trained to self-record data. The

form was field tested in the resource room before initiating its use

in the regular classrooms in order to streamline, the recording

procedures. Presently, approximately five minutes of teacher Dime

per pupil is required to complete the form. Since most teachers were

assigned resphsibility for 30 to 40 students, planning and recording

time required a total of 90 to 120 minutes pr day. The intention

was to reduce the time to enable the teacher to complete the

instructional planning and monitoring within the planning periods

provided during the school day and immediately after the school day

terminates. Then the data collection system was to be expanded to

the regular classes. Preliminary data suggested that time required

to fill out forms is a critical variable in teacher cooperation.

liks part of our plan, the data activity forms were to be

collected by the data manager once they were completed by the

teacher. Although the data were initially recorded manually,

computer program was later developed for excecution, monitoring and
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Teacher:
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Instructional trey Codes Skit( Codes (

/

/ Netted Codes

(1) Language Arts (1) to (10) (1) lecture (5)

(2) 'ath See individual 'l2) wocelling, (f)

(3) Spelliriq instructional area (3) Frupting , r0

(4,) Coffrnsiticn ^anuscripts for (4) Self-kstructiodP)

(5) Life Skills skill nbtcers'

*

* *

* 1 * *

* . *

* * *

* it *
r

I
,.

*
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Perforr.ance Code

Discussion rRm
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16
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storage. The ultimate goal was to develop a system allowing the
' r".

teacher to enter data and subsequently 'receive a profile4of the data

as well as.an.analysis of.the readability level of materials to be

used gubsequently. Thus, the teacher will be informed of the

suitability of the reading level compared to the students assessed

'repertoire. This comparison was to serve as a baSis for deciding the

appropriateness of the instructional activities.

. The computerized-form of coeified instructional objeCtives

) developed later in the project alloweid the monitoring of the pupils.

rate of progress within specifically .develdped hierarchies of

instructional objectives. This system allowed teachers to have

access to indices of pupil progress by.Measuring rate of mastering

'objectives over time.

Development of the Micro4computer System

As specified in the proposal, data lianagement system activiLi

were diAded into two stages of development; The hardware

identification and selecti3o.n stage; and the software design and

development stage.

I. Hardware identification and selection. The project

identified and selected a, Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I microcomputer-

system for the primary school-based user interface for performihg

data entry, data summary andanalysis, and data retrieval functions.

These micrOco4uter systems -are readily available, yell documented,

maintained through local Radio Shack dealerships, currently purchased

by many school systems, and very cost effective. Themicrocomputer'

identified for the project was a Level II CPU; dual disk drive, 48K

18
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tAM. The system .was designed to be connected through an

9

acoust*T-coupled. telephone line,' to a\ time-sharing computer system for

transmitting all' student data from each site to the integrated

database. The integrated database was then be available

extensive longitudinal analysis b prlyect investigators for

programevaluation'anda more compriehensive analysis of long-range

individual perform nce.

The jimeharing stem identified to store IEP objectives and

materials matches were located at the Bloomington Arademic Co6uting

Servites al,Indilna.UniverSity. This system was accessible through

1 telephone communications from the Indianapolis school sites.

The database system employed .1-as the Scientitic Information Retrieval

Sysqst (SIR) which Has designed air interface directly to major

statistical computer packages such as SPS$ and,BMOP storage, EIA

communications interface. s many school systems already hale TRS-80

Tel I or II systems currently in use for mathematics and science

classes for instructional purposes. The low-cost expansion of disk

drive(s), RAM memory, communication interface, and printer to these

systems provided the configuration necessary to perfoim the data

management functiops currentlyNunder design and devel ment.

1 ,
2. Data management spftw

1

re design and development. Current

efforts on;software system design ave beet directed toward the

identification of database strut ure to be employedltor an efficient

method of data storage and retrieval. Early in the system design, it

was apparent that the problem of data integration across st nts and

classrooms would better be served by establishing a communications

network into a large time-shailing computer facility for large file



10

ta..data storage and longitudinal data analysis. Individual stuA nt dat4',).
, * %)

,

analysis was, noWever; confined to the microcomputer Syste6 located
. . .

k

at the individua ..,School site. Employing a telephone data
.

,.

communication network allowed periodic transfe'r of stddent data into

a large integrated database which provided a more efficient method of

perf ming .individual d group data analysis procedures.

The dAividual microcomputer systems installed at the school

sitd provided the primary interface between the teacher (user) and

.
the student in,f mation entered, summarized,'and retrieved Pytlie.27

1 ..[,
----." it'

; ,
,e,,

teacher. Individhal student data was stored and,:retrieVed ;frOtti;/,,0

individual data diskettes through a' conversationally prompted,sy

each lOcal site as specified.

The student data storage and retrieval system for the local Oie

microcomputers was de4gned'to contain student information on

indiVidual diskettes with data analysis and rep rtgeneraign,.,,,

9

functions directed towards providing the teacher with an efficient

system to provide feedback on the effectiveness of instruction on
1

individual handicapped children.

1

ci

20
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YEAR ONE, QUARUT TWO

6

Site Development Activities

First quarter implementation,activities'occured. al .Arlington

High School, but due ti.,dosyncratic scheduling_patternsYstudents.

spent little time in regular class. Consequently a second site was

f
added to obtain data that was more "representative of mainstream

academic .settings. Considerable time was spent establishing

contacts, gaining administrative al:Troy and develo g working

relationships with personnel at North ntral Pivh Sc ool, our sectnd

project site. 'North Central had a total of 3,200 students, about 250

of whom were identified as special encation students. Approximately

100 other students are receiving services of remedial reading

teachAs through Title I and other)programs.
4

Through
s.
a series of planning meetings, we identified a coterie

.

of speciareiass resource room teachers, reguIar teachers, and

special. project teachers who agreed, to participate in the development

of our 'student activity and data monitoring system. Students

assigned to resource ens were selected for inclusion in the

project. Resource oom teachers, primarily because it is in their

current workscope, coordinated the planning and monitoring

acttIvities. Stude t performance information wls" be submitted to the

resource room teacher for compilation and dissemination.

b

Development Assessment Measures

D*ring the second quarter; instruments were developed to

continuously monitor student progress. These monitoring instruments

21
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consisted of ies of reading and math probes administered

bi-weekly. Readirf probes consisted of 100 word passages taken from

currently assigned texts or from cOmparable texts with the same

4.

reading level. Initially, students' oral reading of the passages

were tape recorded, and the number of words read correctLy per minute

and'the number of errors made per minute were scored and graphed as

measures of student progress. In addition, students were asked

comprehension questions on the content of the reading passage. These

comprehension questions focused primarily on recalling detail,

sequencing,' and analysis (see Figure 3).

Math probes. which consisted of timed trials on problems similar

to those included in the initial math assessment, were administered'.

The probe results are graphed as the number of digits correct and
Y

incorrect per minute. These data were used as additional indices of

program effectiveness (see Figure 4).

A revised version of the daily coding Sheet was 'developed (see

Figure 5). This sheet included the list of instructional material3

that the teacher uses, the instructional level of these materials,

the'' pages assigned, an indication of the amount of time that the

student spent on the task, the number of items assigned, the number

of items completed and the number of items correct and incorrect.

These data are used for calculating percentage and rate, which were

indices used to directly monitor pupil performance and to indirectly

monitor teacher beh&Viors.

RESTCORAVAILABLE

Development of Data Collection Systems

A major activity during this second quarter was the development,



FIGURE 3

READING POWER ,6
Pages 389-390

Does Anyone Live Out There?

When you 1

0

the heavens

ok up at the stars and study their movements across

r a long time, you cannot help noticing that most of the

stars move in a regular and orderly way. Here, in the northern

hemispherei they appear to rotate clockwise aibu he North Star,

called Polaris by astronomers. In fact, their movement around

Polaris is so regular that you can'measure the seasons on Earth by

the positions of the different constellations like the Big Dipper or

Orion, the hunter.

411/

Most of the stars move in this orderly manner, but some of them

don't. Some, among the brightest stars in the sky, seem to wander

about aimlessly.

'23



FIGURE 3 (Cont'd)

Reading Power 6 - Does Anyone Live Out There?

1. What word in the story means'a group of stars?

2. "Most of the stars move in this orderly manner, but some of them

Ndon't." What does the word "some" refer to?

3. What word in the story means without direction or purpose?

4. What is the point around which the stars seem to rotate?

5. What do astronomers call the North Star?

6. Find the sentence that says haw\you can measure the seasons on

Earth.

7. What sentence in the story leads you to believe that not all

stars rotate in an orderly manner?

8. What do we notice about most stars?

9. What is an astronomer's job?

10. Which word does not belong?

a. Big Dipper c. Polaris

b. Orion



ADDITION FACTS ANSWERS 11 18

° PROBE

GRADE ATL

ORIGINATOR: SST

8 8 1 7 2 4 6 9 8 8 3 8 8 4 2 4 6 1 9 8

PROB,

DIGIT

6 2 7 7 8 2 5 5 6 7 4 7 8 6 7 8 9 5 9 8 (40)
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evaluation and modification of the ptudent performance data

e 4,
collection System. This was focused, tr particular, on the

development of new procedures to allow teachers to record daily

student performance information and their revisions of the

instructional activities recording sheet directly on the computer to
0

reduce data recbrding time. Estimates of teacher data entry time

indicated that teachers could complete information on this sheet or

enter the same data directly on the computer for instruction received

in the resource room, depending on the number of entries, at a rate

of one to two minutes per pupil. This represented a substantial

reduction from the initial ten minutes per student required to enter

Lthe data: These prototypical developments and subsequent testing

occurred in the resource rooms. Given the cooperation of resource

room teachers, we decided to field test the recording sheet in these

settings and work the recording process before approaching regular

classroom teachers with the system. A major project goal attained

during the second quarter was the training of the resource teacher to

enter data directly into the microcomputer. Previously, the data

were entered by a data manager. Currently, resource room teachers

are beginning to do their daily plans directly on the microcomputer,

as well as entering the results of the instruction for a particular

day at the first site.

The collection process centered around the Student Activity

Management System Daily Coding Sheet, which was piloted in November,

1980. Subsequent revisions of the coding sheet were made after

teachers had recorded the data for several months. The amount of

teacher time required to complete the sheet was a major problem and

29
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was reduced substantially, based on teacher feedback; The final

version (see Figure 6) allowed the resource teacher, the regular

class teacher, the student or a combination of. students and teachers

to easily complete the form. Flexibility was designed to accomodate

the idiosyncratic differences between teachers and their style of

entry and the students' ability to reliably provide the data

requested on the sheet. A couple of noteworthy breakthroughs that

enabled the teachers to say' time inponitoring the students'

performance were: 1) The elimination of the process of compdting the

percent correct or rate of student performance for each activity

(this is automatically calculated by the computer) and 2) the

transfer of student demographic data to the microcomputer, from

student records kept by the larger on-site computer. The

microcomputer software allowed the teacher to retrieve information

regarding the student's demograhic profile, daily attendance record,

schedule of after-school activities, class schedules, prev,ious test

results, placement history, IEP information and much of the

information currently incorporated into the cumulative files, such as

previous schools attended, attendance patterns, grades and previous

psychological and educational assessment results. This system was

secured to allow only authorized school personnel to gain access to

the student records'.

Operationally, the ystem involved the resource teacher inserting

the program diskette and the individual student diskette, and then

initiating the program. The tecacher then automatically was presented

with a summary of the last five days of student activities across all

ILubject matter areas. She/he can then entered a particular day's

i
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FIGURE 6
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activities, specifically' listing the materials assigned to the'

student, the pages, the readability level of the material, the amount

of time the student spent on a task, the items assigned, the number

correct and the number incorrect. Once student assignments were

collected. arid graded, the information could be coded into the machine

and daily, summary reports generated. We have found in the initial

sets of demonstrations and the prototypical program'that there was a

considerable degree of variability regarding teacher attention to the

information presented on the machine. The data presented in Figures

7 & 8 suggest that at present,' teachers have moved students into

higher level content without their completing aPpropriAte lower level

content.

Subsequently, the investigators will evaluate the impact of a

variety of formatts and reporting procedures on teacher behavior.

Data will be collected to determine if teachers modified studeht

programs after being informed by the computer printout that the

student did not complete or performed poorly on assignments. To aid

the teacher in making informed decisions, the daily Activity, forms

and reports will be presented cumulatively with the last daily

activity placed at the top of the report form for each class so that

the teacher has quick access to the activities and results she or he

logs over the last four days. Another facet of the data collection

system will involve the development of data collection sheets and

tto

graphs for the areas of reading and mathematics. These forms will

enable the principal investigators and teachers to have both formal

and test da:a available to them in a tabular summarized form for

making project and instructional decisions. These forms will be
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updated every two mseks to include the latest reading and mathematics

probe information on students. These data will be also available for

correlation with the students' daily activity reports.

'During this quarter, the readability program was compiled which

markedly reduced the amount of time necessary to complete a

readability index of instructional materials. This feature reduced

the time necessary to complete the readability accross the three

formulas from three minutes A6 one minute.

Description of Data Management System Development

The project data management system configured two separate

computer systems linked together through as telephone-based data

'transmission scheme. Figure 9 schematically illustrates the system

'currently in place. The on-sitte microcomputer systems provide the

yrimary interactive user interface at the schools for the daily

Collection and retrieval of teacher and student data. The centrally
\

, .

located time-sharing computer system provides the facility for

storage of all data collected.at the various local school sites. The

employment of a central data storage facility allows periodic

transfer of data collected from each microcomputer site, and permited

project access into an integrated database for overall data analysis

and summary, evaluation requirements. The data communications scheme

consisted of a slow-speed (300 baud) telephone transmission system,

utilizing dial-up ports into the central time-sharing system.

Local school site microcomputer systems. The primary computer

selected for data entry and retrieval For project participants

consisted of a Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer, configured with dual
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\ 5-1/4" floppy disk drives, minimum of 32K core memory, a serial

communications interface, and a slow-speed printer. The selection
i

and implementation of this unit provided the local school sites with

an effective, low-cost microcomputer that easily interacted with

litusers for conversational data entry and retrieval. The dual flop y1

disk system assigned one di'ak unit for individual student data

storage and the other unit for system software programs. The

attached printer provided users with optional paper copy reports of

all data entry and retrieval functions.

Central site time-sharing computer system. The centralized

computer system serving the integrated databased functions was

located on the Bloomington campus and consisted of time-sharing CDC

6000 and CYBER 172 computer system. The TELEX time-sharing

communications system provided the data transmission facilities.

Data communications link. Communication functions were provided

by dial-up telephone ports available through the Indiana University

Computer Network (IUCN). This network allowed local telephone calls *e

originating from the Indianapolis area to be routed into the

Bloomington central computer facility. The transfer of data to the

central system used the TELEX time-sharing protocol.

Software Component Description

Local site microcomputer software. The microcomputer system

software can be classified into four overall functions: 1) The Users

Daily Activity Entry (DAE) Routines; 2) The Users Summary Report

Routines; 3) The Data Communications Routines; and 4) The Software

Utility Routines. The software developed to provide these four
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general functions resides on a system tleppy diskette assigned to one

of the disk drives. All current software was developed slid written

in BASIC to provide for interactive access, diskette file management,

and data transmission functions. Figui-e 10 depicts the general

procedures for use of the software routines provided at the
A-

microcomputer site. The main components of these functions are

described below.

DAE routines. The daily activity entry routines provide the

user access into the data management mvstem. When the user selects

the DAE function, the system inkeracts with the user through visual

prompts displayed on the microcomputer television screen. The DAE

routines prompt the user for all function selection and data entry

requests. The routine also monitors user entry errors and re-prompts

for printer copy log of the entry activity for user reference.

-.-Figure 11 is an example of this log which is produced during an

interactive data entry session.

The student data diskettes also contained individual demographic

files to provide user access to student background information.

Student demographic information, yes also interactivly entered by the

user and the software routines provide the user the option of

modifying previAusly entered information. The diskette data file

structure was designed for random access record processing which

allowed the/users to select class codes, identify date of data entry,

and enter fc\r storage the variable information into the disk file

data records.

Data summery report routines. At any time, the user could

access the student data file to 'retrieve stored information. Figure
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12 depicts a student report. This sample report contains a full

listing of all the data collected on the selected student during the

data collection period. Software was developed that allowed users

selective inquiry into subsections of the data files.

Data transmission routines. Upon selection by the user, the

system executed the data transmission ine to transfer the data to

the central time-sharing computer site. When the user established

connection to the computer system through the telephone line and

acoustic modem, the system established the required communications

protocol with the time-sharing system and initiated the data transfer

process. The system retrieved the data from the student diskette

file structure, reformated the data for transmission, transmited the

data, verified the transmission, and prompted users when the process

is completed. The system assembled the data into separate blocks and

calculated a checksum which was transmitted with the data and checked

by the time-sharing system. If the data check sum did not match, the

time-sharing system requested a retransmission from the microcomputer

and the data transmission process continues.

Microcomputer system utility routines. Various routines were

available on the system diskee'which performed student disk lie

initialization and formating tasks when new students are assigned to

the program. Copy routines for backing both system and student data

diskettes were also present in the utility routines.

Central time-sharing computer software routines. The current

software routines developed for the central time-sharing system were

grouped into two general functions; the database management system,

and the data communications routines. Most of the software

A
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development at the central computer level focused upon using both

existing software utility packages and the time-sharing sytem file

control commands.

Database Management System

As indicated earlier, the projectJemployed the Scientific

Information Retrieval (SIR) System to serve the database manager

function. This system is efficient for storing hierarchical

structured data for user retrieval functions based upon a sort/key
t.J

query request language. The SIR system control language is similar

to the SPSS control language and the retrieved data files from

database can be accessed by large statistical processing packages,

such as the SPSS and BMD. The application of the SIR system as the

database manager provided project,evaluators with a flexible system

for data analysis tasks.

Data communication routines. Data from the local site

microcomputer system was received through the time-sharing system

file control. When data was transmitted into local data files, a

procedure file was called to process it for storage into the SIR

system. The procedure file contained a sequence of control commands j

which executed various routines; these performed checksum

verification on transmitted data blocks and format data files for

inc).usion into the SIR database. The time-sharing system could also

be accessed independently from a time-sharing terminal for data-file

to tape backup procedures and database maintenance functions.

Continuing Data system Development Activities.

C

A7
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The primary development activities at the local sites provide a

,--

greater user selection of data entry and retrieval systervfunctions.

The DAE routines were expanded, to include various options for_data

deletions, insertions, and replacements. Inclusions of these

expanded user functions allowed direct random access into the student

data diskettes for user modification at any variable/record location.

The same data file access procedures were developed for

inclusion into the data summary report routines. This development

permitted the user to employ a prompted query-based subset of the

variables stored for any studeg. This activity was identified

through discussio19-concerning what type of feedback was most

important to users. Various formats for data presentation and

display were investigated.

Further modification of the data transmission routines were also

scheduled. The major development of these routines involved optional

communication protocols into different central computer time-sharing

systems. _The inclusio of different system communication options

greatly improved the flexibility of the system to access other

"standard" time-shing systems, which in turn, enhanced the system's

disseminability.

Complementing the local site development of different data

transmission protocols, an evaluation of other larger central

computer systems will also be undertaken to identify basic s tem

development requirements needed for different central system data

storage applications. The Indiana University Computer Network

currently provides time-sharing access into two othe5 large system s1;

a DEC-10 System, and a PRIME-750 System. The identification and

rurn" '"1ARIE 44



documentation of the requirements to access these systems will al

contribute to the ability to disseminate the system widely w.

little additional development time.
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YEAR ONE QUARTER THREE

DuriWg the third quarter, a number of tasks related to the

development, implementation and evaluation of an efficient,

systematic microcomputer-based data and information system were

completed. These tasks focused primarily in the areas of program and

software development.

Program Development Activities

Arlington High School (A.40.). The majority of activities at'

Arlington focused on the, collection and storage of individual pupil

data and the careful monitoring of teacher program planning and

decision making behavior. As in the past, the resources room teacher

was responsible for.recording a majority of the individual student

data, including long and short range objectives, instructional

materials used and studenit
assignment Accuracy data. The students

retained responsibility for recording the amount of time they spent

on each assignment.

The most significant change that occurred during the third

quarter, however, involved the teacher entering into the

microcomputer all pupil performance data collected in her classroom.

This indicated that teachers could use microcomputers to enter

individual pupil data, to monitor pupil progress, and to,plan pupil

programs. Exploring the use of the microcomputer as a tool to aid

teacher record-keeping and decision-making was a major objective of

the project. Daily teacher decisions to be made included: the

46
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selection of the long\and short range objectives for each daily

activity, the instructional materials selected, and the teaching

mAthod employed. These desiOns were prompted by a newly developed,

.1.1tomatically activated student performance summary program,'CITH (Instr-
uctional Management Syltem), /IMS, which sultharized the studeht's performance

for the previous four days on the 4e,=3necified)Long Range Objectives (LRO's)
1

and Short Range Objectives (SRO').

1The investigators cgntinuefl ebcsystemat cany monitor the

teachers' planning behavior -and compared'planning data recorded

immediately after the t4Cher began using the computer, with data

entered during the first semester by an assistant.) Data compared

included the average number4of skill areas, in which the student

received instruction, ,the number, of LR01,6 assigned, the 1-0v;er of

, 0
SRO's successfully completed -,and the,percentage o SRO's assigned

that were completed correctly.;,:

In comparing the data collected by the teacher and entered by

the clerk during the first semester Withth$se entered in March,

several findings emerged. First, -the telch r typically assign more

LRO's during the first semestethan id.1.19tch. Second, and perhaps

most importantly, the teacher ass,i7gned-tany more SRO's" and
/e<

.

frequently assighed..adyttonal.SRO'sq 4fore he preceding SRO's were

succes>dlly completed (.see, Table 1).: Tliird, the March data

4

demonstrated wlubstantial reduCtybnin thl number of SRO's assigned.

04-2In addietion, t6o percent of'SRO's*cdessfully completed increased

by fourteen percept indicating that the teacher waited for the

student to successfully Complte one SRO befpre assigning additional

SRO' . These results saggesd that having the teacher enter student

4



TABLE 1

Comparison of Data Entry Behavior of
Teacher A in the Months of December

and March
(In Averages Across Individual Students)

No of LRO's SRO's SRO,'s % SRO's
Skill Areas Assigned Assigned , Completed Completed

Oct. - Dec. 2.6 7.6 14.1 10.16 72

March 2.5 6.5 9.2 7.9 86
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4,

performance data daily may have encouraged the teacher to attend more

closely to skill acquisition data, prompting her to incorporate

additional activities into the IEP to enable students to meet their

LRO's and SRO's. A newly developed microcomputer software program
I

may have been responsible-qor this change in teacher performance.

For each SRO selected by he teacher, she was required to enter daily

permanent product information to update student progress and to

specify the criterion foristudent mastery. As the microcomputer

program required students 1erformance to meet prespecified

performance Criteria before advancing to .the' next SRO in the

institutional sequence, this may4ave prompted the teacher to

evaluate more closely student progress on SRO's assigned, rather than

capriciously assigning SRO's according to a sequence determined by

the available instructipnal materials. ubsequent data analyses

reveal more clearly the effects the dai'y data entry experience had

on teacher decision making,/in terms of number of materials-assigned

per SRO, time spent in,oach SRO, and changes in student performances

on weekly student acqd sition rates.

An alternative e*p anation for the changes in teacher planning

behavior may indicate that the teacher was perfunctory in reporting

the data related to student progress in order to reduce the amount of

time spent planning student activities. The fact that the teacher

reduced the number of instructionaltactivities required to teach a

skill indicates that she may have reduced the amount of

individualization of instruction. This, in turn, may have

contributed to a regression of student performance. The answer to

these and other questiiOns will be provided after the post-t ini is
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completed and the data are aa.lyzed. These data will be reported in

the 'fourth quarter r,!pprL.

Site Development Activities

North Central High School. Atter receiving approval from the

Special Education Coordinator for the school district for entry into

North Central High School ,(NCHS), the appropriate classrooms and

personnel were identified. Personnel were contacted and a planning

-3ssion was' set up WILI1 the Special Education Coordinator at North
,

Central High School, the scnooi principal, the District Special

Education Coordinator, the rsoui,:e room teacher and the project

start. At 'this meeting, the main components oc the grant were

di,;cussed and a demonstration o, the Student Activity Management

Sheet (SMS) was given by the proiect -; computer programmer. As a

r,-2sult of the meeting, the high school principal and tne special

education resource teachers approved the implementation or the

program into the high school. In addition, a meeting was to be

scheduled between the project and high school staffs, in which the

North Central Special Education Coordinator would explain to the high

school staff the purpose or the project and the required role of the

teachers in collecting the classroom data.

The meeting was held, and a general discussion was held of the

SAMS and the estimated amount o. Leacher time required to

the daily activity sheet for mailstreamed students in each of their

classes. The consensus of this meeting was that regular class

teachers decided not to participate in the project activities because

their time was overcommitted and they telt that they did not need

rP9 ee'"111011; 50
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additional information regarding student performance.'

The teachers did indicate, however, that they would be willing

to allow students to record the data and deliver it to the resource

room teacher for entry into the microcomputer. Printouts were to be

shared with the teachers. To accomodate student data recording

procedure, the Student Acadedic Management System (SAMS) was revised.

The final details of the SAMS form were then completed in a

subsequent work session. The Student Activity Management Sheet

includes the following information: name of the student, data, week

number, classroom subject, period, the attendance (on time, absent or

tardy), homework status, the class activity (i.e., book, worksheet, a

lecture, discussion,etc.), the pages, problems, or questions

assigned, the time the activity started and stopped,the percentage

correct on the instructional activity and the grade received, a space

for the teacher initial or approval, as well as space for a

classmate's initial. Ten students who met the criterion of having at

least two academic classes outside of special education were selected

to participate in the study. Because this activity amounted to

additional work for the students, a reinforcement 'system was

designed.

The next step entailed training the students to complete the

SAMS. Student training included a discussion of the SAMS and the

student reward system. Questions about the SAMS and how to fill it

out were answered and a completed model SAMS was provided for the

students for reference. An accounting system was also developed to

keep track of students' points. During the first week, the English

teacher allowed project staff to meet with the students for five



minutes a day, so

\

any problihr4_that developed with r,2gard to the

28

collection of ditecould be discussed., The completed SAMS was

submitted -Xhrresource teacher at the end of each school day. We

found th 'Students could reliably collect and report data concerning

their daily activities and that this information was important for

resouce4coom teachers to make educational decisions. The program was

not problem free, however. After four weeks, the regular classroom

teachers became less willing to allow students time to collect data.

They did, however, allow the program to continue. The teachers'

waning enthusiasm affected the behavior of several students who

perlodically neglected to submit their completed SAMS forms and who

ultimately /rapped out of the study.

These experiences indicated that unless teachers provided

students with incentives such as 'oints added to their grades for

recording appropriate progress data, they were not reliable

recorders. Our 2xprience, based on observation and teacher git

feedback, suggests that the keys to convincing teachers to use

computers for monitoring and planning in a mainstreamed environment

may also be in providing supervised opportunities for teachers to use.

the computers amd convincing teachers of the computer's worth as a

time saving device to aid planning, report generation, and decision

making.

We have tested the effects of supervised practice programs

designed to entice teachers to use the microcomputers for program

planning and monitoring. Initially, the cooperating resource teacher

was reluctant to do her planning at the computer console. After one

week of supervised practice using the machine and the newly developed

52
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programs, however, she became an enthusiastic advocate of its value

for planning and tracking student progress. Based on this promising

finding, our future efforts will be directed toward determining the

generality of this approach as well as formatively evaluating

alternative approaches.

We have found also that teacher usage is related to the extent

school systems require teachers to develop daily lesson plans,

generate meaningful periodic reports, and use data to make daily

decisions regarding the course of instruction with students.

Unfortunately, based on observation especially at the secondary

level, the individual pupil program development is most frequently

merely a perfunctily exercise. Our experiences indicate that in

meeting P.L.94-142 compliance requirements teachers currently* rarely

depend on daily lesson plans or individualized instruction, nor do

they use previous data to make educational decisions such as

selecting objectives, matching materials to objectives, or

remediating instructional difficulties. To counter the resistance to

these functions, we developed computer programs that were efficient

and required little teacher time.

Computer Systems Development

Student Activity Management System (SAMS) Development. The SAMS

project configures two separate computer systems, linked together

through a telephone-based data transmission scheme. Figure 13

schematically illustrates the system used. The onsite microcomputer

systems provide the primary interactive Leger interface at the schodts

for the daily collection and retrieval of teacher and student data.

5 3
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Figure 13. SAMS Database Management System Configuration
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The centrally located time-sharing computer system provided the

facility for storage of all data collected at the various local

school sites. The employment of a central data storage facility

allowed periodic transfer of collected data from each microcomputer

site, and permitted project access into an 'integrated database for

overall data analysis and summary evaluation requirements. As

preViously described, the data communications scheme consists of a

slow-speed (300 baud) telephone transmission system utilizing dial-up

ports into the central time-sharing system. Current communication

functions are provided by dial-up telephone ports available-through

the Indiana University'Camputer Network (IUCN). This network allows

local telephone calls originating from the Indianapolis area to be

routed into the Bloomington central computer facility. The transfer

of data to the central system uses the TELEX time-sharing protocol.

Software Component Description

Local Site Microcomputer Software. The SAMS microcomputer

software can be classified into four overall functions; 1) The

database management Access routines; 2) The summary report routines;

3) The data communication routines; and 4) The software system

utility routines. The software developed to provide these four

general functions reside on one of the two floppy diskettes, which

are inserted into one of the disk drives. The individual data

activity diskettes are inserted into the other disk drive. All

software was developed in BASIC and compiled into object code to

provide faster execution of the database management and data

transmission program functions. The main components of these

A
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functions are described below. Y 7

SAMS Activity Management Routines (AMR). Activity anagement

Routines provOe the user with an interactive method to enter daily

student activity data into the system. When the user selects the AMR

functions, the system interacts 'with the user through visual prompts

displayed on the microcomputer television screen. The AMR routines

prompt the user for all activity module selections and data entry

requests. The system also monitors user data entry errors and

reprompts the user for reentry of corrected data.

Figure 14 shows the initial AMR menu display that is presented

to the user at the begiuniuB of a data entry and retrieval session.

The eight data access module* curr(-ntly available in the system are:

1. Student deulographic data

2. Student contact data

3. Student a,_-tvity data

4. Student IR1/TMI data

5. Student SDRT data

6. Student SDMT data

7. Student group points data

8. Teacher schedules/services data

The following sections contain brief desc'riptions of the AMR

modules implemented on the system. Specific information regarding

the use and interpretation of the student/teacher activity data

presented is discussed elsewhere in this report. Figures 15 through

21 will illustrate formats of user screen displays for data activity

entry and examples of printed reports available from the SAMS system.



STUDENT ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN TEACHING THE HANDICAPPED

( C ) 190 0 C.I.T.H. / INDIANA UNIVERSITY
)1(m MAIN SYSTEM DISKETTE vo

11. ACCESS DEMOCRAPHIe DATA
2 = ACCESS CONTACT DATA FOR A STUDENT ,

," ACCESS ACTIVITY DATA FOR A STUDENT
ACCESS IRI/IMI DATA FOR A STUDENT

5 ACCESS SDRT DATA FOR A STUDENT'
6 ACCESS . SDMT DATA FOR A STUDENT
7 .,,, ACCESS POINTS DATA FOR A GROUP

ACCESS TEACHER DATA FOR A TEACHER
PRESS THE KEY .FOR THE NUMBER YOU/ DESIRE,
'111 FOR HELP OR '1E'. TO PUT

r..074.? r"."
. '

FIGURE 14. SAMS AMR User Selection Menu
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1. Student Demographic Data. Figure 15 (1-5) illustrates

information available from the Demographic Access Module. The menu

(15.1) permits the user to select any of six choices related to each

individual student data diskette; These are: 1) Standard

demographics; 2) School related demographics; 3) Class schedules; 4)

Extra-curricular school activ\ties; 5) Extra-curricular non-school

activities; and 6) A full prin ted demographic report.

The user actions for data entry and display control are prompted

on the bottom of each display page. The up and down arrows on the

keyboard move the arrow pointer to the data item selected for entry

or modification. If no data is present for the item, an "a" symbol

4 will be present in the data field to the right of the arrow. An "k"

selection allows the user to enter or modify the data item pointed to

4

by the arrow. More than one page of information may be available for

each type of demographic record and the user controls page displays

through the use of the "<" and ">" characters for "previous" and

"next" pages. The "P" character prints the report displayed, and. the
a.-

"E" character returns the user to the main AMR menu.

Similar user. control conventions are present in all of thr

following modules.

2. Student Contact Data. Figure 16 (1-3) illustrates the

student information available with regard to teacher to teacher and

teacher to parent contacts. The menu (16.1) is the initial user

display and Figure 16.2 and 16.3 show the printed reports available.

Note that all dated or sequenced information in this and other

activity modules are listed in order from the most recently entered

information down to the initial entries. User data entry procedures
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15.1. DemcdPaphIc Data Access Menu

SAMS DEMOGRAPHIC DAT" ACCESS MODULE

1 ACCESS STANDARD DEMOGRAPHICS
ACCESS SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS

2 .1, ACCESS CLASS SCHEDULE
ACCESS EXTRA-CURRICULAR SCHOOL ACTIVI3iE5-

5 = ACCESS EXTRA-CURRICULAR NON-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
6 = PRINT ENTIRE. DEMOGPAPHIC RECORD
OPTION NUMBER?
(PRESS ONLY THE 'ENTER' KEY TO EXI))

15.2. Standardized Demographics

SAMS DEmoGRA,HIC DATA ACCESS MODULE > STANDARD DEMOGRAPHICS
STUDENT NUM -9999) -> 1
FIRST NAME ( 5) GREGORY
MIDDLE INITI
LAST NAME (20) SMITH
SEX (M/E)
PIRTHDATE (MM/DD/YY) 05/01/63
STREET ADDRESS (30) 13/46 O. EMERSON AVENUE
CITY (15) INDIANAPOLIS
STATE (I) IN
:.IPGODE (10) 1622q
PARENTS' NAME (25) MR. GERALD SMITa
PHONE # (AAA-XXX-NNNN) 317-555-8765

USE THE UP/DOWN AFAOW KEYS TO MOVE ARROW, TO ENTER ITE 4/
IP' TO PRINT, .1<'/'>1 FOR PREVIOUS/NEXT PACE, 'E',TO EXIT

15.3. School Demographics

SAMS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ACCESS MODULE > SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS
COUNSELOR (25) -> MS. MARJORIE 4.\!..LSON
MAINSTREAMED (Y/is0

4,HIGH RISK (Y/N) . N
LEARNING DISABLED (Y/N)
MENTALLY RETARDED (Y/N)
EDUCATIONALLY DEPRIVED (Y/N)
BW:IIC (Y/N)
PROGRAM TRACI: (15) VOCATIONAL

USE THE UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS TO MOVE ARROW, TO ENTERITEii,
'P' TO PRINT, 1.(1/1>1 FOR PREVIOUS/NEXT POOEy 'C' TO EXIT.

Figure 1 5 (1-3) . SAMS : Demographic Access odule
,

"
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15.4. Class Schedule

SAMS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ACCESS MODULE > CLASS SCHEDULE
-> RDNG 1 READING DARNELL

ENG --- 11 ENGLISH B WILEY
SOC ST. 5 SOC ST B BARNSTON
SCI 1 SCIENCE B STEEL
MATH 3 MATH C1 MERRYWELL
RES. RM. 10 RESOURCE STEFFEL
STDY HALL 2 STUDY HALL DURAM

SAMS CLASS P. NAME TEACHER

USE
op'

231
123
400
156Y
315
123E
345

ROOM

THE UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS TO MOVE ARROW., 'w' TO ENTER KTEM,
TO PRINT, '<'/'>''FOR PREVIOUS/NEXT PAGES 'E' TO EXIT.

.

k.

.

ACTIVITIES PAGE:t

15.5. School Activities

SAMS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA a ESS MODULE -SCHOOL
-> FOOTBALL 3:15PM

WRESTLING 4 1:.30....5:15

@ @
i k,

e 4-
..

e
\-

e e . ,

e e .., i ''
e e

____:_______L_____i __

ACTIVITY
,....

... TIML e
,

L,*-4,. ,,.
, \,!

mh.e. 1,

..

4*r

USE THE UP/DOWN ARROW KEY4TO MOVE AlrWs ,1Y44, TO ENTER TEl

TO.PRINN, '<'/'>'
1

.3

FOR PREVIOUS/N-XT N.GE, 'E' TO .

15.6. Nom-School. Act)vi

SAMS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ALCESS MODdLlf)
-> ARI-J00

6CT

. et me
,L .

TI

)

Ol./DO,V1N ARROW I:LYS TO-1104,ARROW. iy<' TO ENTER IT".11,
NJNTy Mi IWH H'' TO EXIT.

317 -1;;S:.,

1, ;.;/j.

,PPONE

s

Figure 15)(4-6). SAMS: Demographic Access Mcidule
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,SAMS,'.:UNTACT DATA ACCESS MODULE

16.1. Contact Dat/ACcess Menu

E A T 0 TE.:AmicR CONTACTS
TICHER TO PARENT CONTACTS
OF'CONTACT?

WRESG ONLY THL 'ENTER' KEY TO CgiT)

16.2. Teacher Contact Report

SAMS CONiACT DATA ACCESS MODULE > TEACHER CONTACTS

STUDENT: 1. GREGORY

DATE

SMTTH

TIME FROM

04/15/01 3:00
01/11/01 2:00.
0/1/10/01 9:15
01/01/01 2:00
0//02/01 1:00
01/01/01 12:30
01/01/01 10:30,

STEEL
BARNS ON
DURAM
DARNE L
WILEY
STEFFEL
STLFFEL

m Li& OF CONTACTS x's

TO

MERRYWELL
WILEY
STEFFEL
sTEJITEL
STEFFEL
DARNELL
WILEY

? OUTUME

a PLAN GOORDINATrON
P soc, ST. VOCABULARY
C C_ASSROOM MANAGEMENT

NiTED LESS TARDINESS
SCUSS LOW TEST SCORE

S DISCUSS TARDINESS
P PLAN ENGLISH CUPRIC

PURPOSE CODES: (REFERS TO '?' OLUMN HEADER ABOVE)

'P' = PLANNING
'S' = SOLVE PROBLEM
'C' = CONSULTATION

= ACADEMIC PLUS
= ACADEMIC MINUS

16.3. Parent Contact Report

SAMS CONTACT DATA ACCESS MODULE PARENT CONTACTS

STUDENT: I OR! GORY

DATE TIME FROM

01/05/01 2:30
61/03/01 2:00
01/01/01 1:30.

T FAD OF LONIHLI'o

STEFFEL
STEFFEL
STEFFEL

SMITH

TO

MOTHER
FATHER
MOTHER

? OUTCOME

+ LESS TARDINESS
LOW ENGLISH TEST SC6kL.

S DISCUSS TARDINESS

PURPOSE [ODES: (REFERS TO 'Y' COLUMN HEADER ABOVE)

'P' = PLANNING
'S' = SOLVE PROBLEM

= CONSULTATIO4
'+' = ACADEMIC PLUS

= ACADEMIC M

FIGURE 16 (1-3). SAMS: Student Contact Data Access Module
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I

(not shown) are similar to the demographic and activity modules which

tfb

tollow.

4

3. 'Student Activity Data. Figure 17 (1-3) illustrates the

student activity information available. Figure 17.1 is the initial

display presented to the user when the student activity module is

selected. Upon selection of the class number, Figure 17.2 is

displayed to the user and the system prompts for the action desired.

This display indicates the last student activity entered and prompts

for additions or modifications. Figure 17.3 shows the complete

printed report of student activities that may be requested.

4. Student IRI/IMI Data. Figure 18 (1-5) shows the Informal

Reading and Math Inventory information available. Figure 18.1 is the

initial menu displayed which prompts the user for a selfction.

Figure 18.2 and 18.3 illustrates the Informal-Reading Inventory (IRI)

data and Figure 18.4 and 18.5 Informal Math Inventory (IMI) data.

Figure 18.2 and 18.4 is the initial display for each of the

inventories and Figure 18.3 and 18.5 the printed reports available.

The prompted options shown in Figure 18.2 and 18.4 allow the

user to enter new inventory data, control the display, or prNifout

the information contained within the database. The character options

available are: the "I" key for inserting new information, the ">"

key for displaying the next page of information, the "R" key to reset

to the first page, the "P" key to print all information, the "K" key

to display the column information keys shown on the bottom of the

printed reports (18.3, 18.5), and the "E" key to return to the

current module lienu.

5. Student SDRT Data. Figure 19 (1-2) shows the in.'ormation
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(.10MS ACTIVITY

STUDENT: 4 1

CLASS
1 = RDNG
2 = ENG

SOC ST.
1 = SCI
5 = MATH
6 = RES. RM.
7 = STDY HALL

CLASS ,IUMBER?
(Press` ONLY the

1,24! Student Class

Mtn"
P ^ NAME
111 READING

GNCLIG, fl uoc

CCIENCc
MA" Cl

10 0...scuRcE

4:7:7.0L

".c

Schedule

SMITH
TLACLk'.
DARNELL
WILEY
.CARNSTON
STEEL
MERRUELL
STEFFEL
DURAM

EXIT)

17.2. Selected Class Activity Access Menu

SAMS ACTIVITY ACCESS MODULE
STUDENT: 4 1 GREGORY

CLASS, P. NAME
1 = RDNG 1 READING

DATE ATTENDENCE
01/.05/81 ON TIME
(ABOVE DATE IS LAST DATE

1 = INSERT ACTIVITIES
2 = DELETE ACTIVITIES
3 = ALTER ACTIVITIES
1 = DISPLAY ACTIVITIES
5 = PRINT ACTIVITIES
(lrTioN. NUMBER?
Wress ONLY the ENTER 14.w3 to

SMITH
TEACHER
DARNELL

HOMEWORK NUM

ENTERED)

11P

YES

EXIT)

ArmituR espf

ROGil
231
M.23
.100

156Y
3/5
123E
315

ROOM
231

. OF ACTIVITIES

Figure 17 (1-2). SAMS: Student Activity Access Module
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17.3. Student Class Activity Printed Report

.F.AMS ACTIVITY ACCESS/ MODULE

STUDINI: 111 GRIGORY SMITH

CLASS P. NAME TEACHER ROOM
1 = RDNG 1 READING DARNELL 231

------------
DATE ATTENDENCE
01/05/01 ON TIME

HOMEWORK NUM, OF ACTIVITIES
YES

ACTIVITY PP. PE. 'PRP OUE MIN .%0K GRADE
SMALL GRP 34 38 0 0 25 0% C
OUR WORLD 29 39 0 10 20 71% C ,

- _ " - -
DATE ATTENDENCE
0.4/M/01 ABSENT (EXC.)

HOMEWORK NUM, OF ACTIVITIES
NA. 0

ACTIVITY PD, PE, PRP OUE MIN %OK GRADE
* NO ACTIVITIES FOUND w

DATE ATTENDENCE HOMEWORK NUM, OF ACTIVITIES
01/02/81 TARDY (UNEXC.) NO a

\ ACTIVITY PD, PE, PRE OUE MIN %0K GRADE
D+L WRKBOOK 2 5 30 0 15 70% C

WORKSHEET 42 0 0 0 10 15 78% Cl

ORAL RDINt 12 11 0 0 10 0% C

DATE ATTENDENCE HOMEWORK NUM.. OF ACTIVITIES
01/02/01 ON TIME YES 2

ACTIVITY PD. PE, PRD OUE MIN %OK GRADE
SPELL IT 12 15 0 20 10 70%
DISCUSSION 0 0 0 0 20 0% A

w. END OF ACTIVITIES w

KEY:
UNEXC = UNEXCUED
E./,C = EXCUSED *
NA = tJ.5T APPLICABLE
PB = BEGINNING PAGE NUMBER
PE = ENDING PAGE NUMBER
PPB OUBEF CE PROLEMS ASSIGNED
nur: , NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ASSIGNED
MIN ,,. ACTIVITY TIME IN MINUTES

PERCENTAGE CORRECT
P. = PE:"a0D

IrPT ft"111 )41,4f, ARE

rj

17 (3). SAMS: Student Activity Access Module
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Figure 18 IRI/IMI Data Access Menu

!;ANS IRI/IMI DATA ACCESG MODULE

1 = INFORMAL READING 'INVENTORY (IRI)
2 = INFORMAL MATHMATICS INVENTOTO (IMI)

TYIT OE )[!r? ,

o.kc. ONLY THE 'ENTER' KEY TO EXIT)

18.2 IRI Data Display and,Action Menu

SAMS IRI/IMI DA1A ACCESS MODULE INFORMAL READING INYENTORY
CODE DATE MATERIAL
UIMONTH 01/20/01 STECK

C E T C% E% CR ER CC IOR
73 27 21 73.0% 27.0% 3.5 1.3 70% 93%

CODE DATE MATERIAL
OIMONTH 09/11/61 STECK

C E T C% E% CR ER CC IOR
65 35 16 65.0% 35.0% 1.1 2.2 67% 91%

CODE DATE MATERIAL
PRETEST 03/22/01 STECK

C I T C% E% CR ER CC TOR
50 50 20 50.07. 50.0% 2.5 2.5 55% 92%

STUOENT: 1 GREGORY SMITH
'I' TO INSERT TES.6 '>' FOR NE.4i4 PAGE, 'R' TO RESET'
'P' TO PRINT, 'I(' FOR KEY, 'E' TO EXIT

18.3 IRI Printed Data Report

MS IRT/IMI DATA ACCESS MODULE > INFORMAL READING ,INVENTORY

UDI NI: 1 GREGORY SMITH

DE DATE MATERIAL C E T C% E% CR ER CC I0

MONTH 04/23/01 STECK 73 27 21 73.0% 27.0% 3.5 1.3 70% 93

MONTH 04/11/81 STECK 65 35 16 65.0% 35..0% 1.1 2.2 67% 91

ETEST 03/22/01 STECK 50 50 20 50.0% 50.0% 2.5 2.5 55% 92
.,

END OF TESTS x

Y:

= NUMOER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
= NUMBER OF ERROR RESPONSES
= TIME IN MIMiTES
= PERCENTAGE CORRECT
= PERCENTAGE ERROR

CORR:CT RESPONSES/MINUTE
= ERROR RESPONSES/MINUTE
r, PERCENTAGE OF COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS CORRECT

INTESERVER .RELIABILITY

111

18 (1-3). SAMS: IRI/IMI Data Access Module
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1A.4 IMI Data Display and Action Menu

SANS ikt,'101 DATA i'4CCESS MODULE .
101 0NMAE MAIllin,11;cS 0PA 01016'

C001. MATERIAL
01/10/01. SILkLING

c i 1 C% L% Ck Lk CC JAn.:

69.0% 31.0% 13.0 el 0% Y0%

CODE DATE MATERIAL
;WHO.) 01/09/01 STEkLING

C L 1 C% L% CR Lk CC TOR

62 30 5 62.0% 30.0% 12.1 7.6 | 613% 92%

CODE DATE MATERIAL
WEEKLY 01/02/01 STERLING

C C T C% C% CR ER CC TOR

56 11 5 54.0% 11.0% 11.2 0.0 57% 00%

STUDENT: 1 GREGORY SMITH
'I' TO INSERT TEST, '>' FOR NEXT PAGE, 'R' TO RESET'

'P' TO PRINT, 'g' FOR gEY, 'E' TO EXIT

18.5 IMI Printed Data Report

MO IRI/IMI DATA ACCESS MODULE >INFORMAL MATHEMATICS INVENTORY

SMITH

MATERIAL 1:.E.T C% E% CR ER

UDLNT:

DE

LKLY
EKLY
FREY
ETEST

1 GREGORY

DATE

01/16/01
01/09/01
'01/02/01
03/27/01

END OF TESTS *

STERLING
STERLING
STERLING
STERLING

69 31 5 69.0% 31.0% 12.0 6.2 70% 9

62 3O 5 62.0% 38.u% 12.1 7.6 60% 9

56 11 5 56.0% 11.0C 11.2 0.0 57% 8

50 50 ¶:'t 50.0% 50.0% 10.0 10.0 10% 9

Y:
= NUMPER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
= NUMBER OF ERROR RESPONSES

TIME IN MINUTES
- PERCENTAGE CORrECT

PERCENTAGE ERROR
CORRECT RESPONSES/MINUTE
ERROR RESPONSES/MINUTE
PERCENTAGE OF COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS CORRECT
INTER-OBSERVER RELIABILITY

I

Figure 18 (4-5). IRI/IMI Data Access Module
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available for student.pertormance on the Stanford Diagnostic Reading

Test (SDRT). Figure 19.1 shows the initial display and the user

options available. The user options are similar to the previous

IRI/IMI module data entry and cqntrol functions. Figure 19.2 is the

printed report available.

6. Student SDMT Data. The format of the Stanford Diagnostic

Math Test (SDMT) is similar to the SDRT discussed above with the

column variable keys changed to reflect the information required to

store SDMT data (Figure 19 (1-2)). All user prompted.options are the

same.

7. Student Group Points Data. Figure 20 (1-2) illustrates the

Student Group Points data records available to the user to track

student assignment completion activities. Figure 2U.1 shows the

initial display for the selection of the group point data entry,

entering new students, displaying and accessing points, and printing

out group information. Figure 20.2 shows a printed report for one

group of students - ,ss the indicated 10 days.

8. Teacher Schedules /Services Data. Figure 21 (1-2)

illustrates the Teacher Schedules and Service information available

to users of the system. Figure 21.1 shows the initial display which

contains the names of the teachers and their current schedules.

Individual teacher instructional services are displayed at the bottom

of the screen corresponding to the arrow that points to the teacher

name and schedule at the top of the screen. Similar item addition

and modification options are employed to the user for keeping teacher

schedules and services current and available. Figure 21.2 shows a

complete printed report of all the current teacher schedules and



19.1 SDRT Data Display and Action Menu

!;Art; !;DRI DAIA ACCESS MODULE !JANFORD 0IOLN01,i11. k1ADINC 11.!,1
SIODIA1: 1 GRECOkY SOTIH
CoDL DATE AHD. RC. kC. kC. PHON !,110 READ

WC. LI I . NE . 1011 'Ni A ONAl 16111

MON1111Y 05/15/01 7.2 6.0 :1.0 ..-;.02 6.15 1.y 1.9

MONTHLY 01/15/01 6^Y 5.0 2.0 1.t,/ 6.0 1.0 1.79
PRTP.J 03/10/01 6.0 n.6 1.9 6.0 1.6 1.6
f No 01 *

'I' TO INSERT TEST. '>' FOk NEXT RAGE. 'R' 10 RP-ET'
.r. TO PRINT. 'K' FOR KEY. 'E.' TO EXIT

19.2 SDRT Printed Data Report

'Y
SAN DATA ()Ca:SS 600OLL CJANFORD DIOCNOTIC RLADINC TEST

SIODENT: 1 GREGORY SMITH

MONTHLY
MONTHLY
PRETEST

DOW AUD. RC. RC. RC. PHON,STRO READ
V I. . A NAL ON(d ;ATE

05/15/01 / ) 6.0 3.0 5.02 6.15 1.9 1.9
01/15/81 6.9 5.0 2.0 1.97 6.0 '1.0 1.79
03/10/01 6.0 5.6 2.5 6.0 1.6 1.6

w ri!D OF IL:',TS

KEY: c-
AUD. VOC. = AUDITORY VOCABOLAR
kC. LIT. = READING COMPREHENSION LITERAL

INF. = READING COMPREHENSION INFERENTIAL
kC. TOTL = READING COMPREHENSION TOTAL
rHoN ANAL = PHONETIC ANALYSIS
:;TII ANAL = STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
LEAD pf)ir - READING rmr

Figure 19 (1-2). SAMS: SDRT Data Access Module





20.1 SDMT Data Display and Action Menu

EMS SDMT DATA ACCESS MODULE > STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC MATH TEST
STUDENT: 1 GREGORY SMITH

BRW,IN FORM
CODE DATE NSYS. COM. APPL. TOTAL
MONTHLY 01/12/21 5.3 5,2 1.9 5.15
PRETEST 03/11/01 5.1 5.3 1.1 1.7
)'!, END OF TESTS :::

GREEN FORM
APPL.
1.9
3.9

'I' TO INSERT TEST, '>' FOR NEXT PACE, 'R' TO RESET'
IP' TO PRINT.) 'I(' FOR KEY, TO EXIT

20.2 SMDT Printed Data Report

SAMS SDMT DATA ii.:;CET3 MODULE > STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC MATHEMATICS TC.1

STUDENT: 1 GREGORY SMITH

BROWN FORM GREEN FOM
CODE DATE NSYS. COMP. APP_. TOTAL

MONTHLY
FRLILS1

01/12/21
03/11/21

Lid.) OF TESTS

KEY:
OSS = NUi'!1:1:L8

Con/ = CCMI'UTATIOil

`.3 ^"
:1. 7;

5ti*P
( / //711, -7- Figure 20 (1-2'. SAMS: SDMT Data Access Module
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21.1 Points Access Menu Display

SAMS STUDENT POINTS ACCESS MODULE

WHAT GROUP NUMBER (1-5) DO YOU WANT TO ACCESS?
(PRESS ONLY THE 'ENTER' KEY TO EXIT)

SAMS STUDENT POINTS ACCESS MODULE

.CROUP NUMBER 1 HAS 6 STUDENT(S).
THE LAST DAY POINTS WERE ENTERED WAS: 10
1 = ACCESS POINTS
2 = DISPLAY ROINJS
a = PRINT POINTS
= ENTER STUDENT(S) INTO CROUP

5 = SELECT STUDENT FOR REWARD
CHOICE NUMBER?.
(PRESS"ONLY THE 'ENTER' KEY TO EXIT) .

Figure 21 (1)., SAMS: ,,Student Points Data Access Module

4./ 70 :



21.2 Printed Points Data Report

SAMS STUDENT POINTS ACCESS MODULE

GROUP HUMBER: 1 HAS 6 STUDENT(S).

DAYS: 1 TO 10

STUDENT: KAREN COURTNEY
D 1=100 D 2=100
D 6=100 D 7=100
D 9=100 D10=100
TOTAL POINTS: 990 / 1000 = 99 %
TOTAL 100'S: 9 / 10 = 90 %

D 3=100
D 0=100

STUDENTI _MICHAEL FUTCH
D 1=100 D 2=100 D 2=100
D 6=100 D 7=100 D 0=100
D 9=100 D10=100
TOTAL POINTS: 1000 / 1000 = 100 X.

TOTAL 100'S: 10 / 10 = 100 %

STUDENT: JIM NYE
D 1=100 D 2=100 D 3=100
D 6=100 D 7=100 D 0=100
D 9=100 D10=100
TOTAL POINTS: 1030 / 1000 = 100 %
7DTAL 100'S: 10 / 10 = 100 %

7:TUDENT: \TONY PATTERSON
D 1=100 D 2=100
D 6=100 D 7=100
D 9=100 D10=100
TOTAL POINTS: 900 / 1000 =,98 %
TOTAL 100'3: 9 / 10 = 90 'X,

STUDENT: VERNON SCOTT
D 1= 00 D 2=< >
D 6= 0 D 7= 0

D 9= 0 D10= 0

TOTAL POINTS: 80 / 100-0 = 8 %
TOTAL 10010: 0 / = 0 %

D 3= 20
D 0=100

D 3=< >
D 0= 0

EJUDENT: UENDELL SHORT
D 1=100 I) 2=10U I) 1 0 01

D 6= 0 D 7= 0 D 0= 0

D 9= 0 D10= O
70T4 POINTS: 100 / 1000 = 10 %
TpjNe. loo'E,: 1 / lo - 40 %

.

.

,

TOTAL. GROUP POINTS: 1150 / 6000 = 71.1667 %
TOTAL GROUP 100'S: 12 / 60 = 70 %

D 1=100 D 5= 90

D D 5=100

D 1=100 D

D D 5=100

D

Figure 21 (2). SAMS: Student Points Data Access Module
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services contained within the system.

SAMS Data Transmission Routines. Upon selection by the user,

the system executes the data transmission routine to transfer the

data to the central time-sharing computer site. When the user

1

establishes connection to the computer syst9m through the telephone

line and acoustic,modem, the system establishes the required

communications protocol with the time-sharing system and initiate

the data transfer process. The system retrieves the data from the

student diskette file structure, reformats the data for transmission,

transmits the data, verifies the transmission, and prompts the user

when the process is completed. The system assembles the data into

separate blocks'and calculates a checksum which is transmitted with

the data and checked by the time-sharing system. If the data

checksuM does not match, the time-sharing system requests a

retransmission from the microcomputer and the data transmission

process continues.

SAMS Microcomputer System Utility Routines. Various routines

are available on the system diskette which perform student disk file

initialiatioa and formating tasks when new students are assigned to

the program. Copy routines for backing both system and student data

diskettfs are also present in the utility routines.

i Central Time-Sharing Computer Software Routines

The current software routines developed for the central

time-sharing system are grouped into two general functions; the

database management system, and the data communication routines.

Most of the software development at the central computer level has

72
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focused upon using both existing software utility packages and the

time-sharing system file control commands.

Databased Management System. As indicated earlier, the project

is using the Scientific Information Retrieval (SIR) system for the

database manager function, which provides an efficient method for

storing hierarchical structured data for user retrieval functions,

based upon a short-key query request language.

Data Communication Routines. The method employed to receive

data from the local-site microcomputer systems is through the

time-sharing system file control. When data has been transmitted

into local data files, a procedure file is called to process the data

for storage into the SIR system.' The procedure file contains a

sequence of control commands which execute various routines which

perform checksum verification on transmitted data blocks and

formating data files for inclusion into the SIR database.

Continuing System Development Activities

Local Site Microcomputer Development. The primary focus of

development activities at the local sites will continuee to provide a

greater user selection of data entry agd retrieval system functions.

The eight AMR routines were evaluated and modified with respect to

data item deletions, insertions, and replacements. Modifications of

these user functions increased the efficiency of the random access

methods employed to store and retrieve data from student diskette

databases. The same data item access, procedures also provided

expanded user functions for data summary r port routines. This

modification permitted users to employ a quer -based retrieval of a
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subset of variables stored, for any sEddeW The developmental

4

guidelines for this activity will be, identified(thr ugh dtscussio?is

ofAhatIrliback is of M t importanc! to the use s. Formats for ,-

3
data presentation and display were continuously evaivatecrfor

effectiveness.

Further modifications of the data transmission routines reduced

the amount ofjuser interaction by providing optional communication
...

protocols into different central commuter time-sharing systems. The

inclusion of different system communication options greatly improved

the flexibility of the system to access other "standard" time-sharing

systems which, in turn enhanced the system's disseminability.

Central Computer Development Activities. Complementing the

local site development of different data transmission protocols an

ealuation of other large central computer systems were also

undertaken to identify basic system development requirements needed

for different central system data storage applications. The Indiana

University Computer Networkfprovided time-sharing access into two

other large systems; a DEC-10 system, and a PRIME-750 system. The

identification and documentation of the riquirements to access these

systems also contributed to the ability to disseminate the system

widely with little additional development time.

BEg cnny Rol r
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YEAR ONE QUARTER FOUR

During this quarter, project activities concentrated on the

collection of student performance and post-test achievement data at

the High School Sites In Indianapolis and Washington Township. In

addition, the Student Activity Management System (SAMS) software was

developed.

The post tests for Year One were administered during the first

week of May, 1981. Tests administered included the Stadidard

Diagnostic Reading Test, Standard Diagnostic Math Test, Informal Math

Inventory and Informal Reading Inventory. In addition, the SAMS

system was used to collect information related to student

demographics and school refated-activities: The data were collected

the teachers and entered by a data entry clerk.

The protypical version of the SAMS system was completed and

field tested at North Central High School. The experimental version

of the system was designed to monitor student academic performance

including the amount of time allocated for instruction, the amount of

time that a student spent working on assigned tasks and the accuracy

with which the students completed their tasks. These data were

collected both in resource rooms and in the regular classroom. The

teacher specifically recorded the time that they allocated in their

lesson 'plans for reading, math, science and social studies

instruction. The engagement time involved the student recording the

amount of time that elapsed between the time when he/she was assigned

an assignment and the time when.the student completes the assignment.

These were collected by students using a self-recording system which
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was developed and field tested by the research team. Teachers and

the kesear,:hers intermittently recorded reliability regarding the

accuracy of the students recording. In all cases, the reliability

recorded was 100%. Data were recorded regarding the number of pages

assigned to the stud it`the number of problems assigned and the

accuracy of the students peformance. The authors readily acknowledge

that this system is only an approximation of the measures used in

collecting one facet of ALT data; however, given the prohibitive

expense of collecting observational data, the authors believe these

data will closely approximate the ALT data, but with a greatly

reduced cost thus increasing the likelihood that schools will

implement the system.

401

4

76
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EVALQATION: YEARIONE

Arlington High School Program

SD RT results. Students enrolled in the predominantly learning

disabilities resource room at Arlington High School ,demonstrated

uniform growth across all sub-tests of the standardized reading test.

These results, depicted in Figure 22 and summarized in Table 2, and

t-test comparisons of pretest results versus posttest results (N=14)

all reveal statistically significant gains at the .01 level and

beyond. In regard to specific subtests on the SD R T, Arlington

students improved one grade level equivalent (G LE) on the average in

auditory vocabulary, approximately 2.7 G LE's (from 5.8 to 8.5) in

literal comprehension, 2.2 G LE's in inferential comprehension (from

5.8 to 8.0), approximately 2 G LE's in total comprehension (from 6.2

to 8.2). In the areas of Language usage, students demonstrated a 3

G LE increase (from 5.0 to 9.0) in phonetic analysis and a 2 G LE

improvement (from 7.0 to 9.0) in structural analysis. Average

achievement in reading rate across students proved insignificant.

0 verall,the results demonstrate the outstanding effects of the

teacher and instructional program.

Informal Reading Inventory Results. Results from the Pre-Post

Informal 1-4/sding test indicate that students (N=14) in the A.H.S.
-yr dresource tOom improved slightly in their reading skills in terms of

f--correct words per minute and errors per minute. The most significant

results are more apparent, however, in an 11 % increase in reading

comprehension scores. These results appear in Table 3.

S1? MT results. The data from the standardized mathematics test
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TABLE 2

GROWTH IN READING SKILLS, ARLINGTON STUDENTS (LD)

FOR THE 1980-1981 SCHOOL YEAR

STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST (SDRT) RESULTS

AUD. LITERAL INFERENTIAL
1

TOTAL PHONETIC STRUCTURAL RATE
VOCAB. COMP. COMP. COMP. ANALYSIS ANALYSIS

PRETEST 7.4 5.7 5.8 6.4 6.0 7.0 7.

POSTTEST 8.6 i5 8.0 8.2 8.9 8.9 8.2



TABLE 3

ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

INFORMAL READLF INVENTORY RESULTS

1980-1981

Correct Words
Per Minute

Errors Per
Minute

Percent

Comprehension

Pretest 98.5 5.9 70

Posttest 104.9 4.2 81

81
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appear in Table 4 and graphically in Figtre 23. Analysis of

differences between the pretest and posttests using t-test

comparisons indicate highly significant gains across all subtests of

the SDMT. Subtest results reveal that students averaged over 3 GLE

gain (from 5.0 to 8.1) in the number systems and numeration subtests.

In the area of applications, students averaged over a 4 GLE gain

during the academic year (from 5.0 to 9.5). Total score gains

registered approximately a 3 GLE improvment from pre to posttesting

(from 5.8 to 8.8) for students receiving basic math instruction in

the Arlington High- School resource room program.

Informal Math Inventory Results. Data displayed in Table 5

related to students' growth in 13 subskills. 1 mac, indicate that

Arlington High School students improved their comps ational skill in

all sub areas of basic Arithmetic. On easier skills, students showed

gains approximately 23 digits correct per minute whereas skills

involving short-rerm memory (eg. "borrowing" or "canceling") student

did not increase their speed at calculatinc; digits to a significar

degree,.

Overall results from both the standardized mathematics measur,

and intormal math measures indicate that the students receiving mat-

instruction made outstanding gains during the academic year. The

average academic growth observed ranged between 3 and ), GLE's.

Moreovor, students' grade level of functioning at the end of the year

averaged between 8.0 and 9.0 indicating that these students could

probably compete favorably with students enrolled in regular

mathematics courses. These results indicate that despite long

periods of academic fallowness secondary students classified as

82
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TABLE 4

GROWTH IN MATH SKILLS, ARLINGTON, 10 STUDENTS

FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER 1980

STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC MATH TEST (SDMT) RESULT

NUMERATION COPUTATION APPLICATIONS TOTAL SCORES.

, PRETEST. 5.1 6..4 ,. 5.2 5.7

i8.2 9' 9.5 8.9.6POSTTEST
-...,.

ti

4

a

I
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Figure 23
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TABLE 5

STERLING INFORMAL MATH INVENTORY RESULTS

AVERAGE CORRECT DIGITS PER MINUTE

Arlitilton High School 1980-1981

ADD ADD ADD DD ADD DD SUBT SUBT SUBT DD SUBT DD MULT MULT SX MULT SX MULT'DD DIVISION

0-10 11-18 W/0 CARRY W/CARRY 0-9 10-18 W/0 BORROW W/BORR0W 0-81 W/0 CARRY DD W/CARRY W/CARRY, 6.81

19

34

retest 52 47 35 22 32 22 27 12 41 36 20 19

osttest 78 65 45 20 55 35 37 16 62 52 28 27

1

86
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isabled and emotionally disturbed, given proper 'nstIuction

and ..theptivation, can not only learn at the same rate as their academic

peers, but actually achieire at higher, rates than commonly thought.

Shortridge High School Program

SDRT results. Students in the Shortridge High School

unfortunately showed very Pitlitle improvement in achievement reading

over the course, of the 1980-1981 school year. However, data

presente in Table 6 and Figura 24 reveal that , on the average,

students did not regress in ackievement over the year. The only

significant improveinentin average performance appears to be in the

area phonetic analysis which the students improved approximately

1.5'CLE's (from 2.5. to 4.0). It should be noted, howdar, that

de,;pite the lack of sta6Istical significance, the average gain scores
*

vceeded all of Cie previous gain scores atta'ned by the students

enrolled in the program. Thus,
\

despite the lack of nificance, the
'4-'1:

students' achievement grow* was greater tnan it haer in previous

111,
.

(years. '. .

,
. A .

.

,

Informal breading inventory results. Tho, data !Peking in d7r le

A Illt. 1*,
'1111:4

7 indicate that the stuMlasts enrolled; in fre hortridge progral..

showed an average gain in rate of words read correctly o

approximately 14 words /minute. Error xate, however, increiped fkom

an average of three words Oer minute to Comprehension remained

at around the 90% over the 1980-1981 academic year. These results

ma!, indicate teacher emphasis on oral reading accuracy, word

recognition, and word analysis training. They A corroborated by a

slight increase noted in SDRT post test increasing re'ding rate.t

8

siP



TABLE

421

GROWTH IN READING SKILLS, SHORTRIDGE STUDENTS (LD)

FOR THE 1980-1981 SCHOOL YEAR

STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC READING TEST (SDRT) RESULTS

AUD. LITERAL IN#6ENTIAL TOTAL PHONETIC STRUCTURAL R
VOCAB. COMP. COMP. COMP. (MALYS'S ANALYSIS

PRETEST 4.1 2.4 2.6 3.5 2.4 .3.0 2

POSTTEST 4.2 2.2 2.2 3.2 4.0 3.5 2

C.

z

89
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TABLE' I

SHORTRIDOI HIGH SCHOOL

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY RESULTS

CORRECT WORDS ERRORS/ , PERCENT
' /MINUTE MINUTE COMPREHENSION

PRETEST 56, 3 91

POSTTEST 70 5 92

cis

92
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A
SDMT results. Analysts of pre-test compared with post-test

results on the SDMT depicted in Table 8 and Figure 25 reveal that

students enrolled in the Shortridge High School mathematics program

showed virtually no improvement in mathematics achievement during the

1980-1981 school year. Students continued to function between the

3rd and 4th gradelevel equivalent on Number systems and Numeration,

Applications, and Total Score subjects. They remained stabilized,

for the most pert, at approximately 4.0,CLE in Computational skills

over the course of the year.

Informal mathematics inventory results. Student gains in

correct digits per minute across the thirteen skill levels tapped by

the IM1 measure enrolled in the Shortridge program are shown in Table

9. Compared with results folgitWon-the SDMT, students in the

Shortridge program showed some improvement in theii- ability to

rapidly calculate in basic math areas. Students gained in All but

one math sub skill and showed impressive improvement especially at

lower sub skill' levels. In the skill area of multiplication without

carrying, they made an impressive 27 digits per minute gain.

Summary of Shortridge' Evaluation

Students #n011ed in the program at Shortridge High School

demonstrated some growth in language arts or mathematics as indicated

bj, both standardized and informal test results. These results are

disappointingly at variance with those observed at the Arlington

stre. One problem. encountered at this sire involved the lower

general achievement and intelligencezievels of students compared to

those enrotied at the Arlington program. In addition, the teacher

.-'
93
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TABLE 8
-46

Jib,

GROWTH IN MATitliTLLS, SORTRIDGE, 10 8TbDENTS

FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER 1980

4
STANFORD DIAGNOSTIC MATH TEST (SDMT RESULTS)

NUMERATION COMPUTATION APPLICATIONS TOTAL SCORES

PRETEST 3.6 4.8 0.8 3.8

?OSTTEST 3.7 4.5 3.8 4.0
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TABLE 9

INFORMAL MATH INVENTORY RESULTS

AVERAGE CQRRECT BITS PER MINUTE

Shortridge High School 1980-1181

ADD 'ADD ADD DD ' ADD DD SUBT SUET SUBTDD SUPT 00 MULT MULT' SX MULT SX MULT DD DIVISION

0-10 11-18 W/O CARRY W/CARRY 0-9 10-18' W/0 BORROW W/BCIRROW 0 -81 W/O:CARRY OD W/CARRY W/CARRY 0-81

etest 32/4 22/9 20/1 16/0 22/1 8/2 .18/3 6/6 20/5 23)8 11/5 9/8

sttest 42/5 36/1 33/1 16/4 34/2 15/3 26/2 9/4 29/6 50/7 16/11 18/15
0,

97

13/2

12/5
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assigned to this classroom was only in her second teaching year.

When one compares the data taken from Arlington, students in the

initial stages of the project, however, there does not appear to be a

large discrepancy in achievement levels between the results observed

between the two sites. Thus, the results may indicate the differing

experience levels of the two teachers. As the level of

sophistication of ject procedure may be overwhelming-to

inexperienced teaches, a caveat in the use of these procedures may

be that is in inappr7riate for implementation by teachers with

limited experience. It may be that important element in the

successful implementation of this or any project concerns the skill

and motivation of the teacher, the type of training received, as well

as dedication to following procedures to be implemented in a model'

program.

A

fr



The IMI data for Arlin4ton'High School indicated that`the average

student increased their rate, of calculating.

1.) Add facts 0-16 increased by 20 correct digits per

minute.

2.) Add Aacts 11-18 increased by 7 correct digits per

minute.

3.) Subtracts 'facts 0-9 increased by 8 correct

digits per minute.
,

4.) Subtraction facts 10-18 increased by 3 correct119

digits per minute. ,)

5.) Multiplication fact 0-81 incrased-by 11 correct

digits per minute.

6.) Divisionfacts, 0-81 increased by 7 correct digits

per minute.

Overall, the data Indicates that'the students gradually increased their

proficiency in the four mathematical operations. The greatest'

proficiency was attained in the area of addition'followed by

multiplication, division, and finally subtraction.

t`

100
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Summary 6".f 1980-81. NIE Data ,

Ar
1. Test-Retest Reliabilityof IMI Data

Test-retqst-reliability using a simple correlation procedure was
'performed on,eadh,of the 13 subtests of the IMI.

Three testing days were used at the beginning of the Fall 1980
semester. Reliability whs cal lated using all three of the
possible, presentations of this data: 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3.

Data for this is reported in three parts:
Figure 26 Both Schools (N=24)
Figure 27 Arlington High School (N=18L
Figure 28 Shortridge High School (N=5 or 6)

Overall, the reliability of the subtests is well within acceptable
limits with a high degree of similarity between the three different
comparisants. The between school results is an entirely different story
though.
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1

Sub Skill

Aaditioni- 0-10

Addition -11-18

Addition DoUble digit
without-carry

Addition Double digit
with carry

Subtraction -

Subtraction -10-18

Subtraction Double digit
without borrow'

Subtraction Double digit
with borrow

Multiplication - 0-81

Multiplication single x
double without carry

Multiplication single x
double with carry

Multiplication.double x
double.

Division- 0 -81

TEST COMPARISON

1st'- 2nd 1st - 3rd.

.70 **
-

:85 ** o

.78 **

,73 **

?rid - 3rd

.29

`'.88 ** .81**1

.85 ** .85**.

\-
. 80 ** .78**

.84-** .69 ** .80*,

.80 ** .81**.65 **

.64 **

.75 **

. 63 ** .83**

. 77 ** . 83**

.95 * *

. 84 **

.93**

. 81 Ik

.85 ** .87 ** . 89**

.78 ** .73 ** .76**

.73 ** .87 ** :83**

Figure 26

Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IMI. Fall 1980
School = Arlington and Shortridge (N=24)
Measure = digits per min. correct
** is significance to .01 level
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Sub Skill

TEST COMPARISON

1st - 2nd 1st - 3rd
t .

. 2nd - 3rd

Addition - 0-10 .77**
.

.19 .00
..

Addition -11-18
r

.85-** .90** ,. 4 79:,

Addition Double digit,
without carry

.77 ** .82** .83

Addition Double digit
with carry

.71** .86** .74**

Subtraction - 0-9 .85** .74** .85**

Subtraction -10-18 755** .75** .74**

Subtraction Double digit
without borrow.

.58** .56 ** .75**

Subtraction Double digit
with borrow

.47* .48* . 70 **

Multiplication - 0-81 .89** .95** .92**

Multiplication single x
double without carry

.81** .77** .81**

.

Multiplication single x
double with carry

.82** .80* .85**

Multiplication double x
double

.75** .64** .72**

Division- 0-81 .81** .90** .73**

Figure 27

Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IMI. Fall 1980
School = Arlington0=18 or 1.9)
Mease = digits per min. correct
** i4

v
significance to .01 level

* is significance to .05 level



Sub Skill

' Addition - 0-10

Addition -11-18'

Addition Double digit
without carry

Addition Double digit
with carry

Subtraction - 0-4

Subtraction -10-18

Subtraction Double digit
without borrow

Subtraction Doub4'illgit
with borrow

Multiplication 0-81

Multiplication single x
double without carry

Multiplication single x
double with carry

Multiplication double x
double

Division- 0-81

TEST COMPARISON

1st - 2nd 1st 3rd 2nd - 3171

-.41 .07 /v .14

.48 * 4.80

.16 f .70

.15 -.24 I .88 *

7 **

.62

9 .04

.36

.80 *,

.96 **

, .57 'k

9 ** .98 **

Figure 28-

Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IMI. Fall 1980
School = Shortridge (N=5)
Measure = digits per min. correct
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .0 level
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Coverall, the results indicate that.therInformal. Mkt4 Inven4 used

as highly reliable. The data'collected aOtrlington High School had

'particularly high coefficientSe,While the Shortridge test-ret6t.'

reliability data were frequently insignificant. The discrepancy of the

Shortridge data, coupled w.th anectodsl reports of stud* ability

during Some of the testing sessions prompted the researchers to question

the validity of the Shortridge MIMI data.

b



2. Correlation of IMI with SDMT Subtests & Total

F

Correlations of IMI Dlits per minute correct (average of 3 days
testing) with SW subtests were computed.

, -

Since there was part pre and post data for both oil these measures,
computations were made for:

-,-

data---preIMI--preSDMT
postlMl-- postSDMT

Data is reported in:
Figure 29 Arlington pre data
Figure 30 Arlington post data
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IMI SUBTESTS SDMT SUB TESTS

Number Computation Application Total Applicatton
Systems Score
(Brown) (Brown) (Brown) (Brown) (Green)

Addition 0-10 .37 .44* .07
-.

.28

Addition11-18 .48* .26 .18 .28

Addition double
without carry

.05 -.02 -.23 -.11

Addition double
with carry

.29 .25 -:00 .16

Subtraction 0-9 .31 .48* .08 .29

Subtraction 10-18 .44* .27 .15 .27

Subtraction double
without borrow

.36 .27 .11 .24

-Subtraction double
with borrow

.28 .24 .17 .24

Multiplication 0-81 .24 .48* .05 .30

Multiplication single
x'double without
carry

-.09 .12 -.35 -.21

4 Multiplication single
x double with
carry

.55** .44* .23 .43*

Multiplication double
x double with
carry

.46* .42* .32 .41*

Division 0-81 .41* .60** .22 .48*

.g.§ .,,,

Mr.:«

.29

.29

.44*

%26

.47*

.08

.16

.22

.27

.35

.36

Figure .29

Correlation of IMI with SMDT (PRE data)
School = Arlington
Measure = IMI - average DMPC

SDMT - grade equiv. score
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level



IMI SUBTESTS SDMT SUB TESTS

Number Computation Application Total Application
Systems Score
(B'Thwn) (Brown) (Brown) (Brown) (Green)

Addition 0-10 57** . - .08,

Addition 11-18 50* 20
4 4
A tion double 29 -.07
wit out carry.

Addi on doubl
with car

Subtrac iQn 0-9 32 .21

Subtra 10-18 .40* 135

n double 24
wit row

.17

Subtractio double .31 .30
with borr

Multiplic tion 0-81 .49* .23

Multiplicati single .50* -.13
x double withOut
carry

Multiplication single .37 .28
x double with
carry

Multiplication double .35 .16
x double with
carry

Division 0-81 .34 .43*

.40* .40*

.38 .38

.21 .12

.30 .30

.23 .24

.16 .34

.05 .16

30 .26

-.38 .44

.41* .2a

.26 .34

.40* / .28

.37 .47*

.27

.36

.31

.40*

.16

.40*

.40*

.16

.16

.39*

Figure 30

Correlation of IMI with SMDT (PRE data)
School = Arlington
Measure = IMI - average DMPC

SDMT - grade equiv. score
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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9

.5. Correlations of IMI Avgrages with SDMT Subtest,s A Total

Correlations of IMI Digits per minute correct (average of 3 days
testing) mith SDMT subtests.

Each of the areas of +, x. and+ were averaged within each child
for a composit average of the subtests in total and within each math
area

Figure 31 pre data
Figure 32 post data

Only Arlington High School was used. There was not enough data
available from Shortridge High School.
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IMI SUB-TES-1.

AVERAGES SDMT SUB TESP-,

Number
Systems
(Brown)

4,

Computation

(Brown)

Application

(Brown)

Total
Score
(Brown)

Application

(Green

Addition .29 .03 .10 .16 .29

Subtraction .31 .08 .12 .20 .31
,.

Multiplication .28 .10 .09 .20 .26

Division .41* .60 ** .22 .48 * .36

Total .30 .08 .20 .29

Figure 31

Correlation of IMI subtest averages with
SDMT (PRE data)
** is. significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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IMI SUB -TEST
AVERAGES SDMT SUB TESTS

Number
Systems
(Brown)

Addition .43

Subtraction .36

MultiOlication .48**

Division .34

Total .44*-

Computation

(Brown)

.23

Application Total Application
Score

(Brown) (Brown) , (Green)

.23.

.43*0

.21

.21

.13

.31

7-

.23

.26

.23

.34-

.47*

.29

40'

.26

.21

.23

.39*
11.

.25

10

Figure 32
Correlation of IMI subtest averages with
SDMT (PRE data)
** is significance to .01 level
* is significanceoto .05 level
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The correlation of the subtests of the informal math inventory

with the subtests of the Stanford Diagnostit Math Test vary widely.

They range from six significant correlations between the computation

subtest and(the various subtests of the IMI to no sifnificant

correlations between the applications subtest and the various

subtests of the Mg, Ov,erall, the results are predictable since the

IMI provides a very fine grain assessment of student _computational

skills. It only follows that the strongest corriklation should be

with the computation subtest. An anlaysis of the computationApbtest

indicates that the preponderance of problems -on the Brown Level were
A

multiplication and division thus explaining the many significant

correlations with comparable subtests on the I. On the other hand,

there were very few addition and subtraction problems, so with a

small sample and a reasonably high probability of student errors, the

liklifiood of Qbtaining lower order correlations increased

drastically.
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3. Test-Retest Reliability of IRI

1,41.4

Test-retest reliability using a saMplecorrelation procedure was
performed on each of the 4 measures tali0 on the IRI.

Three testing days were used at the beginning of the Fall 1980
semester. Reliability was calculated using all three presenta-
tions of this data: 1-3, 2-3, and 1

-3.4'

Data for this. reported in:
Figure 33 Both Schools
Figure 34 Arlington High School
Figure 35 Shortridge High School



SUB SKILL
MEASURE

. TEST COMPARISON

lst-2nd lst-3rd 2nd-3rd

CORRECT PERCENTAGE .68** .79 ** .70**

CORRECT RATE .93** .82 ** .85**

ERROR RATE .88** .95 ** .87**

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS .46** .56 ** ,45*

PERCENT CORRECT

Figure 33
Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IRI. Fall 1980
School = Both
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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SUB SKILL
MEASURE

TEST COMPARISON

lstlind, 1st-3rd 2nd-3rd

CORRECT PERCENTAGE .84** ..79** .80**

CORRECT RATE .93** .84** .91**

ERROR RATE .96** .96** .95**

COMPREHENSIOq QUESTIONS .07 .27 ,.15

PERCENT CORRBCT

Figure 34
Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IRI. Fall 1980
School = Arlington (N=14)
** is significance to .01 level



SNUB SKILL
MEASURE

lst-2nd

TEST COMPARISON

lst-3rd 2nd-3rd

CORRECT PERCENTAGE .48 .77* -.11

CORRECT RATE .89** .92** .63

ERROR RATE .00 .64 -.17

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS .39 .65 ,.62

PERCENT CORRECT

Figure 35
Simple correlations of test-retest data
on IRI. Fall 1980
School = Shortridge
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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-a' .
The test-retest reliability of the informal reading inOentory

was ig41cant. The data for Arlington and Shortridge mirrored the

informal math data since the Arlington scores other than in the area

of readinglgomprehension were all correlated at the .05 level of

significance, The Shortridge data were inconsistent, consequently

they were suspect.

O

let 001001 /MI
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4. Correlation of IRI and SDRT-Subsets & Total

Correlations of IRI measures (average of 3 days testing) with SDRT
subtests and totals were computed.

'Arlington and Shortridge used different SDRT forms for their
measurements:

Arlington . Brown Level A
Shortridge . green Level B

Pre IRI and pre SDRT tests were correlated as well as post IRI and
post SORT.

Figure 36 Arlington pre data
Figure 37 Arlington post data
Figure 38 Shortridge pre. data
Figure 39. Shortridge post data
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05DRT SUBTESTS IRI SUBJECT MEASURES

1DITORY
CABULARY

READING
COMPREHENSION

LITERAL

INFERENTIAL

TOTAL

PHO ETIC
AN PSIS

ST URAL
AN YSIS..

1r AUDITORY.

DESGRIMINATION

F

CORRECT RATE ERROR RATE READING

COMPREHENSION

.oi .21 -.01

.34 -.23 .26

.39 -.14 .22

.41 -.25 .28

-.05 -.26 -.18

-,03 -.45* -.33

.30 20 .24

Figure 36
Correlation of IRI with SDRT (PRE data)
FORM = Brown Level A

,SCHOOL = Arlington (N=14)
Measure = SDRT = grade level

* is significance to .05 level



SORT SUBTESTS ( IRI SUBJECT MEASURES

AUDITORY

CORRECT RATE ERROR RATE READING
COMPREHENSION

VOCABULARY .15 .28 .06

READING
COMPREHENSION

LITERAL .19 -.36 .06

INFERENTIAL .17 -.17 .12

TOTAL .06 -.44 .14
OMB.

PHONETIC
ANALYSIS .29 .17 -.14

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS .20 -.46* -.27

AUDITORY,
DESCR1MINATION .50* .90** -.22

Figure 37
Correlation of IRI with SDRT (PRE data)
FORM = Brown Level A
SCHOOL = Arlington (N=14)
Measure = SDRT = grade level
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level



SORT SUBTESTS IRI SUAST MEASURES

AUDITORY

CORRECT RATE ERROR RATE READING
COMPREHENSION

VOCABULARY 4 .18 -.37 .29

READING
COMPREHENSION

LITERAL .45 -.74* .89**

INFERENTIAL .42 -.59 .78e*

TOTAL .51 -.29 .56

PHONETIC
ANALYSIS -.01 -.19 .37

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS .55 -.38 .43

AUDITORY
DESCRIMINATION -.11 -.16 .10

Figure 38
Correlation of IRI with SDRT (PRE data)
FORM = Green Level B
SCHOOL = Shortridge (N=8)
Measure = SDRT = grade level
** IS significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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SORT SUBTESTS IRI SUBJECT MEASURES

AUDITORY

CORRECT RATE ERROR RATE 1READING
COMPREHENSION

VOCABULARY -.28 -.40 .24

READING
COMPREHENSION

LITERAL .34 -.52 .64*

INFERENTIAL .61 * -.74* .82**

TOTAL .51 :.60* 171*

PHONETIC
ANALYSIS .22 -.25 .32

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS .55 -.58 .69*

AUDITORY
DESCRIMINATION -.38 -.27 .21

Figure 39
Correlation of IRI with SDRT (PRE data)
FORM = Green Level-B
SCHOOL = Shortridge (N =8)
Measure = SDRT = grade level
** is significance to .01 level
* is significance to .05 level
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The correlations between the scores attained on the Informal

Reading Inventory (IRI) and the subtests of the Stanford Diagnostic

Reading Test (SDRT) were largely non-significant (see previous

figures). They suggested that the tests were not related and that

they were measuring different behaviors. In this case, low order

correlations were expected for the correct rate and error rate

subtests since there are no comparable subtests on the SDRT. The

data also indicate, however, that the comprhension subtests of the

two instruments are measuring different behaviors thus suggesting

that great care must be exercised in selecting the content for the

comprehension items of the IRI since they do not appear to be

measuring behaviors that are typically taught in most major textbooks

and sampled on the SDRT.
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The pre-post test comparison of the scores attained by the students

at North Central Nigh School indicated that the students grew almost

two years on the literal comprehension subteet of the SDNT while they

regressed slightly on the inferential comprehension subtext. Even

after examining the student daily programs, we are unable to explain

the discrepancy. When interviewed, the teacher indicated that the

instructional program focused more on literal rather than inferential

comprehension since the students were more deficient in that area'at

the beginning of the school year. The progress in this area was

impressive and highlighted the effectiveness of the instructional

program that included systematic on-going assessment and databased

instructional development that allowed frequent opportunities for the

students to read (see Tables 10 and 11).

%Ow
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TABLE 10 b,
NORTH CENTRAL

SAMS SDRT DATA SUMMARY '80-'81

SDRT
PRE

SDRT
POST

GAIN
SCORE

Student 1: Lit. Comp. 7.3 12.3 5.0
Inf. Comp. 12.0 12.0 0.0
Total Comp. 10.0 12.0 2.0

Student 2: Lit. Comp. 4.6 6.4 1.8
Inf. Comp. 5.2 5.4 0.2
Total Comp. 4.8 5.9 1.1

Student 3: Lit Comp. 2.7 5.6 2.9
Inf. Comp. 4.1 5.1 1.0
Total Comp. 3.4 5.1 1.7

Student 4: Lit. Comp. 9.0 9.5 0.5
Inf. Comp. 7.7' 8.0 / 0 3
Total Comp. 8.3 8.8 0.5

Student 5: Lit. Comp. 2.8 3.5 0.7
Inf. Comp. 3.5 1.3 -2.2

Total Comp. 2.6 3.0 0.4

Student 6: Lit. Comp. 4.6 5.6 1.0

Inf. Comp. 4.4 3.3 -1.1

Total Comp. 5.6 4.6 -1.0

Student 7: Lit. Comp. 4.8 7.6 2.8
Inf. Comp. 7.0 8.5 1.5

Total Comp. 5.7 8.2 2.5

Student 8: Lit. Comp. 5.3 5.8 0.5
Inf. Comp. 5.5 5.4 -0.1

Total Comp. 5.3 5.6 0.3
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TABLE 11

SAMS SDRT DATA SUMMARY '80-'81

SDRT SDRT GAIN

PRE POST SCORE

All Students: Lit. Comp. 5.14 7.04 1.90

(MEAN) Inf. Comp. 6.18 6.13 -0.05

Total Comp. 5.71 6.65 0.94

0
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YEAR TWO QUARTER ONE

The activities during the first quarter of the second project

year focused primarily on extending the research begun during year

one with a new group of teachers and developing additional computer

software to facilitate teacher use of microcomputers for assessing

and monitoring daily pupil performance. Specific activities entailed

selecting three secondary school teachers, enlisting their

cooperation, and collecting baseline measures of their use of

assessment, monitoring and program-planning strategies. Following

the collection of baseline data, the teachers were trained to use

microcomputers and software provided by the investigators to assess

and to monitor student academic performance and to use these data to

plan individual student programs. In addition, the content,

quantity, and quality of the teachers communications with, regular

classroom teachers was also evaluated and additional computer

software was developed.

The research activities for year two occurred in the Monroe

County School Corporation (MCCSC). Officials from the MCCSC school

systewvolunteered to serve as a research site based upon positive

information that they obtained from Indianapolis School System

officials concerning the grant activities. Given the proximity of

the MCCSC, the system's commitment to require teachers to

periodically record student academic progress, and the fact that

mildly handicapped students were typically integrated into regular

classes for a portion of the day, the decision was made to include

the Monroe County System in the project. This decision also was

56--
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influenced by the opportunity to work with an additional school

system in developing clasbroom compter utilization programs.

As an outgrowth of year one activities, the two school system

that sersliwas year one sites, -- the Indianapolis Public Schools and

Washington Township Schools -- both adopted versions of the

prototypical student monitoring systems developed and evaluated

during this period. Primarily as a result of the success of the

current project, the Indianapolis Public Schools invested over

$80,000 in local funds to purchase microcomputers for secondary

special education classrooms and to train all secondary special

education teachers to use modified versions of the instructional

management systems that were pilot tested during year one of this

project. The Washington Township Schools, on the other hand,

primarily because they were not purchasing microcomputers implemented

paper and pencil versions of a student activity management system

(SAMS) that were developed'and evaluated during the first year of the

project.

The focus of the project during the second year of the project

became one of exploring methods that affected teacher utilization of

microcomputer software for making treament-based program decisions,

for learning and behavior disorders. Major project activities during

this period concentrated on ways to modify previously developed

software to meet existing needs in field application and to evaluate

the effects of these efforts on teacher behavior, atitudes, and

student achievemwat.

The project objectives during the second year were:

1. To develop a computerized data based student performance
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information system.

2. To provide Special Education teachers appropriate instruction in

the use of microcomputer technology for instructing children with

learning and behavior problems and to use data to make and alter

program decisions.

3. To determine the frequency with which teachers use the system to

monitor student performance.

4. To determine the relationship between the frequency with which

teachers monitored pupil performance and actual pupil performance.

5. To determine the impact of the access to computer.software upon

the frequency with which the teachers consulted recorded pupil

perfortance.data before marking educational plans for individual

students.'

4

ACTIVITIES

The strategy of the project during the second year primarily

involved instigating a concentrated study to determine if access to

microcomputer technology, appropriate training and ongoing

consultation would motivate teachers to use the power of the

microcomputer to systematically collect continuous data on student

performance student performance, and to use these data for modifying

the student instructional programs. To accomplish this goal, we

conducted an intense study of three secondary classrooms; one junior

high school classroom (Edgewood) located in a rural community was a

self-contained classroom for learning disabled childr1n. A second

classroom (Dyer) was a resource room for children.with learning and

behavior disorders set in a lower socio-economic class suburban
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junior high school. The third class selected for study was a

resource room program located a'large- suburban high school. The

three teachers of these claSAoomS were seleeted on the basis of ther

interest in learning to use computers, recommendations of the MCCSC

Special Education Administratiotp, location andConfiguration. After

-

the initial introduction to the'projecICgoals and familiarization

with procedures, teachers,Were each giyen,,a microcomputer (TRS-80,

Model I or Model III) and d,smalliprinter for use in their classrooms

once the three teachers were Selected'and their level of computer

X,

literacy was informally asLsSed. While teachers were enthusiastic

to learn about microcomptiters, none could operate the microcomputers

or knew very little about the machine's capabilities. All three

116,4r
teachers verbalized anxiety about Using the machines and reported

concern about "ruining or hurting ttiem;" ConsequerOly, the first

activity initiated consisted of Ail inservice training program to

acquaint the teachers with the operation of the microcomputer and its

potential application in the classroom. ,T ?aping consisted of a

combination of lecture, demonstrat,iOn, ocrarfextensive amount o

handson experience. Teachers 10re requi/fd to independently operate

the microcomputer and a preselec e. PieC of software prior to

concluding their trainll. All threeteschers
t
attained thei

/-

criterion. After training, each teacher was initially provided with

a microcomputer"and a printer for their clasaroom. They also were

.9-74°P-

givena math compUtation assessment ,ad remediation software program

for use with their'students...They. later received training in and

access to. the CIMS and SAMS inftirmation managertient program utilized

I.

during the latter part.,pf %ear One.
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Initially, all students enrolled in the target teachers

classroom were assessed using the same battery of tests used during

year one. This consisted of a criterion referenced math computation

battery, an informal reading inventory and the Stanford Diagnostic

Reading and Math Tests. Consistent with Year One activities,

individual student profiles of SDRT and SDMT results, were pr4ared

for each student and this information was shared with the teacher.

During the same period, each teacher was asked to keep a log of the

math and reading IEP activities and materials that they employed for

meeting each IEP objective with the students. These data served as a

means of documenting the degree to which teachers planned and

monitored their instructional activities and allowed the project

staff to prepare activities. A computerized list of materials used

by teachers for entering in the databased IEP System.

Unknown to the teachers, the investigators had developed

software that would log the frequency and duration with which the

teacher used the program. Thus, one set of dependent measures were

collected using an unobstrusive program which enabled the

investigators to monitor the frequency with which the teacher

consulted records of student performance that were automatically

prepared by the computer.

Computer Software Development.

Computer software development activities during this quarter

consisted of modifying the Cith Mathematics Remediation System

(CMMRS) and the development of a prototypical computerized

readability system. The CMMRS is a computerized individualized math

assessment and remediation program. The program was designed to
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measure student performance on fourteen subskills within each of four

math skill areas; addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

Problem configurations within each of the four areas being

tested were held constant across applications. The configurations

are as follows:

1-9.

Addition Sub skills''

20% single digit + single digit

20% " " +Aquble digit with no carrying
q,. .

20% "
11 +Able digit with carrying

20% diuble digit + ,double digit with no carrying

20% "

Subtraction Subskills

20% single digit - single digit

20% "

20% double dots,:

20% "

20% "

11

with carrying

wh no borrowing

u u

double digit

11 with borrowing

Multiplication ubskills

33% single digit single digit

33% " X with no carrying

33% "
11 with carrying

Division subskills

100% simple division using a random selection of reciprocals

Once the student completed the assessment, the teacher was

provided with a report summarizing the student's performance. The

reports are available for viewing on the computer screen or as a
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prin,ted copy in graphic or tabular form. The contents of the report

include a listing of: correct digits per minute, error digits per

minute, percent of problems correct, number of problems correct per

minute and number of problems attempted per minute. In addition,

error profiles are available upon teacher request.

The second phase of the CMMRS program involves providing

students with remediation in a particular math subskill. It consists

of two distinct sets' of subroutines. The first, Probe Program,

consists of an assessment program designed to assess students on 120

mathematical subskills involving identification of the actual digits

which the students are encountering trouble. The assessment probe

ascertains through an error pattern analysi3 if specific math skill

weaknesses exist and information on identified weaknesses are then

transmitted to program remediate for specfic skill drill and

practice. Program probe assesses one concept area at a time through

one minute long tests generated from a random sampling ihf problems

representing all specific skills within the content area being

tested.

After the one minute test is completed the Probe Program

compares student performance against teacher set criterion standards

inherent in the Software Program to determine whether the student

passed or failed. Whether a student passes or fails a particular

skill is determined by both the rate at which he produces correct

digits as well as pure percentage of problems correct. These

parameters can be manually set by the teacher for each student and

adjusted as needed to maximize student motivation and to maintain

interest. If the program determines via an analysis of past
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performance data whether the student has passed two probe tests

consecutively, he/she is advanced to the next level. The program

activates (branches) a remediation program that provides him/her with

intensive practice on that particular skill. After the minute of

intime drill on that particular subskill, the program administers

another probe to assess competence, student performance information

was then recorded on the student's permanent probe history file and

the INFO file.

Failure to attain the criterion for passing a probe is usually

due either to the student's failure to complete enough problems

and/or excessive number of errors. If the student failed because

s/he worked too slowly Probe records the reason for the failure as a

speed deficit on the permanent student record and readministers the

=same numbered probe. On the other hand, if the student failed to

complete a prespecified percentage of problems or his/her error rate

fell below criterion standards, Probe will isolate the dominant

pattern of errors based on the problem configuration totals and

initiate prograp Remediate. Probe records the reason for failure on

Vile permanent student record which is made available to the student's

teacher.

After the student completes Program Probe and fails to meet

criterion for passing, Probe initiates the remediation program. This

program provides the student with drill and practice work on specific

math skills weaknesses identified in the Probe Progam. The assessed

%skill weakness information identified in "Probe" is passed to

"Remediate" via data files by student performance kept by the

machine. Program Remediate obtains the target skill number from Into
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and then sets the problemleheraho parameters accordingly.

.17"
"Remediate" provides one minute drill and practice session in which

all problems

problem conf

n4td to the student are representative of the
°

ottion deficit area identified in "Probe". After the

one minureydrill and practice session is completed, 'Probe" compares

student performance against the performance criterion. If the

student passes, " Remediate" writes a pe,rmanent record of the

student's performance and initiates program "Probe" to readminist r

the same probe number that the student failed earlier. If the

student does not meet criterion standards set, "Remediate" wi 1 write

a permanent student record of performance and reinitialze itself

e---cium-13administer another one minute drill and practice session. Th r

/

t11110At.rials
.4

is unlimited. The student will receive one minute drill

and practice sessions on the one specific skill deficit until

criterion is reached.

This program was modified during the first quarter in order to

meet the programming needs of the participating teachers. This

entailed modifying the program menu and installing some options to

accomodate the assessment and reporting specifications of the

teachers involved. All of the teachers involved used this system as a

supplement to their own math teaching system. This represented an

appropriate application since the program was developed with this

objective in min . The progrm was initially implemented during this

quarter as it was the \easiest program for the teachers to use, having

just been introduced to using the computer. This program was

designed to model assessment, monitor and report functions which we

expected the teachers to apply to the other pupil program planning

148
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activites.

During this quarter% priliminary development was begun on a

computerized readability system. We initially specified in our grant

application that we planned to use the GMC readability system but,

after extensive review, we found that the program was inadequate for

the immediate daily needs of classroom teacher. The large program

required access to a mainframe computer and it was deemed more

efficient in the long run to develop the software for a microcomputer

based readability program. Thus, preliminary development was begun

during this quarter. Initially, we reviewed the available

readability formulas and, after very careful review, we decided to

develop software to calculate three formulas: Dale-Chall,

Harris-Jacobsen and the Spache. These formulas were selected first,

because they were judged by experts,commenting in professional

journals, as being the best available and second, they enabled us to

ascertain the readability of a broad range of passages with

difficulty levels from kindergarten to senior high school. Finally,

we decided to use a menu driven program that would not require a high

degree of computer literacy on behalf of users and one that would

complete the requisite calculations quickly.

Once completed, the program was given to the teachers for field

testing, and we collected data on the microcomputer to determine how

many readability checks the teachers currently complete. The intent

was to provide teachers with a tool that can be used to analyze the

difficulty of reading passages 30 that student assignments in both

regular and special education classes are .ctnsomant with the

students' identified reading level.
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YEAR TWO QUARTER TWO

During the second quarter or the project we began a series of

teacher inservice workshops to provide teachers with skills in the

use of microcomputer technology and integration of these into their

teaching routines. In addition we extended the development of the

computer software and continued our data collection and analysis

activiies initiated during the first quarter.

Teacher Training

The three teachers selected to participate in the study were

provided instruction, through a series of workshops scheduled in our

computer lab, in the use of microcomputers and methods in which this

technology could be integrated into actual practice in the special

education classroom. Teachers were taught how to operate and care

for the machines, simple machine operations, use of instructional

software, use of microcompute.r records for planing instruction and

for evaluating effects, and procedures for entering and retrieving

demographic and IEP information related to individual students for

collecting repeated assessment information. In addition, they were

shown how to document students' progress on the machine and to

translate records on student progress into instructional plans.

Teachers were given access to several in-house microcomputer

software packages--the CITH Math Romediation Svctem (CMMRS), the CITH

Readability Index System (CRIS), and the CITH Instructional

Management System--for use in instucting students. These packages

were under development as ongoing projects by the CITH staff'and the

pro:ject provided an instructional alternative 1or teachers to use in
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their claisrooms as well as an opportunity to formatively evaluate

and refine these pro rams by heeding the teachers' sugestions for

revision. Teachers also were provided intensive instruction and

support in the use of these software packages.

In a series of inservice workshops scheduled over the first

semestex of the school year, teachers were provided with the

rationale and procedures for using software previously developed to

aid in assessment, instruction, and decision-making. In relation to

the CMMRS, they were taught how to set various criteria controlling

the branching capabilities and feedback (correct digits per minute,

percentage correct, goals, feedback statements) as a means of

individualizing instruction for each student; they were taught how to

read the student records and advised how to translate the CMMRS

records and SDMT results to identify and provide intensive

instruction needed in math subskill areas for their students.

Project teachers were also given instruction in the rationale

afit 'necessity of running readability indexes on reading material

assigned to students and training in use of a computerized program

for calculating these., To further facilitate the teachers'

utilization of microcomputer technology for assessment and planning,

IEP's of all students assigned.to each teacher were first translated

into behaviorally stated objectives according to the format specified

by Mager (1963) and entered into the computer. Teachers were given

intensive training in the rationale and use of these records and

.0.;
encouraged to use these for planning daily objectives, assigning

materials, anld for evaluating their student's progress. All teachers

readily agreed upon the value of using and maintaining this record.
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In addition, clearance from the MCCSC special education

administration was obtained to substitute the computer-generated IEP

results, SDMT and SDRT results, and mils record as the teacher's

year-end case conference report.

Finally, supportive consultation from the CITH staff was

scheduled on a weekly basis and made available to teachers as needed

each weekday during working hours; teachers made liberal use of these

services not only to correct their misunderstandings but, to extend

their knowledge regarding use of microcomputer technology. A close

rapport developed between the CITH staff and project techers. In

short, every effort was bent toward providing adequate training, aid,

and clearing procedural "underbrush" to facilitate the teacher's use

of the microcompter for she purposes outlined in the original

proposal.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The CITH Readability Index System (CRIS) was completed during

the initial portion of this quarter. This software program enables

teachers to type 100 word sections of reading passages into the

computer and then analyze the readability level of the passage using

either the Dale-Chall, Harris-Jacobsen or Spache readability formulas

within two minutes of the time that the passage was entered. The

formula can be preselected by the teacher before the passage is

entered into the computer. The formula, selected in part, is

determined"by the teachers' estimate of the readability level of the

passage. If a passage is estimated to be below third grade level the

Spache formula is used, since it is the only formula that could
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accurately assess readability in this range. Above third-grade

level, the teachers can select either the Dale-Chall or the

Harris-Jacoasen formulas. The software was similar to other

software developed in that it was menu-driven and did not assume that

the teachers were "computer literate". Initially, after turning on

the machine, the teachers are presented with a menu (see Figure 40).

They simply have to select one of the options and follow the

carefully sequenced instructions. Is the event that they want to

enter a passage, they simply select that option and proceed to enter

the passage. Once the passage is entered, they then,select the edit

option as a means of checking the accuracy of th"eie typing. With

this option, teachers are able to correct misspellings and insure

that no words are omitted or incorrectly ordered. Once this step is

completed, the teacher has the option either to enter additional

passages or to simply process the single passage. As mentioned

previously, the processing takes approximately two Minutes to

complete. For examples of the completed profiles provided to the

teachers, readers are referred to figures 41, 42, and 43.

Following the completion and field testing of the CRIS program,

it has become one of the most frequently used programs. One special

education teacher has analyzed a sizeable number of passages from

texts that they were using an\)i has been besieged with requests from

regular classroom teachers to analyze passages from textbooks that

were being assigned to the mildly handicapped students in regular

classes.

The CITH Information Management System (CIMS) has been detailed

in earlier reports. Briefly, this software program consists of five
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FIGURE 40

;;;H. Readability In ex ys em
Version 3.0

(C)1982 C.I.T.H. / Indiana University
<1> CREATE Passaga(s)
<2> DELETE Passage(s)
<3> EDIT Passage(s)
<4> DISPLAY Passage(s)
<5> PRINT Passage(s)
<6> PROCESS Passage(s)
<7 EXIT
Press the <KEY> for the COMMAND you desire:

BEST COPY At" '
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FIGURE 41

SPACE PROFILE

***************************************************************

C.I.T.H. Roadability Index System / (01982 WH/RDE/C.I.T.H.

Passage: BFABI009

***************************************************************

Words in Passage - FOUND - on the SPACHE (STONE) Word List
WHAT DO YOU WANT
FOR YOUR BIRTHDAY FATHER
I WANT AN AIRPLANE
SAID ARE YOU SURE
HER FATHER I HAD
BEEN ABOUT A DOLL
OR WOUUD - YOU LIKE
OR A PRETTY NO
I WANT AN AIRPLANE
I RIDE A TO
A CITY I FLY
INTO THE AIR ON ."

A DISH I FLY
UP INTO THE SKY
ON A DOLL I

WANT AN AIRPLANE FATHER
AND MOTHER WENT TO
THE STORE MOTHER SAY
A PRETTY RED SHE
SAID WOULD LOVE THAT
FATHER SAW

J.

A BEAUTIFUL
DOLL
***************************************************************

Words in Passage - NOT FOUND - on the SPACHE (STONE) Word List
LOPE'S ASKED LOPE ASKED
THINKING DISHES PURSE LUPE
ANSWERED CAMOT PURSE FARAWAY
CANNOT CANNOT LOPE'S LOPE'S
PURSE LUPE PURSE LOPE'S

***************************************************************

Statistics

Number of Words Sampled from PaSsage = 105
Number of Sentences Sampled from Passage = 15
Average Sentence Length = 7 Words
Number of UNIQUE Words NOT ON the SPACHE (STONE) Word List = 20
Number of FAMILIAR Words ON the SPACHE (STONE) Word List = 85

SPACHE Index Grade Level = 3.4641



FIGURE 42

HARRIS-JACOBSON PROFILE

***************************************************************

C.I.T.H. Readability Index System / (c)1982 GJH/RDE/C.I.T.H.

Passage: BFABI009

***************************************************************
Words in
ASKED
ASKED
AN
A
AN
A
CANNOT
DO
DOLL
FATHER
FATHER
I

INTO
LIKE
LUPE
MYTHER
ON
PRETTY
RED
SAY
THINKING
TO
WHAT
WANT
YOU. ,

Passage FOUND - on the HARRIS-JACOBSON Word List
AN AIRPLANE ARE
ABOUT A A
AIRPLANE ANSWERED A
AIR 'A A
AIRPLANE AND A
BIRTHDAY BEES BEAUTIFUL
CITY CANNOT CANNOT
DOLL DISHES DISH
DOLL FOR FATHER
FLY JLY FATHER
HER HAD I

I a I

I INTO I

LUPE LOPE'S LUPE'S
LOVE LOPE'S MOTHER
NO OR OR
ON. PRETTY PURSE

SAID
40;?

PURSE PURSE E

S it. s
rig THE

'NAT-
WANT
WANT
(OUR YOU

UP
WOULD

/MID

************************************************** ********4-
Words in Passage r NOT FOUND - on the HARRIS7J
FARAWA LOPE'S LOPE'
SKY
*********************************44**** *'*iorei*****,A***#,,W,

Statist 1.4 , - 1 ..- '

N r of WO rripled from Passage -7105 .

of = 15n s Sampled from Passage
verage
umber-

tense Length = 7.WordA
QUE Words NOT ON the HAWS7JACO

,----. /
\ Number -fi, FAMILIAR Words ON the HARRI4

HARR JACOBSONn Predicted Score

HARRIS-JACOBSON Inde4rade Level =

,,

N.-
el

4 -
Worq . List

d List = 100
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***/***** *****************************************************

ReSdability Index System / (c)1982 WH/RDE/C.I.T.H.

6.r.1

Passage: BFABI009
r.

FIGURE 43

DALE-CHALL PROFILE

***************************************************************

° Words in Passage FOUND - on the DALE - (MALL Word List
, 4i1 ASK AN AIRPLANE ARE

ASK ABOUT A A
AN AIRPLANE ANSWER A
A AIR A A

------/ AN AIRPLANE AND A
A BIRTHDAY BEEN BEAUTIFUL
CANNOT CITY CANNOT CANNOT
'DO DOLL DISH DISH
DOLL DOLL FOR FATHER

1 FATHER FARAWAY FLY FLY
FATHER FATHER HER HAD
I I I I

I INTO I INTO
I LIKE LOVE MOTHER
MOTHER NO OR OR
ON ON PRETTY PURSE
PURSE PRETTY PURSE PURSE
RIDE RED SAID SURE

)

SKY STORE SAY SHE
SAID SAW THINK TO
THE THE TO THE
THAT , UP WHAT . WANT
WANT WOULD WANT WANT
WENT . WOULD YOU YOUR
YOU YOU
*******************************************11*******************

Words in Passage - NOT FOUND - on the DALE-IEHALL Word List
LUPE'S LUPE LUPE LOPE'S
LUPE'S LUPE LUPE'S
**********************A0***************************************

Statistics

Number of Words Sampled from Passage = 105
Number of Sentences Sampled from Passage = 15
Average Sentence Length = 7 Words
Number of Words NOT 'ON the DALE - (MALL Word List = 7
Number of Words ON the DALE-CHALL Word List = 98
DALE Score = 6.66667
Formula Score = 5.03637

DALE-CHALL Index Grade Level = 5TH 6TH GRADE
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features: (I) A systematically organized sequence of objectives in

major instructional areas (Language Arts". Math, Writing, and

Spelling) accessible, by computer; (2) computer storage on local

diskette of student-related information--demographics, test scores,

and other records; (3) an automatic daily data storage and retrieval

system; (4) a user interactive method of recording daily progress on

instructional objectives; (5) a system for logging the use of

materials related to objectives taukht.

Because of the difference in distribution and utilization of

information by the MCCSC district special education administrators

and teachers, the prototypical version of CIMS developed for use in

the Indianapolis Schools had to be modified. The major change in the

software entailed identifying the instructional objective that each

of the three project teachers selected, rewriting them using the

format suggested by Mager (1963) and loading these on storage

diskettes for use by the teachers. The MCCSC staff already had

developed an extensive list of stems for instructional objectives.

The stems were used by the teachers to develop an IEP. However, we

found that after the initial IEP is developed, teachers only rmi;57

evaluated students' progress on individual objectives, chiefly by
ON

simply binary choice whether the student had passed or needed further

work on the particular objective. The CIMS enables the teacher to

enter each student's entire annual academic program into the

computer.' At regular intervals (ideally daily) teachers call up the

students IEP from the microcomputer storage diskette and enter

ob.)jectiye data--test scores, percentage grades on papers, or

)oservational information--as a means of updating the students'
A

,w; ,1$4114tH.I.V F 158
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progress on their IEP., The computer automatically prompts the

teacher regarding the instructional objective on which a student was

working, and requires thg ;teacher to enter the objective data. This

system was modified for use by the MCCSC teachers by programming

software that would allow each student's IEP to be entered beforehand

r
<rather than having the teacher enter the individual objectives. The '

system was designed to require the teacher to: review the particular

objective the student wasassigned, require the teacher to enter

1
4

objective d ta or use obscikvational data for making decisions

regarding a particular student's progress on specific instructional

objectives, maintain an uKto-date record on each student's progress,

and provide hardcopy printouts of this information for case

conferences.

The CIMS was therefore designed to incorporate the use of

databased decision-making into the teachers' planning and record

keeping. Moreover, as the system requires teachers to periodically

supply information regarding the selection of materials uset for each

objective, teach4Frs automatically recorded the specific lessons they

had used to program each objective. This development allowed

teachers not only to objectively evaluate the efficacy of their

lesson plans; but provided a permanent record of which assignments

they had chosen to teach particular objectives. This feature was

designed to further reduce the teachers' work loads by facilitating,

planning, and thereby increasing the amount of time teachers had

available for instruction. Its effectiveness as.well as the

effectiveness of the other features of the CIMS is dependent upon the

teachers continually updating the records every few days (ideally
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daily).

To lacilttate the Aeachers use of the CIMS, the project staff

held three demonstrations and inservice training sessions designed to

desensitize the teachers to the use of a microcomputer, and to

instruct them in the use of the software program and its advantages.

In addition, project staff made regular consultation visits to the

classroom to answer teachers' questions concerning the program, and

to troubleshoot problems as they arose. Consultants also encouraged

the teachers to use the .CIMS and to evaluate the data for

instructional planning. In addition, teachers were encouraged to

discuss problems theywere encountering in using the software program

in the inservice training sessions; this information was used to

(

identify and alter teatures of the software program to facilitate

user interaction.

In addition to the program just described, teachers had access
4,

to both demographic data that project staff had entered onto the

teachers' computer diskette as well as standardized test information.

These and other information were wily accessible to teachers

through menus designed into the com uter software. Teachers had only)

to log onto the machine, and select the data they wished to review

for a particular student. As indicated in the first quarter report,

all teacher and student use in terms of data and number of minutes

was recorded automatically by the computer. This fact was not

divulged to teachers so as not to bias in any way their use of the

sottware.

As indicated previously, interaction with the teachers during

training sessions and consultation contacts enabled us to identify a
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need for the development of a method of automatically measuring

students' progress,in reading during the course of the school year.

Teachers indicated that this type of information would be very

valuable to them for continually determining appropriate placement of

a particular student during the school year as well as for providing

repeated measures of a student's progress on graded reading passages.

From this information, we began development of a Computerized

Informal Reading Inventory (CIRIS). Development of the CIRIS begun

during this quarter with completion slated for the third quarter.

Development of the CIRIS was designed to further extend the primary

objective of the grant, that of evaluating methods of increasing the

available instructional time for the special education classroom

teacher, as well as exploring procedures that would increase the

teachers' reliance on use of data for placement, programming, and

decision making in the classroom. Field tests of: this program will

be conducted in the third quarter and will be described in the next

report.

Data Collection

Data collected during this quarter consisted of daily measures

of the frequency and duration with which the teachers used the

computer software programs. To control for expectancy effects, this

information was collected automatical y and stored on the

microcomputer data diskettes without the teacher's knowledge.

Information taken from interviews w th the teachers conducted at the :

end of the year (and summarized <ter in this report) were cbmpared

with the microcomputer-based data to determine the relationship
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between the teacher's actual verium reported uvr of I hi. mach

various purposes. We, therefore, had aCC044 to direct measures o

how much time teachers spent analyzing reading material,, updating

computer-based student IFP's, and student A ne of computer-nsslitod

instructtonal software.

The intent of the teacher selection and training program was to

attempt to maximize potential contributing variables to the adoption

and utilization of microcomputer technology in special education

classrooms. By a flexible system, interested teachers, well-designed

software, and providing continuing excellent training and

consultation service, it was anticipated that there would be

considerable modification in teacher behavior in terms of planning,

assessment and evaluation of student performance. In effect, this

approach was designed to motNate teachers to use microcomputers, not

solely for instruction, but for keeping track of student performance

and for adjusting instructional materials and methods :0 reff,t

student needs on a continuing basis.

A key i.;sue in determining the outcome of this effort was the

t,:achers acceptance of and use of the CIMS system. It was hoped that

by presenting teachers with the rationale and advantages of using

this program, and discussing the program, it could then be modified

to meet their individual needs, hence the teachers would discuss the

Advantages of their operation and Adopt it. The CIMS, of coure,

represent, our AnIntion to increasing Academic Learning rime in the

classroom by facilitating more accurate and responsive individualized

programs And by functioning ns a cla!isroom niA in collecting, data and

proyididg s.ophiAticated drill and practice instruction.
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A product of the inset-vice Sessions WAN ihe COnUlniion (11:11 t)11

MCCSC teachers were not tnievemted in using the prototype version of

the CIMS, which was designed as an individual educational program

(IEP) management system, that had been developed years before fur the

Indianapolis Public Schools. They were able to designate to the

project staff features of the system which were useful or cumbersome

due to the idiosyncrasies of the MCCSC IEP System. These meetings

then served to test improv'ement sessions as well as teacher training

sessions. They provided an impetus for considerable software

development.
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During the third quarter of this project several operating

objectives were accomplished. First, the CIRIS program was completed

during this quarter. Second, teachers participating in the project

were provided inseryice training on use of the CIRIS. Third, post

test student data were collilfted and summarized. Fourth, consumer

satisfaction information was collected from teachers regarding their

evaluation of the, project and suggestions for improvement.

TEACHER TRAINING

Teachers. were also given another two inservice training

workshops related to the use of the CIMS and CIRIS (to be'described

later) during the third quarter. In the first of these teachers were

demonstrated the prototye CIRIS program and asked for their

criticism. Based on results of these evaluations and in-hOuse

evaluations, revisions were made in the program to increase

useability and to add various features. One suggestion made by the

teachers involved integrating the CRIS program with the CIRIS,

thereby allowing a teacher to select reading passages from various

sources (newspapers, magazines, other texts, technical manuals,

etc.), run readability indexes on them using the CRIS, and enter them

into the CIRIS program in the proper point in the readidg sequence.

A t ,aches xamplo, in addition to having the four or five

exiting reading passages in the CIRLS program, enter reading

passages And comprehension questioviis from other material into CIRIS

and thereby create his/her own individualized informal reading

inventory. Such a modification not only vould add diversity to the
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content of CIRIS, but enable the teacher to closely monitor a

student's ability to read various types of material. In addition to

these modifications, the teachers suggested" that a method of

providing students with feedback regarding their performance also be

included in the final CIRIS software program. Feedback from teachers

related to features they considered important from the CMMRS program

revealed that a "motivator" for students was the summary of their

performance given them at the end of the daily session. Thus we

incorporated a similar feature into the CIRIS program and programmed

it as an option for teachers to use.(see Appendix A)

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

During the third quarter of the project we also collected end of

the year standardiz -J test information using the Stanford Diagnostic

Reading and Math tests. These results were summarized and presented

to the teachers for use in their endofyear case conferences. They,

of course, were also used to evaluate the effects of the

instructional programs. The results of these data will be presented

in the fourth quarter report.

In addition to these activities, a structured interview was

aaminstered to each reacher participatin---,, in the project regarding

their teaching practics; 'chances as a result of partic ating in the

project, their personal waL,iation of the importance

microcomputer r classrooms, their use and evaluation of the

computer ofware programs, and their evaluation of the project and

its proi31:)[ity of being iucce,Isfu::v 1.1!;.-A in other classrooms.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

As mentioned above, during the third quarter of the project, 'the

CIMS final refihements were completed and the field testing of this

program was conducted. Further modifications of the CIRIS also

completed were:

The CIRIS program that was mentioned in the second quarter

report was field tested in one of the classrooms during the third

quarter of the project'. The program was installed during the last

six weeks of school at the Dyer Middle School site. A continuing

problem of the teacher in this class involved identifying students'

reading problems and keeping track of their reading rate and

comprehension. For the most part, the teacher assigned students to

standard texts at ttl,e first of the year based on results from

/ standardized tests administered at the end of the preceeding year.

It was hoped that field tests of the CIRIS would produce information

pertaining to how the children accepted the program, and its

potential importance to classroom teachers in allowing them to use

information to make decisions.

The CIRIS software package currently includes four or five brief

(100-300 words) standard reading passages at each grade-levels one

through eight taken fro4 Britannica Reading Series.

Comprehension questions r ted to recall of information have been

written for each of the passages and are accessible by the student

readers. Students read the passages directly from the videoscreen and

answer comprehension questions through either multiple cpoice

responses or providing brief (one to two word) answers that must be

typed in from the keyboard. Student responses to these answers,are
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compared by the computer against a list of acceptible answers

previously entered. As indicated in the previous report teachers have

access to either video display of a student's progress record or

hardcopy output in either short or long' forms. An option now

incorporated into the program allows the teacher to create his or her

own reading Passages, accompanying comprehension questions and to

convert passages entered from the CaIS program directly for use in

the CIRIS.

In addition to these developments, as described in the

preceeding section 6Lrellis report. We also created a student

feedback feature that Aabe used at the teacher's discretion. Upon

.ta-iicompleting the compre sion questions, students are presented with a

video figure of a rocket ship taking off and stopping at various

percentages correct corresponding to the actual percentage of

comprehension questions they completed correctly. The results of

field tests of this program and others will be presented in the final

quarter report.
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YEAR TWO QUARTER FOUR

In the final quarter of the second year of the project, a

considerable amount of activities were conducted. During this

quarters post tests were collected on children from the various

classrooms, years end teacher interviews were conducted, and

teacherst\computer usage data were collected. In addition, consumer

satisfaction interviews were scheduled with the Monroe County School

Corporation (MCCSC) Administrative staff. During this period, we

also collected information on two softwa a programs and modified this

software program based upon teacher's estions. Fourth quarter

activities also included presentations of preliminary results of the

project at State and National Conferences. In addition, data

collected were evaluated and summarized.

Post-test data collected during this project included results

from the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (SDRT) and the Stanford

Diagnostic Math Test (SDMT). Results from these measures appear in

Tables 12 through 15 in the evaluation section.

The three MCCSO teachers participating in the project were

interviewel(using a structured interview format developed by project

staff. The scale was administered in the latter weeks of the school

year to record attitudes and perceptions of the teachers toward using

the computer for monitoring pupil performance, assessing and

remediating pupil academic problems, and its utility for storing

information related to IEP's found measuring readability of various

materials.
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Another measure taken included the actual teacher time spent on

the computer as surreptitiously collected by the computer. The

results of the teacher logs appear in the evaluation section.

The CRIS and the CIMS software programs were devised somewhat to

accommodate the particular needs of the teachers. Further reading

passages were added to the CRIS and comprehension items were written

for each of these. The CIMS was streamlined to simplify its use and

to speed up operations. The data from year two were also summarized

and evaluated. These results are presented in the Evaluation sec on

to follow.

1E9



Bloomi4iton School Nor

SDRT result's. Overall, the results indicate that very. ltittle.

EVALUATION

(

. '82 \

change in srdent achieVement occurred during the school year (see

Tables 12 and 13). In fact in three of the four areas assessed the

students scores actually regressed. This may hive been a function

of: collecting ,the assessment data during the days of the school year

when the students were generally apathetic about the prospect of

having to take yet another year-end test; prefunctory test

administration; or the students lacx of academic progress.

SDMT results. The mean grade level score attained on both the

numeration and computation subtests increased slightly duri the

school year (see Tables 14 and 15). Overall the students s ored

substantially higher from pre to post test scores on the computation

subtest. The data indicated that the students scores were only two

years below grade level expectation, yet the rate of progress during

the 1981-1982 school year was such that it was substantially less

than their preceeding rate of achievement. Anecdotal, observational

and computer records suggested that the teacher allocated relatively

small amounts of time for math computation instruction. Indeed, the

teacher spent more time on applications and higher level computation.

Dyer Middle School.

SDRT results. Students improved their reading level achievement

),,N,A, scores slightly on each subtest. Overall, scores indicated that the

students achievement levels were substantially below grade level.

SDMT results. The students increased their achievement on both

cv,
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the numeration and the computation subtest. The greatest growth

occurred on ["he computation subtest which was the academic area in

which the students received computer based assessments and

instruction (CMMRS) that was correlated with teacher lead

instruction.

Edgewood Middle School

SDRT results. Overall, the results indicated that the students

attained little academic growth in reading during the 1981-1982

school year.

SDMT results. The math achievement results were comparable to

those obtained in reading since the students demonstrated little

academic growth. It is interesting to note that this teacher used

the computerized math program substantially during the year.

Observational records show however that the teacher had the students

go through the program repeatedly despite the fact that many of the

students had the request skills when they entered. the program.

Student records :suggest that the students did however increase the

speed of their computation.
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TABLE 12

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1981 - 1982

PrePost Tet Data

Dyer Middle School N.13

Total Phonetic
Analysis

Auditory
Discrinination

Auditory Literal Inferential
Vocabulary Comprehension Comprehension

Pretest 3.59 1.80 2.02 2.95 2.41 2.23

Postest 4.69 2.17 2A3 3.29 2.66 2.50

Edgewood Middle School U=20

Pretest 4.96 4.20 4.30 4.47 4.02 3.95

Postest 5.31, 3.71 4.40 4.38 4.92 3.97

Bloomington High School North N=5
(

Pretest 8.04 ...5.90 5.28 5.76

Postest 7182 5.46 5.32 5.54
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TABLE 13

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1981 - 1982

Pre-Post Test Data
N=38

Auditory Literal Inferential Total Phonetic Auditory
Vocabulary Comprehension Comprehension Analysis Discriminatic

Pretest 5.15 3.60 3.65 4.12 3.39 3.27

Postest 5.43 3.42 3.81 4.16 4.03 3.39
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TABLE 13

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1981 - 1982

Pre-Post Test Data
N=38

I
Auditory Literal Inferential Total Phonetic Auditory
Vocabulary Comprehension Comprehension Analysis Discriminatio

Pretest 5.15 3.60 3.65 4.12 3.39 3.27

Postest 5.43 3.42 3.81 4.16 4.03 3.39

4,
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TABLE 14

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

1981 - 1982

Pre-Post Test Data

Dyer Middle School N=13

Numeration. Computation

Pretest 3.59 3.93

Postest 3.89 4.50

Edgewood Middle School N=21

4.54 4.55

Postest A 4.45 3.55

Bloomington High School North

Pretest 4.82 7.12

Postest 5.14 7.48

Pretest

ti
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Pretest

Postect

TABLE.15

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

1981 - 1982

Pre-Post Test Data
N=41

Numeration Corroutation

4.06' z.45

,4.15 /1.16

176 -
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Teacher Interview Data

Each of the participating teachers was interviewed twice during

the 1981-1982 school year. The first interview waF conducted in

March with the follow-up interview being conducted during the middle

to latter part of May. The first interview was conducted after they

had been using the CMMRS and CRIS systems for five months but,

immediately before the teachers began to use the CIMS system that had

been customized to accomodate the objectives that had been

specifically developed for the individual students enrolled in their

resource rooms. The second interview was conducted during the final

days of the school ar and was desi,:,,ned to determine the teachers

evaluation of using :.he computer to monitor student performance and

to assess ancPremediate student academic performance. The questions

asked, and the transcribed responses are presented in pages 86

through 101 The data indicated that the teachers were able to use

CIMS to monitor student progress, however, they had some difficulty

modifying their schedules it'd/order to incorporate the activity into

their daily regimen. Perhaps, their overall response is best

summarized by the teacher, who used the system most diligently, when

She reported that "no one wanted to rook, at our daily work or

objectives accomplished. ,Student IEP planning conference

recommendations were based solely on teacher recommendations.

NI,,ither the conference coordinator , nor any of the particpants, were

interested in looking the students program objectives." Thii

teacher went on to indicate that no one in the school 3ystem looks .it



the instructional objectives that the studopt accomplished. Thus,

while she found CIMS useful for planning individual student programs,

she was also concerned by the lack of recognition and commitment by

the school administration and other teachers. these concerns coupled

with the additional time requirements prompted this teacher to

reconcile her own use of the system. These tindings, which are

repeated across the other teachers interviewed, suggest school

systems must reconsider the requirements imposed for the development.

Implementation and evaluation of student performance since they

appear to be encouraging teachers to comply minimaly with the

requirements of the Law. In addition, such shOrt cuts appear to

adversely affect student academic achievement.

All of the teachers interviewed endorsed noti of having

computers in their classrooms and were most impi, .1th the

assessment and reined iat ion programs that enabled them to assess and

tutor individual students and obtain iaiormation regarding the

roadability of textual material. These activities enable the

teachers Co use their time more etficientiv And enable them to

comp lute mere work without hay l ag to spend additional time on rho

job. Basically, the research team concluded that this group of

teachers were interested most in using service Hottware systems, that

(ittware that_ provided a :;orVICi' t tit, 11 the current

ecologicd1 and ilistructionaL ;truchire of the classroom. This

suggests that they were generally happy with the way that the

classroom was being run and it the computer enabled them to provide

moro individual instruction to .;tudeul., And keep copious records of

tile students pertormance, then that constituted an appropriate

computer application.
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STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

. Approximately how much total time par day do you deyote to teaching?

2. ialoW much time per day or week do you typically engage in the following activities:
.

A. Reviewing and correcting student.papers.
B. Writing daily instructional objectives for (some, all) students (circle one ).s1

C. Developing informal test information, analyzingtformayest information.
b.4Analy;ing informal test information.
E. Reviewing instructional materials-.
F. Reviewing and updating student IEPs.
G. Assessing instructional objectives.

H. Evaluating the effectiviness of instructional materials.

What student performance records 4o 'yotiekeep?

4
i

How often do you.review and update these records?

5: How often. do yod adminisler,standardized tests?

Hol:4 often do You administer informal tests?

7.. How do.you typicaL.1 select. ansiNstrpctional technique for a student?
4 ,

'How do you seleCt clkicu)ar materials?

9. How do you evaluate theefectiveneSs of curritular materials?

-10. How helpful are Sludeni's IEPs in planning daily lessons/

11, How much time do you have forlanning daily instruction?

12. How important are daily lesson plans for each st .udent?

). Hpw does 'your schoo) sys in encourage daily planning?-

14. What -Vinnle piece of informa do = yo tjUSeful in determining whether' a
,J

student,is..succeeding* or not?,

15.' How helpful would you find -p dared liStVOf student daily performance

( ion

,information.

6. tiov often would you revTew such inf *rmat given your present load'?

4,

17. How often would you revi'ew such informatiOn.if you had time?

18: How he Jul would it-6e-tfor you to haVe weekly information on the reading rate and
compre erision scores on your student,s'based.on s.tandardized grade-lever?

19. Hciw':,helpul would it be for you to have daily grzlphs availabie for charting each of
your stullentS progress on basic arithmetic skills in terms of percentage cotreCt,
corrt rate, and error rate?
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1.

Y. *

3/2/82 STRUCT4E6A0ERVIEW, Part I

Varies frOm 10 to 12 hrs. per.ilay plu4 6 to 8 hrs. on weekends

A. .2 hrs14er,day

B. n..lesson plans...30 to 45 min.'s per day for ALL stud
T ".

C. *hrs. per week,on!deVeloping informal test info;
analyzing infonmatotett info occurs "nightly," "all the time,"
'daily guizzes'givensummary: -1 hr. per day approx.

67

D. Beginning A end of yr. during Pre & Post (about a two weeks
duration) spent, on analyzing formal test info.

E. 5 or 6 hrs. per,wqeksrient sea ing for appro. materials... looking
,,through I.U.)Riater igls Tibra (letting lesson plan books foom .

'other
teachers, ,ete.

F. weekly tb evOr) 4.4eAkike. a weekend ritual"... "getting faster"...
2 to *hrs.., *eery Iother week

4
G. taken frc1I inforMal thifo/test data...reviewing objectives through the

lesson plan....sotetimes write "not relevant" or "not appropriate"
' for 0e0tudent's currtculum...not dated daily,'but everyone's

Acke ft loold At & assessed every day
44410T: thi9 response relates to D above: approx.'ly 1 hr. a day)

a couole,of hours a. week

3.,,40.1 gradesfrom qui;tess and tests...grades on certain projects or
assignments...

Keen Awe of their work showing what they're having difficulty with
in 6ach area... in thick file folders...

4., Pull them everyday to put something in them, esp. 2 or 3 times a week...
e esp. now w/conf's coming up...46:)one but the teacher (Gizzi,pooks

at them.

5. Twice a year

6, Almost

7. Based airot on student's reading ability... after 1 or 2 months of trying
diff. methods you 'decide wh4,t works best.,. what's most motivating'...
'e.g., like using the blackboard for math.

8. Soc. studies, science, & Jana. arts: it's what's available b/t special ed.
teachers...

Reading & math: depends where they individually place an pre-tests...
a

9. By usina them... reading through the teacher's manual first if it exists...lookir
to see what sequence they Use...may want to skip units that aren't appropriate.
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3/3/82 , STRUCTURED INTERVIEW, Part II

e't

10. "somewhat helpful on daily basis".."more helpful in planning. units. "...
Need to work through intervening steps...IEPs more helpful, as goals.

11. "time after school...spenf time preparing & correcting tests...How long
is an evening? I probably spend 3 or 4 hours a day in planning...
searching for and writing materials."

12. "I think extremely important...I'm compulsive about it...The day goes so
much smoother..." Might not accomplish everything...lbut unless you
plan it daily, you end up winging it... which many other teaches do.

13. "They don't." Coordinator and principal each once glanced at her lesson
plans on a school /ear... "A sub should be able to use mine." They
are done on the teacher's own individual choice because no one my0
anything'if you don't. NC

14. Daily work,and test scores...don't have to be long and formal.,,Aike a little
quiz of 12 problems.

15. "Information I get from Math is very helpful...If I'm feeding it in?...
I guess it could be...If you were made accountable it would be...
But only if a supervisor checks that it's done... Most people only
startopulling daily'studant work performance 4 weeks before a conference...
The conferences goltpo fagr Go utilize the data."

16. Maybe once a week.

17. Daily or every.other day.

18. "Very.... It would be really heipfu o see if they're progressing at all...
If ii14 something they could

ilk 1-

V.1 the time you would have something
conctete to look at... as i ow we pull reading,marks out of our
head:"

19. "If the kids could see it could be real important..." Sometimes fofr the
teacher, too, it's easier to visualize something for comprehension
regarding the student's progress.
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STRUCTURED,INTERViEW - 5-13-82 (Post)

1. \Teaching and Prep. 8 - 9 hours a day

2. a. 1 1/2 - 21irs/day
b. Planning Objectives 1 - 1 1/2/day
c. 2 hours/week writing tests
d. Refer back to Stanfords once/month & IEPs scores also
e. Planning 1 1/2 hours hard to say how much time I spend looking for

materials
f. IEPs = At least once/month but usually every 2 weeks
g. Formal tests = weekly group tests are given
h. Sometimes immediately = usually every day by Prep period

3. Spelling - graphing student test - performance
Math - in multiplication & division administer 3 min. timed test weekly
Weekly scores language arts papers
Behavior problem, critical incidents, tardiness/absence
SRA weekly tests in reading
Written work - no grades - attitude, pi task

4. Daily

5. Pre - Post Spring & Fall

6. One 3-min. timed Math
,One unit test per student per weetrirtocial Studies, language(arts,
math & spelling, science, also language arts-creative writing.
(S.S., L.A., Math-Fri., SpellineFri. Science one semester & Social Studies
one semester) 41!

$4 .

k40,

7. lor an individual child = 1 & 1 1/2 weeks to try an instructional
technique

8. Select lower objective on hierarchy - as students acquire skill-go
in sequence, e.g., Use a lot of supplementary ideas in Addison-Wesley

01979) can provide drill and examples for S.S. and Math.
In other areas: teach whole class in standard materials

9. Answers above.

10. Not always helpful - sometimes 0's are unrealistic
Helpful in that supposed to be something they can do
Parent Contact information is helpful

?. /
11. 45 min - prep period

12. Exrremoly
)

CLO. 45 minutes expect plan but elt2v don't monitor lsson plans

',.-i

14. Daily work--even morsthan tests. Some students Manic .on test:;- -
looking at_math tests, e.g., working one on and-- making informal
observations it'

182
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15. Sometimes CIMS - When cri erion ware established in % somewhat difficult
to calculate. No one (con ltant) wanted to look at daily werk, ex
objectives accomplished. Co ferences based solely on teacher recommenda
Conference coodinator did not look at objectives. No one looks at 1.
objectives accamploqird. Many teachers do not keep daily objectives

:11
for that reason or Ater to ISI's 404

16. Used it only to understand CIMS. 'Found CIMS fustrating because it
took a longtime to plug in information. Should have had it whole
school year. But didn't rely on it for conferences. Received it too
late, no one wanted feedback. However, on math - which wanted feedback,
kids wanted to see how well they were doing.

17. Would probably review it weekly - not enough time daily

)18. Would' really like to have,CIRIS - I do it subjectively now - would
like to have some time of measure -- mid to upper rdaders. LOwer
readers. may have a problem because they are reliant on others to
provide words that'they didn't know

;19. What were some of the advantages of having the computer in your room?
1.

4

a. Students Liked the computerized math program and working on
the',eomputer. They thought they had a better class because
they had a computer whereas other classes didn't.

14K. 0Q,

20. that were some of the problems you encountered with the computer?
. , aki.li

a. Math program Yeftware. Nasty "glitches" were worked out but there:`
are some in division. For example, I have two kids in division v

-..
Id if they mlke a mistake, it gives them the saml/problea over
.an4Ver again indefinitely: te

;b. tf eve4thing went smoothly I didn't have trouble with scheduling.
I sCpeduled-Chladren during reading and during math program.
However, Xrthere was a break in routine all the kids didn't
get on the machine

c. ,Other problems i uded One mhil,d who was very compulsive who
ittould-linger over nelP5lhei'46 all time. Another child was
ff test totally And it as difficult to keep him motivated.

d. Students liked it better"when they got immediate feedback on
their perfqrmance. (e.g,,, "great", "wrong") and'were interc's .4

in knowing how they` performed at the end of the session. I

didn't* try out the graphic of performance options (graphing)

-21. What is the interest in computers in your classroom next year?

410
a. Very interested

b. Parents are interested

c. Especially interested irythe math programs

d. I used the readability index a lot to advise teachers and for
ordering new materials. 183
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,22. u sp9 as the future of microcomputeis and Lts u c in the
and your involvement with them?

d like to learn'toTrogram, to develop my own software.'

b. I'd like a spelling program on diskettes. '

c. I'd like something to store test information.

ft

V

t;

1.84
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3/10/82 stRycttRED INTERVIEW

1. 8 hours

92

2. A. One hr. a week..."mbst.of it's done as they're doing it...on the spot."

B. "tero...probably an hour a week."

C. Half an hour a week

D. "For case conferences and case reviews...25 hours through the year."

E. 1/2 hour per week

F. IEPs are kept on cards made up by Jill..."check once every couple of
weeks...1/2 houf every two weeks seeing what they need to do..."

G. 1 hour or 1/2 hour per week

H. 15 midUtes a week

3. "Grades...4rodwp

4. Grades

5. 36 hour4 ssesAig for case conference

fot case conferences..."

' 4 A

.e'4,..
.

6. 2 hour
A

s
'.'.f" l'''',

Y.:
,

Am.
hair leayning style. . .whethier it's visual or auditory... trial and efrotr,

...
.

e ,

... . 100
. ih've a lot to choose from...what I can find...myself, other teachers,

.1.

c
- ,

9. "Wbet they got the materidl across...; whether they were interesting',
wheeher kids Complained; Whether variety Offered..."

i

10 "Not reai°helpful...they give you'direction...but daily lesson plans come from1..

IEPs providak"overall direction" but teacher is not tied into IEP.t_, ...

.,,..

1 iv inutes / .

J.:
12."S manyclasses I teach are self-conta1ped... bit they are important even

though subjects arc taught as a class."
. ,. .

'13. They proi.ride prep period.

14. dail4r work r\
15. "The way things are now, it wouldn't be real useful for case conference...

because the information .isn't necessary or expected H.' the (Special
EducationV Department."

.4161

)(11,

,
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16. "Maybe weekly...not daily."
I

17. "Do It 'daily."

18. "WOuldn't need it...my kids Ain't make great. strides..."

19. "Not real useful eithe

O

IC 6

93
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Structured Interview: Post

5/13/82

94

The interview started with Mrs. Grabinger mentioning she's only been working
with CIMS for 2 weeks.

1. "It's the same (as laselpterview)...It hasn't changed."

2. A. "Hasn't changed ..."

"Hasn't changed. It goes with planning...for all students."

C. "Hasn't changed. Particularly because of the time of year. IEPs and

c'ase cqnferences have already been done."
, 1,4

D. "Stayed the same."

E. "Stayed the same."

F. "Stayed, the same. ". IEPs were all done and handed in before receiving CIMS.
4i

G. "Abet the same .\ Now instead of putting on cards in Aply little book
it takes longer to pilt.it on computer. To put five kids on the
computer on. Friday it took 12 minutes compared to 5 minutes with
recording irTrade book. Probably quite a bit more time right now.
Don't think he time will improve that much. Takes time to get back

to beginning to start next student. Take§--more time to dotUMeNtiwith

the computer. Have to take notes while assessing kid to Opt data
for the computer.

H. "The same."

3. "Same as last time- grade book, individual files of IEP objectives on4.
individual cards. Since conferences have been reviewing in math,:

(I. e., don't need to keep cards.)

4. "Same as last time- when I'm doing it. Last couple of months don't need to."

5. "Pre and Post"...Q..."per yeaj."

"The same as before- weekly, but it hasn't changed since CIMS."

"Their strengths and weaknesses- the need of the student...trial and error...
If it's' worked before."

8, "What's available." Q "Tove at( y building. Depends on needs of students.'
&

9. "Informal tests. In assessment of sitting with kids lo see how they're

doino." (i.e., observation)
.

10. "They give you the lokig-range goals to work toward- but the daily lesson plan!

'are teacher-initiated."

0: What do you do since:you don't have IEPs anymore this year?

A: "Continue
40 teaching 144:om IEP even after the annual conference. Keep

187,
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progressing, depending on what student needs. Teacher discretion."

11. "55 minutes a day."

12. "Very important...to keep continuing in progress. To keep clirity for
myself. To be able to break it down to see the progression of what we're
working from. Need that organization."

13. "They give you the time to do it- but they don't require you turn your
plans in as some schools do."

14. "Daily work."

15. "Right now f wouldn't find it useful because we're not required to keep
detailed,information. Right now the way we're set up..." Q

"The system- it's 80% accuracy. Since we're not required to do that...
But even so, a daily performance print-ou uldn't be that useful."

16. "Probably weekly... I would look at those wh I do my weekly planning
for the next week- and for long range."

141.... fly

17. "Ideally? Daily."

18. "I don;t feel. that would be useful at all. Maybe monthly. Or quarterly.
But not weekly. For example, I've been on CIMS four times in the last,
two or three weeks." (Sile'said she could do it- DIMS- because of
haying a student teacher,.because she didn't have'to use planning time
fOr her class.)

"Even without having planning time, only once thilk,week did I have time
during prep to use CIMS."

"Can't say every day I would have, ten minutes during prep- depends on what
needs to be done that particular day."

19. "The kids might like it- sometimes the kids are motivated by seeing their
progress plotted. For the teacher, no utilM. Teachers need the
information, but not necessarily daily, and not in graph form. But the

kids mught like the graph."

AUitional Comments:

1. If we do this next year, I'd like to have the post-tests done before cenfe*.ences,
which means the end of February in order for the data to be useful to me.
We teast anyway at the end of February: The kids get really bummed out
being tested so much."

2. I would like all instructional materials to be put at 807 criteri4V, since that
is what we use. Because otherwise the data is use]ess.

(She was reminded that 7uld have reset the criteria if she had wished.)

r
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3. "Some of the rates are unrealistic. I would like to see rates ignored,
because I'm more concerned with accuracy an not speed.

"It''s okay to have rate on math software progrOM but not on CIMS' other math
objectives. Our kids work very slowly- hard enough to teach accuracy
without worrying about speed. Sometimes it's okay...e.g., for
multiplicatiolfacts. But fractions or late division, no. Also, too
dc!iflficult to seep time record for CIMS- not realistic in the classroom.
I don't care if they (students) do it slow.You wouldn't get to other skills
tf you spent time teaching rate. Don't know it they would ever improve
on speed, even if we worked consistently on it. Who's to say they're not
working that fast versus they're off-task (e.g., going to the bathroom,
talking to peers, sharpening pencil)."

"Classrooms just aren't sterile situations."

k89



1/5/82 STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

1. H hour!'

' ) I

2. A. "I do them as they come..1.When they do tiler:' ma0i,shepts,mi give them

calculators to cheik, f.t's s co4tniloil proceAn"(reviewing N

correcting papers)
'441

B. 'teach directly from the student's doelil't have time to' write

other lesson plans...goss ahead and teach other skills from the

IEP even wherlithe ardent doesn't accomplish lower objectives because

"the student ills stuck and can't Learn" something. Thus the IEPs

enable the teacher to do a lot of reviewing and eventually the student

learns the skills...
Summary: daily instructional oblectivet; are written for NO students.

C. She tests main concepts from the test which the reg. ed. teacher

send with the child.
Everyday infot'mal evaluation is done in math class.

Summary: One-third of each class period actually spent preparing

evaluating...the rest of the time the child is actually doing

the class 'work.

D. "About 2 hours a week...an overestimate...not every week..." She

checks the Stanford Diagnostics...and during a real need she

necks the psychologicals in the principal's 'office.

E. Modern Curriculum Press ordered to meet s udent objectives:..

"Preparing teacher-made things for math happens all the time...

omnuter only resource for math... Constantly making worksheets for

Hrience and social studies..."

"115 hours

mixed in
own on paper what's needed...half-day or longer

cr teaching responsibilities..."

F. "I don't update it...average aboutvtionce to twice a week make notations

on the TEP...Each student getaiiklit once or twice a week."
40

"Formal tests aren't done, but everythirn they do is being evaluated

even though child doesn't know it..."
10,

H. "I suppose I don't consider whether, material's effective,"but whether

child is suited to the material...

3. Keep work samples of what math dbiectivs mcI...koo., a grade book...notations

on behavior goes in grade hook...Cil,. with work samples and workbooks...

data on the comnuier...

4. Don't-until case'coiltren'tawhen loolkin for e:-:ample to show pair-Hits...anything

'not nvedeji

40



5 "I don't usually at all... but there's a Stanford given here at the school...
All I give is informal... But Brigance Fsnential arc given..."
and Brigaucc Basic Skills... at the end of the year by all Specidl Ed.
teachers...

1

Not unusual to be daily, but somollmen we (I n, , ) ."

"I look at what needs to be learned... I attempt Lo break it down in
simplest, largest way I rely on old favortten..." 1kt
of vocabulary cards she makes for sctence, or nutrition, or Some other
topic the child Is studying in another class...

Note: Mrs. Granger is both a resource teacher and has 501114' Students
assigned directly and only to her for some suhlectn.

8. "Talk w'th other teachers to nee what's effective in reading rooms..look
nOi catalogs...there in a materialn conterence hi IndpIn. (at GE(')...

look to see how other; are doing things..."

9. If students show growth... if they're accomplishing what materials say they
shout(' do... Oa informal testing... whetherkids show Interest..."

10. "Nolte helpful...uned A lot an reference point... I expand a lot OH whit they
requent."

II. 04* pijod for prenarAtfon...5D minutes...They're (TFFs, not legion plans)
very important."

12. "For me know each day what I'm , ;oin;; to do very important."

"They give you a plan book...Principal innistn on picking up the plan hook"
at the ,end of the year... Tiny assume you use it...In one'n evaluationn,
the special ed.. coordinator looks for ImsoMplans on your desk...The
coordinator was in twice last year and not at- all this year.

14. In conferene: test results on standardized f. informal tests

On daily basis: "It's his (student's) attitude and behavior."

,1 .-"Which would mean I'd Have to plug ip everything we did...I don't know...
Something's got to happen with time factor and organi:fational tactor...

+1 don't have much fime to plug in the information."

But once the data.in there, "I'm sure if I could look hack at the lists
it would he helpfu.?...I don't know hdiv 1 cOillld plug in informati,n

all day anymoreothan use the plan hook."

16. "I would imagine onca a week...If I could set aside one do,' as I'm putting
in new information, the old wouldn't .he rel,vant(a negadfive consideration) ..."

le-

17: If she unlimited time to nee how all 'acre doim; on IFP objectives,

l'omecT"les I lo !-,e track ofprobably would still look at ft only olfcy a ,7,feek...

time /period on teaching an objectiyo...mAybe could see a pattern."

18. "I'd like that a lot."
i

19. "That would be excellent."

191
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,Structured Interview: Post

91)

1. "Busy dll day- / perlo 3:20"
4 l

?. A. "That': tricky to d1 I ofterfgive.the calculator to the Student-,

to go over their path sheets. Hard In .ay h0(.1u..e incorporated

into other activ ties. total maybe an hour a day- depends on how

much paper work s involved (i n their school work) . Scienci4r lnd

social studies tests have to be graded...study work sheets...

B. "I don't write down in my plan hook. I don't use my plan hook. I don't

actually make notations (Just mental notes of what. kid is 4wving

problem with): dust walk around the group to see how kids are doing.
Too many things going on at the Owe time. Do chock-ups mace a week

on states in science and social dies."

C. "My informal stuff- that's a con
a time on it."

rocess- I don't know how to put.

B. "I take the Stanford Diagnosttc revel in roaging...Grade level in

math doesn't help because td-qtleilYing with speciTic objectives...

then I've arranged a color-c!ed.chart to see if Johnny can read(in,

such and such a .reading kilt'' If the kid hasn't moved in

grade level in )6efir 4it, same (grade level). If they move,

I give a range of mate'ria ':.but it dodn't take more than 20

minutes to write the whole thing down. When I find out what readability

level is, I check the chart to see that they'r reading in the right

book. It's an easy, clear-cut way of seeing it all in one place on

One ;hoot."

1 "I don't know. I've got the textbooks for science and social studies

and we're stuck with it. And once I've ordered what I need to

order, we're stuck with that. I probably do more reviewing of the

literature aspects and things we use from the library. .A lot of

the math is teacher-made, constantly changing depending on.,:what they

need. adjust and simplify materials into an easier mode of

learning from the regular ed. teacher's material or test. By,euing them

,they do better than (otherwise).

Ailyn't feel I can change the IEP... it doesn't happen that often that

student is moved to a less, restrictive environment. If they do go

to a less restrictive class, we'll often leave then' on indirect

(_onsultation. If the student is meeting grades and successful

regular ed. class, then at the conference we recommend FT regular ed

All I do the,i is keep tabs on his grades. Q .
To find out if he's

fLinkin,; or rot to keep the parent informed."

"To 7,41,1 when they're 'met' (Yes) "Twice a month er se- 1t takes awhile

to learn thincs, and I take notes. tut alt;r1 dfter vou:ve been

teachin- mehile Jill know th proores'jon of they need to do

by lookIng at the, math ohlectives. It's rlore tho 1 f. ish and tTect(linn .

objectives you need to dol;ble-_heck rinr often.
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5-13-82

H. "If thetudent still ,fails, after you've prepared some material, then
you know immediately you need to try something else. It happens more
with science and social studies."

3. "I keep (1) samples of work, (2) notations onA)ehavior (in a file on each kid,
where IEP and letters home are kept...), and (3) whne we have a flareup
I immediately write what happened, what should have beep done

4. "Once they go in the folder they pretty much stay there until conference tlee.
Then I can show reasons why he's not performing. Although every
time I, stick something in I glance in to see what's there. On
the whole, several times a week I'm poking things in there. I delete

..Lbehavior sluff and work samples if they're going to the high school.
I keep them if I'll have the student next year."

5. "I like to pre-test and post-test. Monroe County likes you to use post-tests
in the spring as the pre-tests for the fall. So I'm going back to'my
way and pre-test in the fall. The students like to better themselves,
because they want, to be in regular classes. .Some feel defeated before
they start, but the majority are eager to know how they're doing."

6. "A Lot... They don't know that they're tests but I regard it, as a test, I.e.,
a check on their-abilities. They Know they're, tested weekly. I test
them more often."

7. "Trial and error...what ever works...you get some information, clues from the
psychometric report... Just by how the student's working. Try 'til you
find what works & finally knowing your sUidents."

8. "The textbooks are adopted by a textbook committee and I have no say...
Greater.say in language arts, but funds are so limited... The BFA
(a reading Kit) was just handed to me... When I'm ordering materials I
look for simple lay-out, a lot of repetition, very clear directions,...
do they Meet my objectives...

9. "If they're effective, can the student actually meet the objective after
using the materials... I'd probably design an informal way of
checkino that out."

10. "They're more helpful in general kinds,of ideas.., A guideline of things-.
to get accomplished. In some instances, like the phonemes, you work
out specific flash cards."

11. "They give us one hour of prep time, but I'm planning off and on each.hour
of the day...pla nning the next day."

12. "They're very important...need to keep track of your goals."

13. "They hand out a plan book that they collect at the end of the year. I'm
writing tomorrow's work sheets even though I'm not writing it down in the
planning book., Time to write it down isn't there."
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5-13-82

14. "How comfortabl he is with what he's doing... Inability to perfOrm something

creates a 1 t of negative feelings and frustrations. Besides the

oby,ious of getting them all right on the:sheet.

15. ".It Would be helpful0f.I didn't have.to take time to put it in. I'm going

to have td readjust how I do things.' I would rather spot-check.. .

Ideally it would be wonderful but time -wise it's impractical. You'd need

another Whole half-day to fp your computer properly. Sampling would

be more effective. Like Monday, and TueSday sample all math. and

'social studies.' Ancither couple of days just the langauge arts... and

that wouldn't be the total 'population.
There's no place to record behavidrs, and I have behavior objectives and

it's real tough to show how they've *Proved., ,

,16. "Honestly I would look at it whenever I was having trouble with a group
or series to see what was happening- (otherwise) I'd glance at it weekly.

If I wasn't successful, I'd go to daily looks.

17. '"If I had the time I'd so it as often as I could... more often with a troublesome

group. Daily would be nice, but weekly'for sure.:."

AP

18. "THat would be very helpful- that would be wonderful. I see it as a

tremendous aid, and support and back-Alp and confirmation of how you're

doing. Mot only for my, knowledge,-but for the student's knowledge.

19, "From the teacher's.standpoint I can get the graph .or the tabular,I like

both ofthem, but I would like to see the graph for the student to see."

Additional Comments

I"m real concerned about the Brigance (reading comprehension passages) not being

what they say they are.

I find the time aspect to be a real problem.

194
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The compilation of the number of minutes that the individual

teachers used the three computer software programs is presented in

Table 16. The data clearly shows that the Edgewood teacher used the

system far more than either of the other two teachbrs. In math she

used the computer twice as long as the cumulative time accrued by the

other teachers. One must question the appropriateness of frequdnt

use, since the mean math achievement test score attained,by the

students in her cl)iss was approximately tifth grade, which exceeds

the difficulty level of most of the CMMRS content. Iii addition, we

found that many students went through the entire CMMRS program twice

during the school year. This represents an inappropriate use of the

program.', It appears that the teacher expected 'ach student to spend

approximately 5 minutes a day on the computer, regardless of whether,'

they needed the work or not. The same teacher used the readability

system the most extensively. She established a cooperative

arrangement with the school librarian and the other special educatiolf

teachers whereby, they could enter stories Eor which they wanted to

knuw the readability level of the passages. Consequently her

ed time on the machine far exceeded the other teachers. The

teacher at Edgewood again accumulated ts most time using the CIMS

programi, Part of the difference is attributed to the fact that she

conducted her yearend case conference during April, while. the other

teachers had been compelled to completethem during March.
IP



School Sept.

TABLE,16

Teacher Use of CMMRS: 1(

Number of Minutes Per Month, 1981-82

ipct. Nov. Dec. Jan.
School Year

Feb. Mar. Apr. May Total Min's

4orth
,,,-, 54 7 0 0 0 0 1J 0 81

Edgewood 90 232 312 2 139 168 197
.

.' 21 $,0 1,174

Dyer
* * 271

.

21, 92 1 206 0
A
,' 591

School

North

Sept.

172 66' 1 230

Teacher.Use of Readability System:
Number of Minutes-Per Month, 1981-1982,

0

Oct. My. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

School Year
Aprl . May Total Mies

Edgewood 768 7

36 23 0 529

59, 392 . 0 325 13 .1,564

Dyer 13 0 280 36 j 33 31 393

School

Teacher Use of CIMS:
Number of Minutes Per Month, 1981-82

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
School Year

May Total Min's

4

North
__ __ ,__ -- 0 38 48 86

l .

1

.' 67-3''"-- -- -- 89 580 4
Edgewood

_
t

)
* --

-- 84 65 00 149--
-Dyer

* Computer in classroom during this month.

--Software program not available during these months.
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Correlations Data Review
t

The data.clearly indicates that there is not a significant

relationship between the amount of time that the students spent

working on the CMMRS and their score on the Stanford Diagnostic Math

Test. In fact the Edgewood data indicai It es a negative relationship
lfa.

between the amount of time that the students spent on the computer.

and their -achievtment as measured by the SDMT. The data reinforced
:.,

the hypothesis'.that the teacher did not upe, the program correctly.

Rather than using the program to. supplement the classroom instructiOn

of the students, who needed additional drill and practice on

computational facts, the teacher assigned every, student to the

program: Judging formthe pretest ata a preponderance of the

students in the class should not have beeil assigned to, work on the

. 1

program. On the other hand the teacher at/Dyer.incorporated the

CMMRS program into her classroom instructional program4nd aSsigned

students to the program selectively. This approach appeared to

produce'the most affective result., A final ca'veat,which must be
4

noted, is that the CHARS/taught skills were not highly correlated

with student scores attained on the SDK?. (see tables 17-19) Thus

student growth on CMMRS may not be accurately measured by the SDMT.

The remaining data indcates that there were only' low order
i-

./ f.--

, .

4

'cs'

'/. correlations between the aliment of time that teachers spent using
.

-
1

.

C .,

'',.. CRIS extensively but, that bye itself, did not correlate with academic
4

gains. Teacher rorts suggest that the CRIS data influenced the

selection of some relatively small number of instructional matereals

assigned to the students. Obviously, th6se data need to be

1.97
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.104

iutorporatedWhroadly' into the seleOtiotir.process in order to exert any'

intluence on student richievklment. In 'additiod, the other data

collected suggested that tnstructional variables.rould exert an even

more.pexytisive influence on the students 'acliievesientH

F.

If
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NIE 5UMMARY 1981 -R2

'TABLE 17

CORRELATION I: SDMT Com utation CMMRS Time.

~4,1,
4

Mean
777/

+0.023

166.872

All Schools:

SDMT Gain Score (N411

Ml'nutes on CMMRS, (N=39)

CORRELATION: +.1717;-N=39; PA.148

Edgewood jHS:.

SDMT Gain Score (N=21 ) \.
so .14

Minutes' on CMMRS (N=20)

CORRELATION: --0.0486; N=20; P=.422
et.

North H.S,:

SDMT Gain Score (N=7)

Minutes on CMMRS (N=7)

CORRELATION: +0.1125; N=7; p=.405

Dyer M.5.:,

SDMT Gain Score (N=13)

Minutes on CMMRS N=12)

;CORRELATION: +0.3023;

N
.1.69

student '81 -'112

($4
Mean S.D.

-.4762 .7R80

159.000 5ff.2855,;

S.D.

4.035

r

66.583

1 I

Mean -

+.2571

111 . 4286

Mean° ,

+.5415

712.3333

a 4199

S Dior2

13.4519

S.D.

80.77

4

s'

4



.NIE SUMMARY 1981-82

TABLE 18

CORRELATION It) SDRT Comprehension vs. CRISlieacher Time '81-'82

7-r

411 Schools:
Mean S.E. S.D.

SDRT Gain Score (N=38) +.124 .241 1.484

Minutes on C9IS- Teacher (N=38) 969.447 14:143 580.337

CORRELATION: .032; P=.423 1

I

4.

200



NIE SUM76Y 1981-82

TAB E 19

CORRELATION 'Pr SDRT Comprehension vs. Student Time on CIRIS '81-'82

Dyer M.S. ( only one to use CIRIS in ',81 -'82)

t)

MEAN
7.770

i
,

3.367

S.E. S.D.

1.-61-6
1

1.745

SDRT Gain Score (N=6)

Minutes on CIRIS (N=6)

.615

,

.713

CORRELATION: N=6, P=.346

.
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YEAR THREE

Leachers and edministretorm from the Monroe County Special

/
Education Cooperetive Approached the project at all reqeeating the

opportunity to work on the project fur a second year. The rationale

given wam the general utility of the CMMRS, CIRIS and CRIS programs.

Since additional field Posting (4 the software programs and

additional rem arch on monitoring student behavior was dN.med

essential, therefore, wr submitted a reqeeet for an extenmion that

) was Nrubmequently approved. This being canted, the project. stall

began working with two ot the teachers, who cooperated duriug-Year

and added a third teacher working with a middle school population in

n rural community located 15 miles from eloomingt n. The goals Cot-

the third year were to study the use of microcomputers to obtain data

regarding student acndemc performance, to monitor student

performance and to prepare reports to assist teachers in data-based

program planning decision-making. In addition, we were interested in

analyzing the effect of teacher training upon the'amount and

appropriateness of the teachers use of the computer for

decision-making purposes. Finally, to conduct a highly controlled

study to analyze the effects of \systematically using CMMRS on the

academic performance of a group of students.

The following section will pftwide a narrative discussion ot the

pre/post test scores attained on the Stanford Diagnostic Readi4g and

Math Tests (see Tables 20 through 23).

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test. Overall, Ia the six month

period that elasped between the pre and post tests, modest

-105-
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Table 20

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

1982-1983

Pre-Post Test

Aud. Lil infer. Total Phonetic Struct. Aud.

Voc. Co l* Comp. Comp. Anal. Anal. Discrim.

Pretest 4.57 3.41 3.52 4.09 3.66 3.'88 3.43

Postest 5.16 3.39 3.78 4.14 4.51 4.41 3.83

204
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Owen Valley

r
Pretest

Edgewood

Pretest

Postest

Dyer

Pretest

Postest

Aud.
Voc.

Table 21

Stanford.Diagnostic Reading Test

1982-1983

Pre -Post Test.

Literal Infer. Total Phonetic Struct. Aud.

Comp. coppi LpCon." Anal. Anal. Discrim.

4.40 42:49

4.85 2.50

4.71 4.36

5.59 4.43

4.62 3.47

'5.00 3.25

2.61 3.45 3.20 3.79 2.42

3.00 3.57 4.74 4.43 3.49

4.89 , 4.98 4.43 4.63 . 4.22

4.78 4.97 5.23 5.03 4.61

2.89 3.78 3.22 2.89 3.73

3.50 3.78 3.07 3.43 3.19



Pretest

Postest

Table 22

StanfordDiagnostitMath Test

' 1982-1983

Pre-Post Test Data

Numeration Computation

4.03 4.51

4.53 4.74

206



Table 23

Stanferd Diagnostic Mathematics Test

1982-1983

Pre-Post Test

Owen Valley

Numeration Computation

Pretest 3.26 j 3.32

Postest 3.84 3.15

Edgewood

Pretest 5.16 5.03

Postest 4.92 . 5.30

Dyer

Pretest 4.02 5.00

Postest 4.64 5.61

207



achievement tests gains were evidenced.; the auditory vocabulary

sub7et, the students gained one month of achievement per month in

the program. The gains in comprehension were much more modest, since

the students gained one to two months on the average per subtest.
S

,The greatest gains on these subtests were attained by the students,at

Owen Vall y Middle School, while the smallest growth occurred for the

students t Edgewood. On the phonetic analysis subtest, the students

obtained over one month per month in the program. Substantial gains

were made by the students at Owen Valley and Edgewood Middle Schools,

while the test scores of the%students from Dyer Middle School

actually decreased. Teacher reports suggest that the teachers at

Owen Valley and Edgewood allocated substantially more instructional

time to this instructional area than the teacher at Dyer.

structural analysis subtest, the stud4ts gained approximately one

achievement growth per month in the pro ram. The gains by schools

were fairly consistent on this particul subtest. Modes achievement

gains were attained on the auditory discrimination subtest. In

analyzing the results by school, we found thdt the students at Owen

Valley attained approximately one years growth during the six months

that elapsed between the administration of the pretest and the

postest. The scores of the students at Dyer, on the other hand,

decreased on this particular subtest. The reasons for this decrease

are not clear. On one hand, the teacher did not allocate a great

deal of time to the subject content area. This subtest was the Last

administered during the postesting, so the students may have been

tiring due to testing and, consequently, did not score as well as one

would have expected.

208
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On the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test, the students mane slight

gains, between the- preand posditest.. On the numeration subtest, the

students at Owen, Valley and 'Dyer gained approximately one monplgr. 's

achievement per one month in the program, while cthe scoresof the'

Edgewood students slightly decreased. On the computation subtest,

the scores of the students at Owe Valley decreased, while the

students at Edgewood increased slightly and the scores of the

students at Dyer increased at a rate of one month per month in the

program.



School

TOle 24
Teacher .Use of CMMRS:

A V Number of Minutes Per*ntn,.19824133

9

.

_._

Edgewood 0 0 0 0' 129 3 0 0 0 02

Dyer 0 26 46 25- 0 82 . 6 7 0 ,

Owen Valley 0 0 281. 32 140 'A8 29 8 14

.192-

552 -'''''

Teacher Use of CRIS: ,

Number of Minutes4er Month, 1982-83

School Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. r. Ma School Year Tot. Min.

Edgewood 0 ,0 4. 4 0 0 0 0 0 8

Dyer 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 241 0 296

Owen Valley 0 0 '0 0 0 0 13 0 0 13

Teacher Use of CIRIS:

Number of Minutes Per Month, 1982-83

Feb.Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.. Jan. Mar. Apr. May School Year Tot M

(

Edgewood 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0

Dyer : 0 0 0 0 :. 4 2 2 0 a

Owen Valley 0 0 0 -26 11 27 0 0 64
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The correlation between student- time using-,CMMRS and their

achievement test scores attained on the SDMT during the 982-1983

school years was slight and negative. These data on first inspection

suggest little relationship between time spent using the CMMRS

program and student academic growth. Data collected in the study

described in the preceeding section, however, indicated the target

students typically increased their performance onthe CMMRS and in

some cases this growth transferred to the SDMT despite the adOsence of

a statistically- significant relationship between the achievement

gains and the amount of time that they spent working on the

microcomputer. One explanaid.o.lw for the low correlations observed is

that the student spent very little time.on the CMMRS program for it

Ae
to be much benefit. For clever youngsters enrolled in the Owen

Valley program, thestudents were only exposed to the CMMRS an

average of 25 minutes in one month. Obviously, such scant exposure
,

to any program.is not enough to warrant a conclusion as to its

efficacy.

Thus, it would appear, that subsequent studies should be designed

to:examine student responses and systematically manipulate the time

that students spend working on CMMRS. It way be that short periods

of high quality and high intensity responding on those skills, which

have been acquired but not mastered, is sufficient to maximize

student achievement and that additional time spent produces a

detriMental approach. These findings suggest additional research is

-needed to carefully evaluate tla efficacy of not only the

computerized math programs, but other software in general,

211
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I

particularlo since most school systems assign students to computers
4

,ter

The

monitor their success or progress.

The other correlations reported in.Tables 25 through 30 are also

not significant. The results clearly support the finding that time

on machine by itself is not highly correlated with student academic

achievement. The data suggest that one must examine the

instructional content, the responses required and the relationship of

the computer coursework and the other components of the curriculum.

:-",'";\

I

i

°

V
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A I NIE SUMMARY 1482=81

TabFle 25

4

'

CORRELATION VI: 'Stanford Magi- toMputation
4
vs. Student Time on CMMRS '82-'83

1

All Schools: Mean S.E. S.D.

SORT Ggin Score (N=47) +.115 .178 1.223

Minutes on CMMRS (N=43) 110.535 9.391 61(582

. CORRELATION: -.1578; N=43; P=.156

Edgewood J.H.S.: Mean S.D.

SDRT Gain Score (N=20) .125 .882

Minutes oniCMMRS (N=19) 86.450 45.149

CORRELATION: +.1733; N=20; P=.233

Dyer M.S.:
Mean S.D.

SDRT Gain Score (N=12) +.6083 .805

Minutes on CMMRS (N=12) 100.333 40.114

CORRELATION: -.1521; N=12; P=.318

Owen Valley M.S.:
Mean

SDRT.Gain Score (N=15) -.2933

Minutes on CMMRS (N=11) "165.455

CORRELATION: -.1456; N=11; Alli=.335

S.D.

1.721

75.378
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NIE SUMMARY 1982-83

Table 26

CORRELATIO :
SORT Comprehension vs. Teacher Time on CRIS '82-'83

All Schools: Mean S.E. S.D.

SDRT Gain Score (N=49) +.045 .139 .970

Minutes on CRIS (N=49) 80.469 17.719 124.035

CORRELATION: -.0255; N=49; P=.431



NIE SUMMARY 1982-83

Table 27

eRRELATION: SDRT Comprehension vs. CIRIS Teacher Tiore '82-'83

811 Schools: (Dyer and Owen Valley--Edgewood didn't use CIRIS)

Mean S.E.

laSDRT Gain Score (N=31) 4 +.077 7Tu

Minutes on CIRIS (N=31) 42.323 4.980

CORRELATION: +.1129, N=31, P=.273

215

1,0

S.D.

.554

27.728



( Owen Valley M.S.:

SDRT Gain Score (N=19)

Minutes on CIRIS (N=17)

CORRELATION: -.2920, N =17, P=.128

/41E SUMMARY 1982-83

Table 28

CORRELATION: SDRT Comprehension vs. CIRIS student Time '82:183

All Schools: (Dyer and Owen Valley--Edgewood didn't use CIRIS)
Mean S.E.

SDRT Gain Score (N=31) +.077 .100

Minutes on CIRIS (N=27) 14.185

CORRELATION: -.1871, N=27, P=.175

Dyer

SDRT Gain Score (N=12)

Minutes on CIRIS (N=10)

CORRELATION: -.2563, N=10, P=.237

4

Mean

-0.000

.544

2.331 12.113

S.D.

.5410

7.950 4.419

Mean
+.1263

S.D.

.5714

17.853 13.742

4



NIE SUMMARY 1982-83

Table 29

CORRELATION: Total- Teacher Time on Machine vs. SDMT ComRutation '82-'83

All Schools: Mean S.E. S. D.

SDMT Gain Score (N=47) +.115 .178 1.223

Total Teacher Time (N=47) 386.957 32.197 220.731

CORRELATION: -.0714, N=47, P=.317
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NIE SUMMARY 1982-83

Table 30

CORRELATION: Total Teacher Time on Machine vs. SDRT Comprehension '82-'83

All Schools:
Mean S.E. S.D.

SDRT Gain Score (N=49) +.045 .139 .970

Total Teacher Time (N=49) 416.796 31.339 219.372

CORRELATION: .0553, N=49, P=.353

1.
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OBJECTIVES AND 'HYPOTHESES

The math remediation computer progi-ams developed for

this research project were designed to achieve two related

goalk. The first was to maximize research flexibility for

a program of research in computer managed and assisted

teaching and learning. The second was to develop and vali-

date' an effective computer-based application of a basic math

computational skills curriculum. This research project was

designed to assess the effectiveness of an expeEimental

appli.catiOn of computer-instruction programs; when ,used with

a group of mildly mentally handicapped middle school child-

ren. The computer-instruction programs were written to

emulate a complete instructional process including:

1) assessment of individual student skills;

2) diagnosis of deficits in individual student

skill development;

3) objective referencing for ideitified student

skill deficits; 41P

4) performance of instructional tasks for the remedi-

ation of identified skill deficits using modeling

and feedback techniques;

5) setting of criterion based performance stan-

dards; and

6) automatic record keeping and report generation of

all student activities.
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Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were proposed:

Hl: Post-test measures will be higher than pre4
test scores attained on the norm-referenced
Stanford Diagnostic Math Test - Computation
Subtest.

H2: Individual math computation operation area
paper-and-pencil informal math assessment
posttest scores will be higher than pretest
scores when the measures are taken pre and
post of computer instruction in the measured
operation area.

H3: Individual math computation operation area
paper-and-pencil informal math assessment
posttest scores will not be different than
pretest scores when the measures are taken
pre and post of computer instruction in an
operation area other than the measured opera-
tion area.

H4: Individual math computation operation area
computer-generated math pssessment posttest
scores will be higher than pretest scores
when the measures are taken pre and post of

computer instruction .in the measured opera-
tion area.

H5: Individual math computation operation area
computer-generated math assessment posttest
scores will not be different from pretest
cores when the measures are taken pre and
post of computer instruction in an operation
area other than the measured operation area.

H6: Pre-post change scores of operation areas in

which computer instruction was received will
positively correlate with total time students
use the computer-instruction program.
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METHOD

The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate

the effectiveness of a computer-managed instruction program

to teach bas, math computation skills to a'group of mildly

retarded middle school children. The computer programs were

written to emulate a complete in tructional process whiCh

included: assessment, prescript ve teaching, student mon-

itoring, feedback, and record keeping. All of the instruc-

tional variables of the compIter system other than initial

placement and mastery criterion setting were computer con-

trolled.

In consideration of the technical nature of the content

of this project this Chapter will be divided into two major

sections. The first section, "Research Methodology", will

contain information related to research design, subject

descriptions, a description of the research setting, and

measures used.

The second section, "Computer Methodology," will

describe how the instructional programs used by the computer

actually work. Included in this section will be the logic

r of the computer programs and how they implemented an

instructional process.



Section I
Research Methodology

Design

113

To measure the effectiveness of the computer instruc-

tion program, a series of single-subject multiple baseline

(across math operation computational skills) investigations

were undertaken utilizing reversal procedures (Baer, Wolf,

and Risley, 1968; Gelfand and Hartmann, 1975; Hersen and

Barlow, 1976 -; Rratochll, 1978). For each of twelve

children, an A-8(1)-A-8(2)-A design was used (A = Baseline

phases; B(1) = computer instruction in one of two math

operation areas ( addition, subtraction, multiplication, or

division) individually assigned to each student; B(2} =

computer instruction in the alternate math operation area

assigned to each student). For the remaining two students

an A-A-B(1)-A design was used.

This design was chosen because it provided a means of

controlling for instruction and learning taking place out- '

side of the computer-managed curriculum. Prior to computer

instruction each student was assigned two math operation

areas for instruction during the course bf the experiment.

Instruction was given in only one operation are during each

of the B(x hases. During each of the baseline phases (A)

both
N\
operation areas were assessed using alternate form

p'a4r-arid-pencil and computer generated tests (see Measures).

In addition, during the first and third baseline periods a
J

standardized test of math computation skills was admin-
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istered. Both the experimental design used in this study

and the content of each are' summarized in Figure 44.

Phase T A B(i) A B(2) A

# days 8 '5 10 10 5

Content of each experimental phase:

T = Computer use training.

Assignment of two operation areas to each
student for computer instruction.

A = Baseline measures of computation skills
of each student in their assigned operation
areas.

B(1) = Computer instruction in the first operation
area assigned tb each student.

B(2) = Computer instruction in the second operation
area assigned to each student.

Figure 44 Outline of experimental design
used in the study.

Instructional effects may be evaluated using this type

f research design since instructional method was constant

within each instructional phase but the content of instruc-

tion within each differed (Simkins, 1971; Tighe and Elliott,

1978). That is, when assessing the effect of instructional

phase B(1), the first and second baseline measures were used

as a pre-and-post measure while the third baseline measure

served as a control. If instruction were effective, the

measures taken during the second baseline would indicate an
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This increase cOuld''then be hypothesized as being a result

of intervention supplied during the first intervention

phase. If the change in baseline scores between the first

and second baseline were due to' instruction during the first

instructional phase (B(1)) thee performance during baseline

three should show no change from performance during baseline

two. The opposite effect, should happen when assessing

instructional phase B(2). That is, baseline measures of the

operation taught during instructional phase B(2) should show

no change between baselines one and two, but should show an

increase between baselines two and three.

In addition, with the multiple-baseline design used,

the effectiveness of the instructional intervention can be

assessed by a comparison of computation performance across

the two content areas. Using this multiple-baseline tech-

nique a causal relationship between the computer instruction

and computation performance may be demonstrated, if compu-

tation performance within each instructional area changes

when and only when the instruction occurs (Kazdin, 1975).

Students

The subjeFts in this study were fourteen children,

eight boyshand six girls, whose ages ranged from 12 to 15

yearsk(mean= 13.5; s.d.= 1.0). All students were enrolled

in a self - contained classroom for the Mildly Mentally Handi-

capped (mMH) in a middle school serving primarily children

living in a rural area. All academic subjects were taught

in this classroom by one teacher with the aid of an assis-
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tant. Children %fere all mainstreamed into regular class-

r6oms for Art and PhySical EdUcation. All students had

received an individualized WISC-R by a certified ,school

psychometrist within the,previous year. Student I.Q. scores'

attatted on the WISC-R ranged from fifty-two to seventy-four

with a mean of 66.5 (s.d. 7.5).

A,lifteenth student was originally included in this

study but had to be dropped for non-participation. This

student's school records indicated a history of noncompli-

ance in testing situations which unfortunately also occurred

during tesinq required for this study. Reliability of

measures, therefore, could not be assumed for her performance.

Setting

All testing, procedural instruction, and computer in-

struction were, conducted in the MMH classroom. Within; this
1'

classroom a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I Level II micro-

computer with 48K of memory and two, external 5.25 inch

single density disk drives were placed in a study carrel.

The location of the computer was physically removed frOm the

normal student seating area; it was placed in the rear of

the classroom out of the direct lineof Sight of students

not working on it.

Daily Classroom Routine

During each day of thiS study each student worked on

the computer independently. Within the ecology of their

normal classroom approximately fifty percent of the day was
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spent doing 'independent seat work. The scheduling of the

students to work on the computer was' determined daily.by the

classroom teacher according to individual student availa-

bility.

During baseline phases (A) students worked on the com-

puter for two minutes per day. One minute was included for

each of two tests administered by the computer (see below

"Measures - Computer.Generated and Presented Tests"). In-

cluding transition from student seat to computer, initiation,
.

of computer programs, working computer presented tests, and

receiving computer feedback, total student time each day was

approximately 'fou'r minutes.

During the instructional phases (3(1) and B(2)) of this

research project, students worked on the computer six

minutes per day. Five minutes were spent interacting with

the instructional programs (see below "Computer Instruction

Program") and one+ minute was spent testing the operations

area in which they were receiving instruction (see below

"Measures Computer Generated and Presented Tests). In-

-cluding transition from student seat to computer, initiating
.04

the computdt -programs., receiving computer instruction, work-

ing the computer-presented test, and receiving computer

performance feedback,, the total time spent by the student

was approximately eight minutes.

Measures

There were two objectives for measuring student math

computation skills: initial screening for computer curric-

ulum placement and instruction; and determination of the

n
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effectiveness Of the computer-instruction curriculum. Con-

sidering these i5wo objectives and the interrelationship of

the content of the computer prograNs to the external meas-

ures, a brief description of the content of the computer

curriculum will /follow!: A fuller description of the compu-

ter curriculum can be found in "Section II - Computer

MethOds."

Measures for Placement and Instruction. Each student

in this study was assigned for computer instruction two math

operation areas. As this study was conducted in a public

V diddle- school classroom in which students exh bited a wide

range of academic abilities and deficits, students were

`assigned only to operation areas in which they displayed

performance deficits on the placement measures. Performance

was measured initially by both a standardized test resulting

In grade equivalence scores and an expanded version of the
\

Informal Math Inventbry, Used.in the SST project (Sterling,

1976) which correspond4,to the computer instruction curric-

ulum (see Appendix R fok.A complete copy of this instru-
,

ment). Each of these two measures are described below.

Standardized Measuxe. The Stanford Diagnostic Math

Test - Computation Subtest (SDMT) (Beatty, Madden, Gardner,

and Karsen, 1976) was chosen as the norm-reference instru-"

ment for three reasons. First, the test included a Computa-

tion Subtest which produced a grade equivalence score sepa-

rate from the total test score. Second, test forms were

available for each grade-level with a standard measure for
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cross form test score comparisons. And third, alternate

forms for post instruction measurement were available,

Initially classroom teacher was consulted regarding

which form of the SDMT would be most appropriate for admin-

istration to each child. Ten level "Green" (Grade levels

3.5 - 6.5) and four level "Red" (Grade levels 2.5 - 5.5)

were administered to participating students. The classroom

teacher's initial assessments of student abilities were

demonstrated to be correct; the four children administered

the lower level, "Red ", scored at the teacher's predicted

grade equivalence of grade three or lower, and the ten

children given the higher level, "Green", scored at or above

the fourth-grade level.

The researcher administered the test to the subject

group following procedures recommended for group assessment

in the test administration manual. Individual student

scores are reported in the Results chapter.

Informal Math Inventory. On the day following the

administration of the standardized test (SDMT), an Inforinal

Math Inventory (Sterling, 1-976) was administered to all

students. This test was intended to identify specific com-

putation skill weaknesses which could be targeted for com-

puter instruciton. The test consisted of sixteen one minute

tests, each measuring one math skill Cluster area in the

curriculee Appendix B nformal Math Inventory Tests).

A single one-minute testin period for each ClUster was

considered an appropriate timing for securing an accurate

index of student ability since extensive and repeated pilot

228
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/I

tkst results (Rieth, 1981) have consistently correlated at

.98 or higher on test-retest applications of the instrument.

In addition to the computation tests, a one-minute,

"speed" test waa gii,en. This test required the student to

copy numbers as fast as possible. This test gave an index

of the students' fine motor abilities, information useful

for setting mastery levels for student performance (see

"Criterion Setting" below). It also provided a copy:compu-

tation speed ratio index for future research (this area

was neither hypothesized nor speculated'upon in this current

research).

The primary measures of student performance on this

test were rate-based (Ellis and Prelander, 1973; Haughton,

1972; McCraken, 1971; Starlin, 1971; Starlin and Starlin,

1973a, 1973b, 1973c). The rate measures used werl response

digits per minute correct (DPMC) and response digits per

minute error (DPME). This type of measure, enables one to

detect fine gradations of change in pupil performance

measured and define and measure absolute minimum student

performance (Haring and Gentry, 1976).

Student - Curriculum Placement. After each student was

given the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test - Computation Sub-

test (Beatty et al., 1976) and the Informal Math Inventory

(Sterling, 1976), both the classroom teacher and the experi-

menter examined the individual scores of the students on

both of the measures and independently recommended two math

Operation areas in which each student should receive in-
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struction. The general criteria for these recommendations

were:

1. The student must have performed at an unacceptable

level of proficiency within the selected operation

areas.

I)

2. Since the curriculum was esigned for remedial and

not initial instruction, .tudents were required to

demonstrate a basic knowledge of the computation

processes within the asigned operation areas.

The separate and independent recommendations the class-

room teacher and the experimenter formed were identical in

2
identify'ng the two target operation areas for each student.

.

Assigni the student to instructional phase (B(1) or B(2))

was completed by the ANVerimenter. Table 31depicts type ofti'

instruction and instuctional phase assigned for students in

the program.

Operation Area

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Division

Total

Instructional Phase

B(1) B(2)

2 1

6 6

4

1 3

12 14

Table 31 Number of Students Receiving Operation 'rea
Instruction Duridg Each Instructional Phase
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Dueding,instructional phase B(1) two additinal 3tucifmtl

were, assigned to receive instruction in division but in-

' truction' was prohibited by student school absence. In-

struction for these students during instructional phase B(2)

was accomplished.

Measures for Computer- Instruction Effectiveness

To determine the effectiveness of the computer-

instrUction given each student, three different types of

measures were taken: standardized test scores, paper-and-

pencil informal math inventories, and computer generated and

presented tests. The procedures used for and the measures

taken from each of these types of tests are described below.

Standardized Measures. The,Stanford Diagnostic Math

Test - Computation Subtest (Beatty, et.al., 1976) was admin-

istered before computer instruction began and again after

the study was completed. Standard scores were used as Al

informative index of the transference of computer-taught

skills to a generalized application.

Informal_ Math inventory. The Informal Math Inventory

(Sterling, 1976) described above under "Measures for Place-

ment and Instruction - Informal Math Inventory" was also

used as a measure of student math computation skill acquisi-

tion. This measure was used to ascertain generalization of

specific skills taught using the computer to a traditional

pencil-and-paper medium. It also provided furthe pre and

post measures of computer instruction that facilitated anal

ysis with the A-B(1)-A-B(2)-A experimental desi4n.
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The generalisability of math skills taught using the

computer-instrUction program were directly measured with

this test since each of its sixteen subtexts directly cor-

respond to the sixteen Cluster areas included within the

computer curriculum. Therefore, any increase in computation

performance within a Cluster area resulting from computer

instruction should be reflected by an increase in per-
,

formance on the paired subtext of the paper-and-pencil In-

formal Math Inventory.

To ascertain the generalization to paper-and-pencil

tasks, alternate forms of the Informal Math Inventory were

administered to all students during each of the three base-

line (A) phases of the study. The initial administration

given for "Student-Curriculum Placement (see above) served

as the first baseline measure. The remaining two baseline

administrations were given on the same day of the week and

at the same time of day as the first administration (Tuesday

- 10:00 A.M.) using alternate forms.

Computer Generated and Presented Tests. Computer

generated. and presented tests were given to the students to

measure skill acquisition across time, using a standard

measure in the medium in which they received instruction.

Testing via the computer was performed daily during both the

three Baseline periods (A) and two instructional phases.

Following is a description of the procedures used 'during

computer testing as well as their content. The testing

schedule is depicted below in Figure 45.
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Experimental Phase

A B(1) A B(2) A

Instruction 1111111111 2222222222

Test(s) 11111 1111111111 11111111 2222222222 11111
22222 22222222 . 22222

A = No instruction. Daily test in both
operation areas assignpd to each student.

B(1) = Instruction in the first operation area
assigned to each student. Daily test on
only the first operation area.

B(2) = Instruction in the second operation area
assigned to each student. Daily test on
only the second operatidn Area.

Figure 45 Schedule of Computer Generated
and Administrated Tests.

,

Baseline computer measures. Everyday during each of

the three baseline phaset the computer presented each

student with two separate one-minute tests. Each test

measured performance in one of the two designated instruc-

tional areas. Each test consisted of a random selection of

math problems which included all Skills within each Cluster

of the operation area being assessed.

The computer-student interaction procedures used during

baseline periods were as follows: Student individually sat

in front of the microcomputer and typed their access code on

the keyboard. The computer programs-then matched the

student with the appropriate test content. During the tests

one math problem at a time was presgnted on the computer
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video screen. The student provided the answer using the

numeric keyboard. After a student provided the answer to a

math problem, the problem was immediately replaced with a

new problem to solve. After one minute, the computer infor-

med the student that the test was over and that the second

one minute test was started. The time interval between

tests was student controlled: that is, the computer did not

start the second test until the student pressed the SPACE

BAR on the computer keyboard. At the completion of both

tests, the computer presented the student with performance

feedback for the tested operation areas via a graph drawn on

the computer video screen. A separate graph was presented

for each operation area tested. The data presented on the

graph were digits per minute correct (DPMC) achieved by the

student for each day of the current baseline period. In-

cluded on the graph was the individual student's "GOAL

LINE". The level of the goal line represented the DPMC

criterion for the student's daily work assessment (see below

"Criterion Setting"). Figure 46 depicts the screen presenta-

tion given to student A9 after the fifth day of his second

baseline period.
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DIGITS PER MINUTE CORRECT
MULTIPLICATION

40 !

!

30 !

* *

20 ! GOAL

10 !

4

0 !---!----!----!----4----1----!----!----!----!

Figure 46 Example of Computer Generated Graph
Used for Performance Feedback.

Daily computer measures. During each day of both in-

structional phases, B(1) and B(2), a measure was taken on

student performance in the operation area in which they were

currently receiving instruction. Immediately following the

five-minute computer instruction (see below "Computer In-

struction") the computer automatically initiated a testing

program identical to the one described above (see Baseline

Computer Measures). The only differences between these

daily tests and the baseline tests were that the student

raceived only one test daily - in the operation area of

curr2nt instruction. The-operation area in which they were

not ,-7'irrently being instructed was not tested. At the

-..'ompltion of the test, students were presented a graph on
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the video screen depicting their performance during that

instructional phase (see Figure 40. Data presented consis-

ted of digits per minute correct (DPMC) for each of the

daily tests taken during the current instructional phase as

well as their "GOAL LINE".

Content of the Computer-Instruction Programs

The premise of this instructional program was that effi-

cient and measurably successful student learning would occur

when specific academic skill weaknesses can be identified,

and the student received direct instruction to correct these

(see "Chapter,II - Review of Literature" for a more thorough

explanation). The computer-instruction programs developed

for this project rely heavily on a remedial math curriculum

originally developed for the Seattle-Spokane-Tacoma (SST)

project (Sterling, 1976). This curriculum covers basic math

computation skills within the math operation areas of addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The foun-

dation of this curriculum is that proficiency in basic math

computation can be demonstrated only after all skills in a

hierarchy are mastered. Therefore the curriculum first

identifies students' specific skill deficits, and then pro-

vides them with remedial instruction in the identified defi-

cit skill area.

To accomplish the above goals, the generic area of

"Basic Math Computation Skills" is divided into three hier-

archically arranged configurations: 1) Operations; 2)

Clusters; and 3) Skills. Definitions of each of these
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terms are as follows and are depicted in Figure 47(see

Appendix for a complete list of Operations, Clus- and

Skills).

Operations. Operations are the four main mat:, aroas of

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division. In

this research two opertion areas were assigned to each

student for computer instruction.

Clusters. Within each operation area specific compu-

tation Skills are grouped into hierarchically-arranged Clus-

ters. These Clusters are sequenced such that a demonstra-

tion of mastery of any single Cluster would nottbe possible

/without a mastery of lower level Clusters. For example,

Clusters #9 and #10 within the operation area of Subtraction

are: r--

(

Cluster #9. Subtraction facts with the minuend >9

but <19 and 91e subtrahend <10, with borowing

necessary.

Cluster #10. Subtraction facts, double-digit

minus single-digit numbers, with borrowing

required*

Mastery of Cluster would be impossible to demonstrate

without a requisit mast y of Cluster #9 since Cluster #9

essentially covers all specific computations involving sub-
,

tracting from a "teens" number when per-

f o rmi ng Cluster #10 the "borrowing" requirement mandates

:hat the units portion of the minuend be re-grouped tc,,form.

a "teens" number.

2.37
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Skills. Within each Cluster all computation Skills

necessary'for demonstration of mastery are included. "All

inclusive Skills" assumes that all lower-level Clusters have

been mastered. For example, the Skills within Cluster #9

include subttacting the digits 1 through 9 from any "teens"

number. If a student were having difficulties subtracting

the digits "8" and/or "9" from a "teens" number, mastery of

this Cluster could not be demonstrated.

Cluster Area Inclusive Skills

r,

Skill #

9.

#10.

P
Subtraction
facts, with the
minuend > 9 but
< 19 and the
subtrahend < 10,
with borrowing.

Subtraction
facts, double
digit minus
single digit,
with borrowing.

Subtrahend =

Subtrahend =

-1
-2
-3

-9

-1
-2
-3

-8
-9

9.1
9.2
9.3

9.8
9.9

10.1
10.2
10.3

10.8
10.9

Figure47. Example of Cluster and Skill
relationships (example 'taken,from Appendix C).
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Student - Comptter'Use'Instruction,

Prior to this study, noneof the subjects had experi-

ence using a microcoOputer. Therefore, computer use in-
,

struction was necessary for all students on the general

operation of thecomplIrer, and onlhow to work the computer-

instruction programs. The f011owing instruction was given

7

to all students:individuallx by th '.experimenter.

Computer at 'lib n students demonstrdted

proficiency on four main objectives they were able to

work successfully and independently through the computer-
Og

managed math curriculum: Tflus, 'all students were taught to:

1) successfully initiate a 'computer program;

2) use the computer keyboard;

3) read aftd interpret graphic dada on the

computer vide,,,screen;

4) attempt tosolve computer-presented math

computation problems.

Instruction took plgde students we e sit-

ting in front of the,cogb6uter.rAL the first day, students
ei

were instructedin-the ceaUtes of initiating a computer
c

program,' enieringfnumeric-antwtrs using the computer key
.

A
board, and reading and interpreting graphs.

Initiation procpdure involved copying a message taped
,-11,',..,...,

to the computer keyboard. The message read RUN "A".
1 J

Throughout the entire'tudy a taped message was present.

The content', of the'mesAage varied between RUN "A", RUN "B",
.

and RUN "C",''depend*fig on which, computer programs the inves-
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tigator wanted the students to initiate. After typing the

RUN"A" message correctly a computer use training program was

initiated and run by the computer.

Within this training, grogram students were presented

and performed the following tasks: entering their

vidual computer identification number, matching numbers

appearing on the screen with number keys on the computer

keyboard, and reading a graph of their "speed" at the com-

pletion of every one minute. The experimenter sat with

students as they worked and explained and prompted each task

for five consecutive cycles of program initiation, entering

student number, copying digits, and interpreting the graph.

On the second day, each student performed a complete

cycle with ajd from the experimenter five times. While

students were performing these tasks the student verbally

explained them to the experimenter.

On the third and fourth days students worked indepen-

dently. The experimenter was not present i he classroom.

The teacher's assistant reported that no child requested

help during these days.

On the fifth day, each student performed five cycles on

the computer with the experimenter observing from across the

room, not interacting. At the completion of the fifth cycle

the experimenter, asked each student to explain the graph

with su h questions as "Are you getting better (Easter) -

Show me how you know this."

In addition to training the students to use the com-

puter, the training program also proyided the experimenter
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with a baseline rate of each student's non-computational

digit copying speed corresponding to the random number paper

-and-pencil copying task described above (see above, "Stu-

dent - Curriculum Placement - Informal Math Inventory").

Since the primary measures in this study were rate based,

Digits per Minute Orrect (DPMC), and Digits per Minute
F.

Error (DPME), these measures were needed to help select a

criterion level for student performance (see below Criterion

Setting). 1

Math Program 'raining. After the fifth day of computer
1

familiamization training each student was introduced to the

computer math program. On the first day of math training

the message taped to the computer was changed to reflect the

name of the computer program that initiated a series of two

tests, one each iJn the two operatiOnsareas in which they

were assigned to receive computer instruction. The content,

format, and proOdures used for these tests were identical

to the "Baseline Computer Measures" (see above). A varia-

tion in the produres outlined above involved the experi-

menter individually tutoring the students on how to use the

computer keyboard to respond to the problems. Tutoring

,

included explanations, demonstrations, and verbal prompting.

Following two minutes of practice, performance graphs (see

Figure ,.above) were presented to*the student. The exper-
-

imentat then exPlaned how to interpret the graphic data.

Following this practice session, the experimenter required

the student to explain the procedures just performed. This
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complete cycle was then performed independently by the stu-

dent two additional times.

After a day of computer problem solving instruction

with the enter present, the students completed two

cycles per day iating the program, solving problems,

reading the graph) for the next two days, with the teacher's

assistant as a backup for student difficulties. The assis-

tant reportes1 no difficulties during this period. Total

practice time was approximately five minutes per day for

three days.

Criterion Setting

An integral part of the computer curriculum is the

detertination of "mastery". Mastery` decisions were made

using a comparison of actual student performance against a

performance criterion. Within this curriculum the set -,

ting of levels for criterion performance are completely

teacher/researcher controllable. Once performance criterion

is set, the computer records this information and-auto -\

matically uses it as the basis for all decisions. For his

research project the criterion for mastery decisions wa tb/e

same for both Cluster assessment and specific Skill remedi-

ation assessment.

The criteria used for mastery decisions were as

follows:

1) 90% of all problems attempted must have been

correct;
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1

2) a maximum of two response digits per minute were

allowed to be in error (DPME);

3) a minimum number of digits per minute correct must

have been obtained (DPMC). For this requirement

one-half of the students in the study were

required t achieve a minimum of 15 DPMC and the

other one-half were required to achieve 20 DPMC.

The criterion for assigning these levels were

standardized test results. Those in the lower

one-half of test scores (below grade level

equivalent 4.6) were assigned the lower.

performance level. Those scoring in the upper

one-half were assigned the hi4her level.

One additional criterion for demonstrating mastery of

Cluster areas was imposed. All students were required to

meet or exceed the above criterion two consecutive times

during this assessment. This additional performance cri-

teria was used in order to assure that an adequate sample of

all Skills included within the Cluster being measured were

presented to the student.
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The pu se'of this study was to develop and evaluate a

4111g;//outer, 1b9Y

135

computep hettuction program f or teaching basic math compu-
,Ar

tatio ".. !Fes. The coMputer curriculum included the ability

to dip.student assessment, prescriptive teaching, student

monitoring, feedback; and record keeping. The following

section describes how the computer-instruction programs work

internally and interactively. A general flowchart of the

tasks performed by the computer is shown in Figure48. For

specific computer logic flowcharts see Appendix D.

SELECTION OF CLUSTER
TO ASSESS

\\PERMANENT STUDENT
/.

ASSESSMENT OF CLUSTER
: __
: PERFORMANCE RECORD

: SKILLS . :

: (yes) MASTERY DECISION : :

: (no) : :

:

: DETERMINATION OF : :

: SPECIFIC SKILL DEFICIT : :

:
: STUDENT PERFORMANCE

: . INSTRU ON IN : FEEDBACK__
: SPECIFIC SKILL DEFICIT

:
:

ASSESSMENT OF SPECIFIC
SKILL PERFORMANCE

:

(no) MASTERY DECISION
(yes)

Figure 48 General Flowchart of the Computer-
Managed Math Remediation Program
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Asr)es shown in Figure 48 the computer-instruction

programs work in "Closed Loop" fashion. That is, once a

student is entered into the system all decisions, instruc-

tion, and record keeping are mutually dependent and require

no external interaction. Since the path of instruction

(assessment, decisions, and instruction) is student per-

formance dependent, the exact sequences for each students'

progression through the computer instruction program were

different. Therefore, the following description is a

general format describing each path option for each computer

function. Specific procedures used in this study (i.e.;
...

frequency of instruction, daily scheduling, etc.) have been

described earn* in this chapter (see Design, Setting, and
/

Measures). Th' following sections describe each of the

components of the computer curriculum outlined in Figure 48.

Selection of Clster to Assess. On the first day of

computer-instruction in an operation area the Cluster asses-

sed is the first within that area. For example, if a

student is assigned to receive instruction in Subtraction,

the Cluster to be assessed would have been Cluster #7

Subtraction facts, Single Digit minus Single Digit with the

remainder < 10. On subsequent days, the selection is depen-

dent on Mastery Decisions (see below). When students dem-

onstrated mastery within a Cluster the computer automat-

ically advanced them the difficulty level of the next

higher Cluster.
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Assesamont a Cluster Skills. After a Cluster'is

selected for assesment, the computer presents the student

with a one-minute test consisting of a random sample of all

Skills included with the Cluster. During the test, the

computer internally recorded the correct or incorrect Per-

formance of the student by specific skills repre ented in

each problem presented (see Appendix B for a complete list

of Clusters and Skills). For example, if the problem pre-

sented to the student was 9 - 2 = 7, the computer would

record that the student attempted a problem which included

the following skills within Cluster #7 "Subtraction facts,

single digit minus single digit":

Skill 7.9 minuend = 9

Skill 7.2 subtrahend = 2

Skill 7.16 remainder = 7

If the student answered this problem correctly, each of

these skills would be recorded by the computer as success-

fully attempted. If the student had answered incorrectly

(i.e., answered with the digit 6) the computer would record

that the student was unsuccessful in one attempt of the

above three listed Skills. In addition, it would have also

recorded that the student was unsuccessful in the Skill of

the incorrect response (Skill 7.15 - remainder = 6; in the

error example).

Mastery Decision. After the one minute test of Cluster

Skills, the computer assessed the student's performance for

,iemonstration of mastery (see above Criterion Setting). If

the student demonstrated mastery, the computer automatically
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recorded his/her performance and returned to the "Selection

of Cluster to Assess" routine.

DetermiAtion of Specific Skill Deficit. If the

student failed to demonstrate mastery during the "Assessment

of Cluster Skills" by not meeting'one or more of the cri-

terion standards, the computer automatically assessed the

student's performance for. specific Skill deficits. As des-

cribed above the computer recorded the specific skills

included in all problems presented to the student. The

assessment for specific Skill deficits uses this stored

information. The Skill in which the student performed the

least well is then automatically targeted by the computer

for remedial instruction. For example, if the student was

tested in Cluster #7 (described above) and consistently made

errors on problems which included the digit 4 as the subtra=\

hend (Skill 7.4) the computer would recognize this and
eja

assign this specific Skill for remedial instruction.

Instruction in Specific Skill Deficit. The "Instruc-

tion in Specific Skill Deficit" routine of the instructional

program consisted of intensive practice in math problems

matched by the computer to the specific Skill deficit iden-

tified during the Cluster assessment. To avoid redundancy

and to maintain motivation, approximately 80% of the prob-

lems presented to the student during this instruction perio4(

were in the id4'ntified weakness skill area. Specifically,

usingc:he example above, 80% of the math problems presented

to the student would have the digit 4 as the subtrahend.
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The".remaining 20% of the problems would be randomly drawn

from all other Skills included within the Cluster in which

the student failed.

The instructional strategy used during this procedure

included corrective feedback, modeling, and performance

feedback. Each of these procedures are described below.

Corrective feedback. After answering a math prob-

lem the student was immediately informed whether the answer

was right or wrong. For wrong answer the computer displayed,:

the word "WRONG" for a period of 3 seconds, then erased the

video screen and re-presented the same problem for the

student to attempt. if the answer were correct, the compu-

ter informed the student by randomly selecting a positive

statement from a menu and displaying the statement for 3

seconds. This menu included such statements as "VERY GOOD ",

"GREAT", "CORRECT", "PERFECT", "KEEP IT UP".

Modeling. When a student incorrectly answer& a prob-

lem two times in a row the computer modeled the problem -

including the correct answer - for the student. The correct

model of the problem remained on the screen, with the answer

"blinking" for 3 seconds. After the 3 seconds were over the

computer erased the video screen an0 re-presented the error

problem for the student to attempt again. The error model

sequence continued until the student answered the problem

correctly.

Performance feedback. There were two types of per-

formance feedback provided to the students. The first

occurred at the completion of each one minute work session
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for both Assessment of Cluster Skills and Remediation. The

second occurred at the completion of the five minute work

session.

At the completion of each one-minute work session the

computer listed on the screen both the student's performance

and the criterion for performance. Both the information

given the student and its presentation format are shown in

Figure 49. This display remained on the screen for 8

seconds. After this time the computer automatically erased

the images on the video screen and Initiated the Daily
1-\

Performance Chart described below.1

Today's Performance

Your Work Goal

Digits per Minute
Correct xx yy

Digits per Minute
Error xx YY

Percent Correct xx YY

Figure 49. Example of One-Minute
Performance Feedback

At the completlIon of the five-minute work session the

student was presented on the video screen a graph depicting

their digits correct per minute (DPMC) for each of the five

one-minute work sessions performed during that day. The

rjraph was in the same format as the one shown in Figure

The graph remained on the screen for 8 seconds. After this

time, the computer automatically erased the video screen and
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intitiated the "Daily Baseline Measure (see above).

Mastery Decision. The criteria used to determine

mastery for the Specific Skill training were the same as

those used for mastery determination during the Cluster

Assessment.

If the student demonstrated mastery (matched or ex-

ceeded all criteria) the computer automatically reevaluated

he student for Cluster mastery by returning to the Assess-

ent of Cluster Skills routine which the student earlier

failed. If the student did not demonstrate mastery the

Instruction in Specific Skill Deficit routine would begin

again. The student could not branch or return to any other

computer routine until mastery was demonstrated in the

specific skill faired.
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RESULTS

The design of this study was an A-B(1)-A-B(2)-A, within

which each student was instructed in two math operation

areas (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division).

During each of the A phases, students were tested via paper-

and-pencil and computer generated tests. They received no

instruction during these phases. During each of the B(x)

phases students received computer instruction in only one of

their assigns operation areas.

This design was chosen because it provided a means of

controlling for instruction and learning taking place out-

AI it

side of the computer-managed curriculum (Baer, Wolf, and

Risley, 1968; Gelfa3 nd and Hartman, 1975; Hersen and Barlow,,

1976; Kratochwill, 1978). Using a multiple-baseline with a

reversa1_prcedure, it was predicted that students would

show increased performance in specific operation math compu-

tation performance on post measures taken after that speci-

fic operation area was instructed in. It was further pre-

dicted that pre and post measures taken over instructional

periods that a specific math operation area was not instrucT

ted in would, show no change in performance.

The results from this study will be presented in two

sections. The first, will report individual student perfor-

mance using single-subject descriptive techniques (Baer et

al., 1968, Kratochwill, 8). The seRond section will

present student data using gro nalysis procedures.
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Student Al
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Student Al'was a male aged 15 years 5 months with a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 75. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction'during the first

and second instructional phases in subtraction and multipli

cation respectively.
L

Hypothesis /Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math

- Green Form this studeipt obtained a standard, grade egOiva-

lence score of 5.6(on le pretest and a 6.1 on th0.-pdIst- 3

test. The positi4e change,of .5 supports an acceptanc

hypothesis 1 in that ppsttest standardized me sures wer,

higher than pretest measures.

H othes s and Hypothe i 3. Paper-and-ppc.il one

ures dfcom atio mance .1a(he,,,o0e

N
of sub raction and,multiplioation-agre taken th e.

p
during the course 0f/4h-is study., Thi9kstudel's

44,

inteach of these operation areas across each of .the base=,

on areas?.

tivev
°./

rfOrAlance

line periods is shown below.\,i.0, Tab

41Q*

Opera on Area

ction

Multiplication

DPMC
.DPME

1 '

Baselintt i d
r5 2 4'):''./ 3

,, .__, \
,

-1.8 e.3
°-9,2

0.0

-x
22.5

:7

. *()

Student Al Dig; is per Minute Correct (2PMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Waseline Paper=and--Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of Subtraction_ and Multiplication.

Table

24.0
2.3 ..7
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Student Al received computer instruction in the oper-

tion area of subtraction during the first instructional

phase. A Comparison of his performance during the baseline

periods pre and post to this instructional period (baselines

one and two) show both an increase of 49% in his DPMC, from

22.5 to 33.5, and a decrease in his DPME by 83%, from 1.8

to .3. During the instructional phase in Atlich the stud

did not receive computer instruction in the operation = ea

of subtraction, an analysis of baselines two and thre -shows

a decrease in DPMC performAnce of 13%, from 33.5 to 29 2.

DPME performance during this period decreased 0.

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration area of multiplication during the second instruc-

tional phase. His perfornce during baselines two and

three shows an increase of 11%, from 24.0 to 26.7 DPMC.

During this same period his error rate decreased by 67%,

from 2.3 to .7 DPME. No computer instruction was received

in this operation area during the first instructional pe-

riod. An analysis of performance during baseline periods

one and tw6 shows a slight decrease in his performa ce on

the DPMC measure of 3%, from 24.7 to 24.0. DPME perfor-

mance increased by 15% from 2.0 to 2.3.

Overall, this student's performance supports accept-

ance of hypothesis 2. That is, paper-and-pencil baseline

measures taken pre and post to computer instruction show an

increase in performance in both operation areas of sub-

traction and multiplication.
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Hypothesis 3 is rejected. DPMC performance decreased

in both subtraction and multiplication during instructional

phases in whiech they were not instructed. Performance on

the MIME measure across these same periods increased in

multiplication and decreased in subtraction. Therefore,

this "no change" hypothesis is rejected.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of subtraction and multiplication are shown

below in figures 9 and 10 respectively. In the operation

area of subtraction measures taken pre and post of instruc-

tion show an increase in performance from an average of 10.0

DPMC (s.d.= 3.2) during baseline one to 17.2 DPMC (s.d.=

1.9) during baseline two. During this same period his error

rate decreased from an average of 1.8 (s.d.= 2.5) to 0 DPME.

Measures taken before and after the noninstruction phase

show adeCrease in his performance from an average of 17.2

DPMC (s.d.= 1.9) in baseline two to 15.5 DPMC (s.d.= 2.5) in

baseline three. Average DPME during this same period in-

creased slightly from 0 to .5 (s.d.= 1).

Baseline measures of student Al's performanArtaken pre

and posrto instruction in the operation area of multipli-

cation (baselines two and three) show an increase in average
L

DPMC from 12.5 (s.d.= 4.4) to 22.3 (s.d.= 4.7). Average

DPME decreased from 1.3 (s.d.= 2.3) to .5 (s.d.= 1) during

this same period. Computer measures taken pre and post of

the noninstructional phase show a slight increase.in average

DPMC from 11.8 (s.d.= 4.8) during baseline one to 12.5
A

(S.d. 4.4) in baseline two. Average DPME duffing this time
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decreased from 2.6 (s.d. 2:3) to 1.3 (s.d..= 2.3).
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Student A1's4)Orformance in both the operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication support an acceptance of

hypothesis 4. Post instruction computer measures reflect

increased performance when compared to preinvtruction

measures.

Hypothesis 5 isorejected. In the operation area of

subtraction student i)erformance decreased in both DPMC and

DPME measures over he period of noninstruction. Multipli-

cation performance Aeasured pre and post to noninstruction

show increased perfbrmance.

Figure 50

Figure 51
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Student A2

Student A2 was a female aged 14 years 9 months witli a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 64. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in Imultiplication and sub-

traction respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test.

- Green Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence score of 4.8 on the pretest and a 6.1 on the post-

test. The positive change of 1.3 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized me sures were

higher than pretest measures.

Hypothesis 2 and Hyoothesis 3. Paper-a d-pencil meas-

ures of computation NAkill performance in th operation are

of multiplication and subtraction were take three times

during the course of this study. This stu ent's performance

in each of these operation areas'across ea h of the baseline

periods is shown below in Table 33.

Operation Area Measure 1

Multiplication DPMC 26.7
DPME 1.0

Subtraction DPMC 14.0
DPME 4.5

Base ine Period
2 3

32.3 29.7
2.3 0.0

18.0 23.04
6.0 0.0

Table 33. Student A2 - Digits per Mi ute Correct (DPMC)4
and Digits per Minute Er or (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Me sures in the
Operation Areas of Multiplicatio and Subtraction.
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Student A2 received computer instruction in thn opf,r-

ation area of multiplication during the first instructional

phase. A comparison of her performance during the baseline

periods pre add post to this instructional period show both

an increase of 21% in her DPMC, from 26.7 during baseline

one to 32.3 during baseline two, and an increase in her DPME

of 1301, from 1.0 to 2.3. During the instructional phase in

which this student did not receive computer instruction in

the operation area of multiplication, a0onalysis of base-

lines two and three shows a decrease 0 DPMC performance of

83%, from 32.3 to 29.7. DPME performance during this period

decreased from 2.3 to 0.

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration area of subtraction during the second instructional

iphase. Her performance during baselines two and three sho

an increase of 28%, from 18.0 to 23.0 DPMC. During this

same perio- her error rate decreased by 100%, from 6.0 to 0

DPME. No computer instruction was received in this oper-

ation area during the first instructional period. An analy-

sis of performance during baseline periods one and two shows

an increase in her performance on the DPMC measure of 29%,

from 14.0 to 18.0. DPME performance increased by 33% from

4.5 to 6.0.

iHypothesis 2 is accepted for both operation areas of

multiplicatiop and subtraction. Pencil and paper measures

taken pre and post to instruction show increased performance

in each operation area.
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Hypothesis 3 is rejected. DPMC performance increased

in both subtraction and multiplication during phaaes in
40 4

which they were not instructed. Performance in the DPME

measure across these periods increased in multiplication and

deCreased in subtraction.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of multiplication and subtraction are shown

below in figures 11 and 12 respectively. In the operation

area of multiplication measures taken pre and post of in-

struction show an increase in performance from an average of

14.6 DPMC (s.d.= 4.3) during baseline one to 19.1 DPMC

(s.d.= 6.1) during baseline two. During this sail* period

her error rate increased from an average of 1.2 (s.d.= 1.8)

to 1.4' (s.d.= 1.8) DPME. Measures taken before and after

the noninstructilon phase ehow a decrease in her performanc

from an average of 19.1 DPMC (s.d.= 6.1) in baseline two to

17.6 DPMC (s.d.= 1.7) in baseline three. Average DP.E

during this same period decreased slightly from 1.9 (s.d.=

1.8) to 1.6 (s.d.= 1.5).

Baseline measures of student A2's performance taken pre,

and post to instruction in the operation area of subtrac-tion

(baselines two and three) show an increase in average DPMC

tram 12.9 (s.d.= 2.6) to 15.6 (s.d.= 3.4). Average DPME

remained at a rate of 1 during both baselines (s.d.= .9 and
/

1.2 respectively). Comp /ter measures taken pre and post of

tne noninstructional phase show an increase in average:,l)PMC

from 8.4 (s.d.= 2.7) during baseline one to L2.9 (s.d.= 2.6)
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in baseline two. Average DPME during this time decreased

from 1.8 (s.d.= 1.8) to 1.0 (s.d.= .9).

Student A2's performance in both the operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication support an acceptance of

hypothesis 4. Post instruction computer measures reflect

increases in performance when compared to preinstruction

measures.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected. In the operation area of

subtraction student performance increased in DPMC and de-

,
creased in DPME measures over the period of noninstruction.

Multiplication performance measured pro and post to non-

instruction decreased in both DPMC and DPME performance.

Figure 52

Figure 53
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Student A3

Student A3 was a female aged 12 years,9 months with a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 64. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in subtraction and multi317-

cation respectively.

Hypothesis.l. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

-.Green Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence score of 3.6 on the pretest and a 4.5 OR the post-

test. The positive change of .9 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measures were

higher than pretest measures.

Hyoothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil meas-

ures of computation skill performance in the operation areas

of subtraction and multiplication were taken three times'

during the course of this study. This student's performance

in each of these operation areas across each of the baseline

periods is shown below in Table 34-

Baseline Period
Operation Area Measure 1 2 3

Subtractgo4/ n DPMC 16.6 19.3 26.1
DPME 17.0 12.5 12.2

Multiplication DPMC 16.0 27.7 36.3
DPME 6.7 6.0 3.6

Table 34. Student A3 - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of Subtraction and Multiplication.
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Student A3 received computer instruction in the oper-

ation area of subtraction during the first instructional

phase. A comparison of her performance during the baseline

k
periods pre and post to this inStructional period show both

4n increase of 1.6% in her DPMC, from 16.6 during baseline

one to 19.3 during baseline two, and a decrease in her DPME

by 27%, from 17.0 to 12.5. During the instructional phase

in which the student did not .receive computer intruction in

the operation area of subtraction, an analysis of'baselines

two and three shows an increase in DPMC performance of 35%,

from 19.3 to 26.1. DPME performance during this.period

decreased slightly from 12.5 to 12.2.

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration area of multiplication during the second instruc-

tional phase. Her performance during baselines two and

three shows an increase of 31%, from 27.7 to 36.3 DPMC.

During this same period her error rate decreased by 40%,

from 6.0 to 3.6 DPME. No computer instruction was received

in this operation area during the first instructional

period. An analysis of performance during baseline periods

one and two shows an increase in her performance -oh the DPMC

measure of 73%, from 16.0 to 27.7. DPME performarliCe de-

creased by 10% from 6.7 to 3.6.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for bo h)operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication. Paper-and-pencil measures

taken or and post to computer instruction show an increase

performance in both operation area s\
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Hypothesis 3 is rejected for-both operatign'areAv
w.

<52

subtraction and multiplication. 'Both DPMC ad'd DPME perfor-
4

manecr increased in both-operaelofi areas (lu- 'frig phases in

which the were not st:ructed:

Hvbrhesis 4,and 5. Computer baseline measures in the'

operation areas;of subtraction nd multiplication are shown

below in figlyes 13 and 14 r pectiveiy. In the operation

area of subtraction measures taken pre and post of instruc-

tion show an increase in D ?MC performance from an average of

9.0 DPMC (s.d.= 1.4) during baseline one to 12.8 DPMC (s.-d_=

3.3) during baseline two. During this same period, her error

rate increased from an average of 4.8 (s.d.= 4.3) to 10.3

(s.d.= 4.4) DPME. Measures taken before and after the

noninstruction phase show an increase in her performance

from an average of 12.8 DPMC (s.d.= 3.3) in baseline two to

14.7 DPMC (s.d.= 3.5) in baseline three. Aberage DPME

during this same period decreased from 10.3 (s.d.= 4.4) to

6.7 (s.d.= 3.5).

Baseline measures of student A3's performance taken pre

and post to instruction in the operation area of multipli -.

.cation (baselines two and thpee) show an increase in average

DPMC from 15.8 (s.d.= 6.4) to 21.4 (s.d.= 3.3). Average

DPME decreased from 5.75 (s.d.= 2.7) to 4.8 (s.d.= 2.2).

Pre and postmeasures of the noninstructional phase, show a

slight increase in average DPMC from 15.0 (s.d.= 5.8) during

baseline one to 15.8 (s.d.= 6.4) in baseline two. Average

DPME during this time increased from 4.4 (s.d.= 1.7) to 5.8

(s.d.=
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Hypothesis 4 is accepted for the operation area of

multiplication. Post instruction computer measures reflect

increased performance when compared to preinstruction

measures.

Hypothesis 4 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. Although DPMC increased during, the period of

instruction, the large increase in DPME performance does not

support an acceptance of this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for both operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication. Student performance i

creased over periods of noninstruction.

Figure 54

Figure 55
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Student A5

Student A5 was a female aged 11 years 9 months with a

measured full scale WISC-R score of .64. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in addition and subtraction

respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Red Form this student obtained a standard grade Iuiva-

lence score of 2.6 on the pretest and a 5.4 on he post-

test. The positive change of 2.8 suppor4 an a ceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized meas es were

higher than pretest measures.

/Hypothesis 2 and H of is 3. Paper-and pencil meas-

ures of computation skill performance in the Aeration areas

of addition and subtraction were taken three times during

the course of this study. This student's performance in

each of these operation areas across each of the baseline

periods is shown below in Table 35.

Baseline Period
Joeration Area Measure kl 2 3

Addition DPMC 21.7 30.7 40.4
DPME 1.4 .3 0.0

Subtraction DPMC 14.3
DPME 0.0

21.3
0.0

30.0
0.0

Table 35. Student A5 Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measuas in the
Operation Areas .of Addition and Subtraction.

4.4')

.4% .
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Student A5 rece ved computer instruction in the oper-

ation area of additi n during the first instructional phase.

A comparison of her performance during the baseline periods

pre and post to this instructional period shows an increase

of 42% in her DPMC, from 21.7 during baseline one to 30.7

during baseline two. DPME decreased during this period 79%,

from 1.4 to .3. During the instructional phase in which the

student did not receive computer instruction in the oper-

ation area of additidn, an analysis of baselines two and

three shows an increase in DPMC performance of 32%, from

30.7 to 40.4. DPME performance during this pericd decreased

from .3 to .0.

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration area of subtraction during the second instructional

phase. Her performance during baselines two and three shows

an increase of 41%, from 21.3 to 36.0 DPMC. During this
ft

same period her error rate remained at 0. No computer

instruction was received in this operation area during the

first instructional period. An analysis of performance

during baseline periods one and two shows an increase in her

performance on the DPMC measure of 49%, from 14.3 to 21.3

DPME performance remained at 0.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for both operation areas of

addition, and subtraction. Paper-and-pencil measures taWen

pre and post to computer instruction in these operation

areas show an increase in her prformance.
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Hypothesis 3 is rejected for th operation areas ofry

addition and subtraction. Paper-a d-pencil measures taken

pre and post to noninstructional p ases show perforrikance

increases.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Compute baseline measures in the

operation areas of addition and s btraction are shown below

in figures VF15 and VF16 respect vely. In the operation

area of addition measures taken re and post of instruction

show an increase in performance from an average of 9.2 DPMC

"s.d.= 2.9) during baseline one to 15.5 DPMC (s.d.= 2.7)

during baseline two. During this same period her error rate

".increased from an average of . (s.d.= 1.1) to .9 (s.d.=

1.1) DPME. .Measures taken bef re and after the'noninstruc-
$

tion phase show a decrease in her performance ftbm an av-

erage of 15.5 DPMC (s.d.= 2.7k in baseline two to 15.0 DPMC

°

(s.d.= 2.2) in baseline thre Average DPME during this

same period decreased from . (s.d.= 2.1') to .6 (s.d.= .9).

Baseline measures of st dent A2's performance taken pre

and post to instruction in 'he operation area of subtraction

(baselires two and three)s ow a decrease in average DPMC

from 9..1 (s.d.= 2.2) to 8.: (s.d.= 1.3). Average DPME

decreased from 5.6 (.s.d.= '.3) to 8.0 (s.d.= 1.4). Pre and

postmeasures of the nonin tructional phase show an increase

in average DPMC from 6.6 s.d.= 3.9) during baseline one to

9.1 ( -.d.= 2.2) during baseline two. Average DPME during

rimlOncreased from 3.2 (s.d.= 2.8) to 5.6 (s.d.= 2.3).
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Hypothesis 4 is accepted for the operation area of

addition. Computer measures taken pre and post to instruc-

tion show an increase in performance.

Hypothesis 4 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. Computer measures taken pre and post to in-

struction show a decrease in performance.

Hypothesis 5 is accepted for the operation area of IS

addition. Computer measures taken pre and post of Ehe

noninstructional phase show no significant change in perfor-

mance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. Computer measures taken pre and post to the

noninstructional phase in this operation area show increased.

performance.

Figure 56

1

Figure 57
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Student A6

Std4pt A6 was a' male aled 13 years 11 months .with a

158

measured full scale WISC-R score of 52. This s t

, w0

V

asSigned to receive c?Mputer instruction durin irste

hi'seCond instfUCtionafphases in subtraction an addition

respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Red Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lance score ot 2. Qn the pretest and a 2.6 on the post-
? H

*t. The positiv4ange of .2 supports an acceptance of

'Ivpotheqs f in that'posttest standardized measures were
kr

14gher thran4pret'est,4measures.

Hyr?dthesis and ,Hypothesis 3. Paper,-and-pencil meas-
. k

,:r.qs),,pf computation skill performance in the operation areas
Ot

of subtractiOn and addition were taken three times during

'the course of this study. This student's performance in

each'of these operation areas
" 11.

periods is shown below in

Operation Area Measure

across each of the baseline

Table 3:6.

fI

/4

Baseline Periqd
1- ' 2 3
..7.-

_
.

.

Subtraction DPMC 7.7 16.7 16.7
AP DPME 7.2 1.5 0.0

-addition DPMC 21.3 32.1 30.4
DPME 2.1 .1 0.0

-

Table 36. Student A6 Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and DigitS per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Area, of Subtraction and Addition.
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Student A6 received computer instruction inthe opera-

tion area of subtraction during the first instruOtional

phase. A comparison of his performance during the baseline

periods pre and post to this instructional period (baselines

one and two) show both an increase of 117% in:his DPMC, from

7.7 to 16.7, and a decrease in his DPME by 79 %, from 7.2 to
ti

1.5. During the instructional phase in which the student

did not receive computer instruction in the operation area

of subtraction, an analysis of baselines two and threivhows

DPMC remaining at 16.7. DPME performance during this period

decreased to a rate of 0 from 1.5.

This student received computer instruction in the op.-

oration area of addition Aring tne second instructional

phase. His perfhtanpe during baselias two and three shows

a slight decrease of 5%, Oom 32.1 to 30.4 DPMC. During

this same period his error rate decreased to 0 from .1.DPME.

No computer instruction wa eceived in this operation area

duriqg the first inst.ru 1 period. An analysis of per-

forMance during baseline oeriods one and two shows an in-

crease in his performance on the DPMC measure of 51%, from

21.3 to 32.1. DPME performance decreased by 95% from 2.1

to .1.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for the opetption area of

subtraction. Papei-and-pencil measures taken pre and post

of instruction show an increase'in performance.

Hypothesis .2 is rejected for the operation area of

addition. Paper-and-pencil measures taken or and post of

e.
instructi8n shows a decrease in performance.
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Hypothesis 3 is accepted for the operation area of

subtraction.. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and post

of the noninstructional phase shows no change in performance.

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for the operation area of

addition. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and post of

the noninstructional phase shows an increase in performance.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of subtraction and addition are shown below

in figures 17 and 18 respecLvely. In the operation area of

subtraction measures taken pre and post of instruction show

an increase in performance from an average of 7.0 DPMC

(s.d.= 1.2) during baseline one, to 11.3 DPMC (s.d.= 2.0,)

during baseline two. During this same period his error rate'

decreased from an average of 5.6 (s.d.= 2.1) to 3.25 (s.d:=

1.8) DPME. Measures taken before and after the noninstruc..

*-on phase show a decrease inhis performance from an aver-

age o,.11,3 DPMC (s.,(1.= 2.417 in baseline two to 10.7 DPMC

(g.d,= 2.3)in baseline three. Average DPME during this same

period increased slightly from.3.3 s.d.= 1.8) to 3.7 (s.d.=

4v
)1.2.

Baseline measures of student A6's performancip taken; pre

and post to instruction in .the operation area 'of addition

(baselines two and three) show-an increase in average DPMC
0

Er-Om 16.1 (s.d.= 1.9))to 19.4 (s..d.= 2.3). Average DPME

decr-?.ased from 1.3 (s.d.1:1A3) to .2 (s.d.= .5) during this

7.ame period. Computer measures taken pre and post Of 'the

e noninstructional phase show a slight, increase in average

278
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DPMC from 15.4 (s:d.111,P*2,1n) during baseline one to 16.1

(s.d.= 1.9) in basellne'two. Average OPME during this time

from .2 (s.d.= .5) to .' (s.d.= 1:3).

Student A6', performance in both the operation areas of :7'4,;-

subtraction and addition support an acceptance of hypothesis

4. Post instruction computer measures reflect increases in

performance when compared to preinstruction measures.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. Computk measures taken pre and post of the

noninstructional phase show an increase in performance.

Hypotheis 5'is accepted for the operation area of

addition. Compute r measures taken pre and post of the

noninstruceional phase show no change in performance.

, / ,

Ir

,Figure 58

Figure 59
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Student A7

Student 'Al was a male aged 14 years 6 months with a

measured full scale insq,-R score of 74. This student was

assigned to receive clomputer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in subtraction and division
0 4,

respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Green Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence ore of 4.7 on the pretest and a 5.1 on the post-

test. The positive change of .4 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized 94asureS were

higher than pretest measures
04..

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and7pencil meas-

,ures.of-compUtation skill perfOrmance in the operation areas.. .

subtractiop and division were taken three !times during

course Of this study. This student's performance in

frach of these operation areas across each of theoaSeline

periods is Shown.helow in Table 17.

V 1.

Operation ittea,

Subtraction
I

Division

'Measure 1

,

DPMC 10.2
DOME: 7.6

DPMC 15.0
DP* ME 0.0

Baseline Period-
I 3

.

17,:p 16.0
3.1 .8

4111/P 19.0

TabLe 37. Student A7 - pigits per Minute Correct (DfMC)
and Digit pecMinute Error I'DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Meas*res in theBaseline
of Subtraction and Division.
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Student A7 received computer instruction in the oper-

ation area of subtraction during the first instructional

phase. A comparison of his performance during the'baseline

periods pre and post to this instructional period show an

increase of 75% indpis DPMC, from 10.2 during baseline one

to 17.8 duing basektips two, and decrease in his DPME,of

61%, froM 7.6 to 3.0. During the instructional phase in

-->which,the student did not receive computer instruction in

the operation area of subtraction, an analysis of baselines

two and three shows a decrease in bPMC performance df 10%4

from 17.8 to 16.0. DPME performance during this period

decreased by 73%, from 3 to .8.

Thir studenteceived computer instruction in the op-

aratiOn area of'division during ,the second instructional

2hase. His performance during baselines two and three shows

no change in performance. His DPMC rate remained at.190.

During'this period his error rate increasled, from 0 to 1

DPME. No computer instruction was received in this opery

ation area during the first instructional period. An artalv-
. 1,

sis of performance during baseline periods one and two shows

an increase in his performance on the DPMC measure of 27%,

from 15.0 to 19.0. DPME perfotmance remained at 0 during

both baseline measures.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted f the operation arda of

subtraction. That is, paper-and- encil meavres taken pre

,Ind post to computer instruction show an increase in perfor-

283.
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Hypothesis 2 is rejected for the operation area of

division. Paper- and - pencil measures taken pre and post of

instruction show no change in performance.

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for both operation areas of

subtraction and division. DPMC performance decreased in

subtraction and increased in division during phase's in which

they were not instructed.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of subtraction and division are shown below

in figures 19 and 20 respectively. In7ple operation

area of subtraction measures taken pre and post of in-

struction show an increase in performance from an average ot,

5.3 DPMC (s.d.= 2.6) during baseline one to 12.3 DPMC (s.d.=

315) during baseline two. During this same period his error

rate increased from an average of 3.2 (s.d.= 1.3) to 5.6

(s.d.= 4.4) DPME. Measures taken before aneGfter the

noninstruction phase show a decrease in his performance from

an average of 12.3 DPMC (s.d.= 3.6) in baseline two to 9.0

DPMC (s.d.= 4.1) in baseline three. Average DPME during

tis same period decreased from 5.6 (s.d.= 4.4) to 3.8

(s.d.= 1.5).

Baseline measures of student A7's performance taken pre

and post to instruction in the operation area of division

(4,aselines two and three) show an increase in average' AMC

from 13.4 (s,d.= 2.8) to 16.2 (s.d.= 4:0). Average DPME

Lncrased from 1.25 (s.d.= .7) during baseline two to 2.2
4 e':4)S

0
(.3.:d.= .8) during baselin'e tha:=lt enter measures taken



I I)

,pre and post of the noninstructional phase show an increase

in average DPMC from 12.0 (s.d.= 2.8) during baseline ones t.)

13.4 (s.d.= 2.8) in baseline two. Average DPME during this

timo decreased from 2.2 (s.d.= .8) to 1. (s.d.= .7).

Student A7's performance in both the operation areas of

'subtraction and division support an acceptance of hypothesis

4. Post instruction computer measures reflect increases in

performance when compared to preinstruction measures.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for both operation areas of

:lotraction and division. Computer measures taken pre and

:osc of noninstructional phases shoW an increase in both

:lot action and division performance.

qqgre. 60
a'

Figure 61
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4A" Student A8 received computer instruction in the.oper-
-

, !

;11i

ation area of mul ii0aeAlon during the first instructional
, r

phase. A comparOl1 f his pegformance during the baseline
N,:filii; .

periods pre and post To t#is instructional period show bOth

an increase of 33% in his DPMC, from 24.6 during baseline 4

one to 32.7 during baseline two, and an increase in his DPME

or 8%, from 8.6 to 9.3. During the instructional phale.in

which the student did not receive computer instruction in

the operation area of multiplica

lines two and three shows an i

an analysis ofbase-,

in DPMC performance of

10%, from 32.7 to 36.0. DPME, . mance during.this period

decreased 78%, from 9.3 to 2.0.

Nike
e-

This student received cOmp4 -instruction in the op-
ftiiat,

ration area of subtraction diii.ing the second instructional

)hase. His performance during baselines two and three shows

A decrease of 12%, from 30.7 to 27.0 DPMC. During this same

period his error rate increased, from .8 to 13.4 DPME. No

computer instruction was received in this operation area

during the first instructional period. An analysis of pei

formanceduring baseline periods one and two shows an in-

crease i his performance on the DPMC measure of 52%, from

20.2 to 30.7. DPME performan4 decreased by 71% from 2.8
-,-

to .8.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for the operation area of

-lultip1icatidh. Paper-and-pencil baseline measures taken
4,

---)r?. And post to oomputer instruction show an increase in

performance.
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Hypothesis 2 is rejected for the operation area o

suetraction. Piper -and- pencil baseline.measures taken pre

and post to computer instruction shows decreased perfor-

mance ,11

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for both operation areas of

multiplication and subtraction. Paper-and' -pencil- measures

,taken pre and post on noninstructional phases show increased

performance in both operation areas.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of multiplication and subtraction are shown

below in figures 21 and 22 respectively. In 'the' opera-

tion area of multiplication measures taken pre and post of

instruction show an increase in performance from an average

of 9.2 DPMC (s.d.= 1.8) during baseline one to 15.1 DPMC

(s.d.= 3.1) during baseline two. During this same period

his error rate increased from an average of 6.4 (s.d.= 1.6)

to 12.0' (s.d.= 3.4) DPME. Measures taken before and after

the non-instruction phase show an increase in his perfor-

mance from an average of 15.1 DPMC (s.d.= 3.1) in baseline

two to 23.2 DPMC (s.d.= 4-.7) in baseline three. Average

DPME during this same period decreased from 12.0 (s.d.= 3.4)

to 9.6 (s.d.= 6.5).

Baseline measures of
*
student A8's performance taken pre-

and post to instruction in the operation area of subtraction

(baselines two and three) show an increase in average DPMC

from 10.8 (s.d.= 2.3) to 22.8 (s.d.= 1.3). Average DPME

decreased from 6.0 (s.d.= 2.6) to 1.0 (s.d.= 1.0). Pre and

289
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potmeasures of te nonknStrUCtional phase show an increase
-,,

In average DPMC rom 9.5 (s.d.= "4.7) during baseline one to

10.8 (s.&.= 2. ) in b4pene two. Average DPME during this

time increased from 2.3 (s.d.= 2.6) to 6.0 (s.d.= 2.6).

Hypothesis 4 is rejected for the operation area of

multiplication. Although DPMC incresed by 5.9 the corres-

ponding large, increase in DPME warrants a'rejection of this

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4 is accepted for the operation area of

subtraction. Post Instruction baseline computer measures

reflect increlied performance when compared to pre-

instruction measures.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for both operation areas of

multiplication and subtraction. Computer measures taken-pre

and post of noninstructional phases show increased perfor-

mance in both operation areas.

Figure 62

4-

Figute 6j
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Student A9
,.

.

Student A9 was a male aged 15 years 3 months with a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 77. Thi.9.student4was

assigned to receive computer instruction during.the first
.

and second instructional phases in subtraction and multi-
,

plication respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Green Form this studentApbtained a standard grade eguiva-:

lance score o; 5.9 o the pre4pt and a 6.1 on the pgst-

test. The pb"sitive change of .2 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that sttebtiztandardized measures were

higher than pretest measures.
4

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil meas-

ures of computation ski114performance in the operation areas
4.

of subtractipn and multiplication were takeri'three times
/

I

du:ring-the
,

course o, this study.. This student's performanc

in each of these operation areas across each bf the baseline
1

periods is shown below 41 Table 38.

Baseline Period
Operation Area Measure 1 2 3

Subtraction DPMC 15.7 29.7 27,05
DPME .3.7 .8 .7

).\

4MultipliCatiOn DPMC 31.3 29.0 44.0
4 DPME 2.0 2.3

Table 3.8. Student A9 -*Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of. Subtraction and Multiplication.
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StIdent A9 receive6 computer, instruction in the oper-
,

,

akti2n aree of subtraction during the first instructional

phaaq.. A comparison of his performanceilauring the baseline,

period3 pre and post to this instructional period shows an

increase of 89% in his DPMC, fIom 1.7 ring baseline ore

to 29.7 ding baseline two. DPME decreased during this

period 78%; from1.7 to .8. During the instructionalphase

in which the student did hot receive compute instruction in

the operation
area of subtraction, an analys s' of baselies

two and three shows a decrease in DPMC perforlmance of 7%,

from 29.7 to 27.5. DPME performance during this 'period

de'crlased from to .7.

This 'studedt received computer instruction in the OP"

-eration area of multiplication ddring the second insuck'
tional phase. His performance, during baselines two and.

three shows an increase of 51%, from 29.0 to 44.0 DpMC.,m

During this same period his error rate remained at 2.1. No

computer instruction was received in this operation area

during the first instructional period: An analysis of per-

formance during baseline periods one and two shows a de-

crease in his performance on the DPMC measure of 7%, from

31.3 to 29.G DPME performance increased 15%, from 2.0 to

2.3.

Hypothesis 2!is accepted for both'operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication. Paper-and-pencil-measures
taken pre. and post to computer instruction show, incr4sed,

performance in both operation areas.
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HypOtheS1.* 3 is rejected for both operation areas

subtraction and multiplication., Paper-and-pencil measures

taken pre and post'to noninstructl.on phases show decreaged

performance in both operation areas.

Hypothesis 4 and 5.. CoMputer baseline measures in the

operation areas of subtrietion and multiplication are shown

below in figures 23 an4-14 respectively. In the opera-
. '

tion area of subtractioemeasurep tlkdn and,post of

instruction show an increase in perform rom an average

of 11.8 DPMC ,(s.d.= 3.4) during baseline on 12,7 DPMC
.k

(s.d.= 2.5) dug base line two. During .thi4 same. period

)'
C. rA ',.

his error rate increased' sligktly from anverage of .6

_(s.d.= .5) to 1.0 (s.d.= .9)PME., Meas taken before

and aftsr the noninstr\.. uctidn p se show an ncrease in hiS
,

. A
, performance from an average o 12.7 DPMC (s.'d.= 2.5)

,
in .

_

... 1

baseline two to 16.8 DPMC'.(s.,f1.= 2.6) in baseline tbet.'
.1k,

Average DPME during this same'period increased ,from 140

'
(s.d.= .9) to

.

.j''1.6 (s.d.= 2.1). : ...1

.

oPaper-and-pencil measures Laken pre andpost of in-

,/ struction in the operatiOn of multtptication (baselines

two and three) show an increlkselin average,DPMC .om 22.0
./:''

1. .

,(s.d.= 2.8) to 29.4 (s.d.= 13.9). AVerage-DP ecre*sea.

from 2:2 (s.d.= 1.2) to 1.8 -,d.= 1.8). Pre and

lex
measures of Vie, truct ional phase Vow an-incrplse in

.r
average DPMC from 20.6 (S.d.=.7.1) during baseline 43ne to

0 ,

22.0 (s.d.= 2.8) in b410Iine two. Average DPME
't

time'increased from 1:0(s.d.=,1.i) to 2.2 (s.d.= 1.2).

2 9 5-
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Hypothqpis 4 ieorejected for the Operation area of

subtraction. , Computer Measures taken pre and post to in-
,

struction, in the °potation area show no change in pufor-

mance.

Hypothesis
1

4
/

is accepted for the operation area oQ

multiplication CoMputermeasures taken pre and post to

instruction in this operation area show'an increase in

performance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for both operation areas of

subtraction and multiplication. Comput6r measures taken pre

and post...to noninstructional phases in these operat

how increases. in. performance.

0

Figure 64

1

Figui:e 65

j
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3tudent A10

Student A10 was a female aged 14 years 10 months wth

measured full scale W'ISC -R score of 64. This student wins

41n1gnod to receive computer instruction during the tirlt
1 r

and second instructional phases in multiplication and divi-

sion respectivelf.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Tt

Green Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva"-

lnco scare of 4.7 on the pretest and a 5.1 on the post-

.srl. The positive change of .4 support an acceptance cat

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measures were

iqher than pretest :measures.

Hvoothesis 2 and Hvoothesis 3. Paper-and-Pencil meas-

of computation skill performance in the operation arias

..ultiplication and division west taken three times during

:711 e course gf this study, This student's pertorManc in 4

each of these operation areas across each of the baseline

peviods is shown below in Table 39

Operation Area Measure 1

Multiplication DPMC 20.6
DPME 8.3

Division DPMC 15.0
DPME 4.0

Baseline Period.
2 3

19.0
5.3

22. 3

1.0

13.0 7.0
1.0 4.0

7.151e 19. Student Al0 Digi;-.3 per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of Multiplication and Division.
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Student A10 received computer instruction in the opera-
)

tion area of multiplication during the first instructions'

phase. A comparison of her performance during the baseline

periods pre and post to this instructional period (banollnen

one and two) show both a decrease of 8% in her DPMC, from

;0:6 to 19.0, and a decrease in her DMZ of 36%, from 8.3 to

.J. During the instructional phase in which the oGdent

did not receive computer instruction in the operation area

of multiplication an analysis of baselines two and thre;

;how.; DPMC increasing by 17% to 22.3 from i9.0. DPME

performance during this period decreased to a rate 1.0 from

5.3.
dr

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration clrf!a of division during the second intructional

phaiio. Her pertarmance,during baselines two and three shows

a decrease of 46%, from 13.0 to 7.0 DPMC. During this same

period her error'rate increased to 4.0 frok1.0 DPME. No

computer instruction was received in this operation area

during the firl't instructional period. An analysis of per-

ormance during. baseline periods one and two shows asde-

crase. in herperformance on the DPMC measure of 13%, from

15.0 to 13.0. DPME performance decreased by 75% from 4.0 to

1.').

Hypothesis 2 is rejected for both operation areas of

l'.11 io1ication and division. Paper-and-pencil measures
#

and post of instructionshows 1 Aecras in or-

in both operation areas.

Jule
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Hypothe*is 3 is rejected for both operation areas of

m tiplicationynA division. Paper- and - pencil medsur

fii7 ". 4
taikenoreand post of noninstructionelLpheses show a de-

4. .

ore4sepe4prmance in both operation areas.
46 14

4 Hypothesis 4 and Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas o multiplication and division are shown

below in figures 25 and 26 respectively. In the opera-
,

tion area ofcmultiplication measures taken pre and post of

instruction show aft increase in performance from an average

of 13.8 DPMC (s.d.= 2.4) during baseline one to 22.9 DPMC

(.s.d.= 3.1) during baseline two. During this same period
4

er error rate increased from an average of 0.0 to 1.8

(s.d.= 2.6) DPME. Measures taken before and after the

noninstruction phase shows a-slight decrease inher perfor-

mance from an average of 22.9 DPMC (s.d.= 3.1) in baseline.

.two to 21.4 DPMC '(s.d.= 3.6) in baseline three. Average

DPME during this same period increased slightly from 1.3

(s.d.= 2.6) to 2.4 (s.d.= 1.7).

Baseline measures of student AlO's performance taken

pre and post to instruction'in the operation area of divi-

sion (baselineS two and three) show an increase in average

DPMC from 8.3 (s.d.= 2.5) to 14.4 (s.d.= 5.7). Average DPME

increased from 1.5 (s.d.= 1.5) to 2 ..8 (s.d.= 1.1) during

this same period. Computer measures taken pre and post of

the noninstructional phase show an increase in average DPMC

from 6.2 (s.d.= 1.3) during,liaseline one to 8.3 (s.d.= 2.5)

in baseline two. Average DPME during this time increased

from .610k.d.= .6) to 1.5 (s.d.= 1.541).

801
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.107
Student AlV:s performance in both the operation areas

of multiplication 1ml-division support an acceptance of

hypothesis 4. 4,014t,instruction computer measures reflect
-%f

increased perfort4tice when compared to preinstruction

measures.

Hypotheis 5 is accepted for the opera n areaf

multiplication. Computer measures taken pre and post of the

noninstructional phase show no change in performance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for the operation area of

division. Computer measures taken pre and post of the

noninstructional phase show an increase in performance.

Figure 66

Fig4re 67
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Student All

Student All was a male aged 13 years 3 months with a ,.

measured full scale WISC-R sqdre of 75. This Student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in division bind subtraction

respectively. UnfortAately, due/ to excessive absence from

schdol no instruction was provi d in the operation area of

division during the first instructional phase. Therefore,

only performance in the operation area of subtraction will

Abe reported.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford-Diagnostic Math Test

Green Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

fence score of.3.8 on the pretest and a 3.9 on the post-

test. The positive change of .1 was not considered large

enough to support an acceptance of hypothesis 1. Therefore,\\

hypothesis 1 is rejected.

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil meas-

ures of compUtation skill performance in the operation,area

of subtraction were taken three times during the course of

this study. This student's performance in this drration

area across each of the baseline periods is shown below in

Table 40.

Operation Area Measure

Subtractidn

' Baseline Period
1 2 3

DPMC 11.8 18.5 19.5
DPME 8.3 8.4 .7

Table 40. Student All - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in t

?
e

Operation Area of Subtraction.

305
1
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tudent All received cpmpIrter instruction in the oper-

area of subtraction during the secon4 instructional

A comparisoh of his performahpf during the, baseline
vr:cds pre and post to this instructional period show an

_n_=ease of 5% in his DPMC, from 18A during baseline two tV)

LE..5 during baseline three, and a decrease iup his DPME of

from 8.4 tof.7. During the instructional phase in 0'

wn:ch the student did not receive computer. instruction in

t!.e czvation area of subtraction, aniknalysis of baselines

pr.= and two shows` an increaseAn DPMC performance. of,58A,
0

11..8 to 185. DPME performance during this period.

_-c=eased very htly from 8°73 to 8.4.

Hypothesis 2 accepted for the operation area of

action. TtTat is, paper- and - pencil measures taken pre

cost to computer 'instruction show an increase in perfor-

:lance. Although the DPMC measure did

icantly the dramatic decrease in DPME warrants this accep-

tance.

not increase s .f_

Hypcthesis 3 is r ected fOr ,the operation area of

subtraction. Paper-and pencil measures taken pre end.post

the the noninsi.ruc ional phase shows an increase in perfor--

mance.

H vothesis 4 an Computer baseline measures in the
!

ooeration area of subtraction are shown below in figure 27.-.

:n the operation area of subtraction measures taken pre and

-post of instruction show an increase in performance from an

average of 6.9 DPMC (s.d.= 3.3) during baseline two to 8.4

!EST COPY AWOL!
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DPMC'( .d.= 1,3) during baseline three. During this same

period his error rate increased from an average of 5.1

,.'(s.d.= 3.5)
C
to 6:0 (5.d. 2.6) DPME.. Me sures taken before

and.ITter the noninstruction phase shows an increase in his

perfortance from an `average of 4.*PMC (sA0.= 2.6)- in'

baseline one to 6.9 DPMC (s.d.= 3.34Win baseline two. Av-

erage DPME during this sameTeriod decreased from 5.5 (s.d.=

4.0) to 3.1 (s.d.= 3.5).

Hypothesis 4 is rejected for the operation area cy.

subtraction. Although post instruction DPMC computer

measures indicated an increase in performance the large

increase in DPME performance warrants a rejection of this

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected fqr the operation area of

subtraction. Computer measures taken pre and post of non-

instructional phases show an increase, in performance.

Figure 68
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"Stud -L Al2

Student Al2 a 'male age 5 years 4 months with a

measured fuli soak* 41114C-R 409Fe'of ludent was'

assigned to receive computirAnstruction during the first

and second instructional:phases in additiPri 4nd subtractioI

respectively.

Hypothesist 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Red Form this student, obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence score of 2.5-On,the pretest and a 3.0 on the post-

test. The pbOtive change of .5 supports an acceptancTof

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measures. were

higher than preVest mitrasures-.

180

Hvoottesis '2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil

measures of computation skill performance,, in the operation

areas ofladition and subtraction were,taken three ,times

during. the, course of this study. Th4- student's performance

in each of these operation areas across each of the baseline

periods is shown below. in Table 41.

Baseline Peritd
Operation Area Measure 1 2 3

Addition DPMC 27.4 38.7 38.4
DPME .6 .2 .7

Subtraction DPMC 10.2 14.5 18.4
4DPME .8 .2

Table 41. Student Al2 - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of Addition and Subtraction.

309
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Student Al2 received computer instruction in the oper-

a i n area of addition during the first instructional phase.

A comparison of his'performance during the baseline periods

pre and post to this instructional period shpw both an

increase o'f 41% in his DPMC, from 27.4 during baseline one

Ito 38.7 during baseline two, and a decrease in his DPME of

66%, from .6 to .2. During the instructional phase in which

the student did not receive computer instruction in the

operation area of addition an analysis of baselines two and

three shows a slight decrease in DPMC performance of 1%,

from 38.7 to 38.4. DPME performance during this period

increased from .2 to .7.

This student received computer instruction in the op-

eration area of subtraction during the second instructional

phase. His performance during baselines two and three shows

an increase of 27%, from 14.5 to`18.4 DPMC. During this

same period his error rate decreased to .2 from .8 DPME. No

computer instruction was received in this operation area

during the first instructional period. An analysis of per-

formance during baseline periods one and two shows an in-

crease in his performance on the DPMr measure of 42%, from

10.2 to 14.5. DPME performance decreased by 39% to .8 from

1. 3.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for both operation areas of.

addition and subtraction. Paper-and-pencil baseline
.

measures taken pre and post to computer instruction show an

increased performance.

310
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Hypothesis 3 is accepted for the operation area of

addition. Piper-and-pencil baseline measures taken pre and

post to computer instruction show-no change in performande.

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for the operation area of
NEI

subtraction. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and post

Of the noninstruction phase show increased performance.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of addition and subtraction are shown below

in figures 28 and 29 respectively. In the operation

area of addition measures taken pre and post of instruction

show an increase in performance from an average of 11.2 DPMC

(s.d.= 1.8) during baseline one to 17.8 DPMC (s.d.= 2.1)

during baseline two. During this same period his error rate

decreased from an average of .2 (s.d.= 1.6) to 0.0 DPME.

Measures taken before and after the noninstruction phase

how a decrease in his performance from an average of 17.8

DPMC (s.d.= 2.1) iddloaseline two to 14.4 DPMC (s.d.= 2.3) in

baseline three. Average DPME during this same period in-

creased from 0.0 to 1.0 (s.d.= 1.2)w.

Baseline measures of student Al2's performance taken

pre and post to instruction in the operation area of sub-

traction (baselines two and three) show an increase in

average DPMC from 10.4 (s.d.= 3.5) to 13.8 (s.d.= 1.3).

Average DPME decreased from 3.3 (s.d.= 3.5) to 1.6 (s.d.=

1.3). Pre and postmeasures of the noninstructional phase

.--;how 3 slight increase in average DPMC, from 10.2 (s.d.=

1.9) during baseline one to 10.4 (s.d.= 3.5) in baseline

311
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two. Average PME during this time increased from .8 (5.ri.=

1.3) to 3.3 (s.d.= 3.5)..

Student Al2's performance in both the operation areas

of addition and subtraction support an acceptance of hypoth-
,

esis 4. Post instruction\baseline computer measures reflect *4

increased performance when compared to preinstruction

measures.

Hypothesis 5 is accepted for the operation area of

addition. Computer measures taken pre and post of the non

instructional phase indicate no change in performance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. CoMputer measures taken pre and post of the

noninstruction phase show decreased performance.

Figure 69

Figure 70

312
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Student A13

Student Al3 was a male aged' 12 years 1 month with ,a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 65. 'This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the,first

and second instructional phases in division and multipli-

cation respectively. Unfortunately, due to excessive ab-

senoe from school no instruction was provided in the ora-
tion area of division during the first iostructionalftphase.

'Therefore, only performance in the operation area of multi-

plication will be reported.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Diagnostic Math Test

- Red Form this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence score of 3.0 on the pretest and a 3.1 on the post-

test. The positive change of .1 does not support an accep-

tance of hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measure:

were not higher than pretest measures. '

Hypothesis, 2 and Hypothesis 3. oPaper7and-pencil

measures of computation skil performance in the operation

area of multiplication were taken three times during the

course of this study. This student's performance in this

operation area across each of the baseline periods is shown

below in Table
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Operation Area Measure 1

Multiplication DPMC 12.7
DPME 1.0

Baseline Period
2 3

21.3
2.0

32.0
3.0

Table Student A13 - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Area of Multiplication.

Student A13 received computer instruction in the oper-

ation area of multiplication during the second instructional

phase. A compilrison of his performance during the baseline

periods pre and post to this instructional period shows an

increase of 50% in his DPMC, from 21.3 during baseline two

to 32.0 during baseline three. DPME increased, during this

period 50% froM 2.0 to 3.0. During thi instructional phase

in which the student did not receive Computer insiiruction in

the operation area, of multiplicatiost, an analysis of base-

linesIohe and two shows an increase in DPMC performance of

68%, from 12.7 to 21.3. DPME performance during this period

decreased from 10.0 to 2.0.

Hypothesis 2 is accep5ed for the operation area of

multiplica0on. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and

post to computer instruction in this operation area shows an

increase in performance.

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for the operation area of

multiplication.. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and

post to the noninstruction phase show an increase in

performance.
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Hypothesis 4 and 5. Comp$ter baseline measures in the
on.

operation area of multipricatift are shown below in figure

30. In the operation area of multiplication measures taken

pre and post of instruction show an increase in performance

frOm an average of 10.6 DPMC (s.d.= 4.4) during baseline two

to 12.8 DPMC 1_7) during baseline three. During this

same period his error rate decreased from an average of 8.8

(s.d.= 6.1) to 6.0 (s.d.= 4.2) DPME. Measures taken before

and after the noninstruction phase show an increase in his

performance from an average of 8.8 DPMC (s.d.= 2.2) in

baseline one to 10.6 DPMC (s.d.= 4.4) in baseline two.

Average DPME duiing this same period increased from 3.4

(s.d.= 3.1) to 8.8 (s.d.= 6.1).

Hypothesis 4 is accepted for the operation area of

multiplidation. Computer measures taken pre and post to

instruction in this operation area show increased perfor-

mance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for the operation area of

multiplication. Computer measures taken pre and post to the

noninstructional phase shows decreased performance.

Figure 71
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Student A14

Student A14 was a female aged 13 years 2 months with a

measured full scale WISC-R score of 70. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional. phases in subtraction and division

respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford Dia§nostic Matil Test

- Green Form this student obtained a standard grade eguiva7

lence score of 4,4 on4e pretest and a 4.7 on the post-

test. The positive change of .3 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measures were

higher than pretest measures.

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil meas-

ures of computation skill performance in the operation area

of subtraction and division were taken three times during

the course of this study. This student's performance in

each of these operation areas across each of ttie baseline

periods is shown below in Table 43.

Baseline Period
Operation Area Measure 1 2 3

Subtraction DPMC . 11.0 18.3 19.8
DPME .5 .3 .2

Division DPMC 10.0 13.0 14.0
DPME 5.0 9.0 2.0

Table 43, Student Al4 - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baselihe Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas Of Subtraction and Division.



Student A14 received computer instruction' in
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e 9perar

tion area of subtraction during the first ins'trui.5)nal

phase. A comparison of her performance during thbaseline

periods -Ore and post to this instructional period (baselines

one and two) show both an increase of 66% in DPMC, from 11.6

to 18.3, and a decrease in DPME of 40%, from .5 to .3.

During the instructional phase in which this student did not

receive computer instruction in the operation area of sub-,.

traction an analysis of_baselines two and three shows an

increase in DPMC of 8%, from 18.3 to 19.8. DPME performance

during this period decreased to .2 from .3.

This student received computer instruction in the op-
\

eration rea of division during the second instructional

phase. H performance during baselines two and three shows

an incre e of 8%, from 13.0 to 14.0 DPMC. During this same

period her error rate decreased by 78%, from 9.0 to 2.0

bPME. No computer instruction was received in this opera-

tion area during the first instructional period. An analy-

sis of performance during baseline periods one and two shows

an increase in her performance on the DPMC measure of 30%,

from 10.0 to 13.0. DPME performance increased by 80% from

5.0 to 9.0.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for both operation areas of

subtraction and division. Paper-and-pencil measures taken

pre of instruction show an increase in performance

in b properation areas. Although DPMC did not increase

sign ntly in the. operation area of division from pre toA
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post measurements the large decrease in DPME warrants and

aCceppOnce of hylc)iiiisis 2 for this operation area.

Hieothesis 3 is rejected for both operation areas of

subtraction and division. Paper-and-pencil measures taken

pre and pkiat of the noninstructional phases show an increase

in peiformance in both operation areas:

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in the

operation areas of subtraction and div sion are shown below

in figures 3i and 32 respectively. In the operation
eV.

area of subtraction measures taken pre aid post of instruc-

tion show a slight increase in performance from an average

of 8.2 DPMC (s.d.= 1.9) during baseline one to 8.6 DPMC

(s.d.= 1.6) during baseline two. During this same period

her error rate increased from an average of 1.0 (s.d.= 1.2)

to 2.9' (s% d.= 1. DPME. Measures taken before and after

the norantruction,pWase shows an increase in her perfor-

man from an average of 8.6 DPMC (s.d.= 1.6) in baseline

t 12.4 DPMC (s.d.= 3.''4) in baseline three. Average

DPME uring this sameperidd decreased from 2.9 (s.d.= 1.6)

to/ .0 (s.d.= 1.2).

,.,.,j

Baseline measures, of student A14's performance taken

p e and post to instruction in the operation area of divi-

sion (baselines two and three) show an increase in averaew

DPMC from 7.8 (s.d.= 2.3) to 12.2 (s.d.= 11.8).. Average DPME

increased from 4.4 (s.d.= 1.41 to 5.4 (s.d.= 48) during
0 r.

This same oeriod. ComputetTeaSures taken pre and post of

noninstructional phaseshowi a decrease in average DPMC

-'3m 9.0 (s.d.= 3.9) durincrbasellne one to 2.3)
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in baseline two. Average D1)74 during this time increased

from 2.2 (s.a.= 1.1) to 4.4 (s.d.= 1.4).

Hypothesis 4 is rejected for the operation area of

subtraction. Computer measures taken pre and post to in-

struction do not show an increase in performance.

Hypothesis 4 is accepted for the operation area of

division. Computer measures taken pre and pdst to instruc-

tion shows an increase in performance.

Hypothesis 5 is rejected for both operation areas of

subtraction and division. Computer measures taken pre and

?ost of noninstructional phas s show increased performance

in each of these operation areas.

Figure 72

Figure 73
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Studelt AlS

Student A15.

p

was a female aged 14 years 7 months with d

)measured full scale WISC-R score f 69. This student was

assigned to receive computer instruction during the first

and second instructional phases in division and subtraction

respectively.

Hypothesis 1. Using the Stanford. Diagnostic Math Telt

- Green Fdrm this student obtained a standard grade equiva-

lence score of 4.8 on the pretest and a 7.8 on the post-

test. The positive change of 3.0 supports an acceptance of

hypothesis 1 in that posttest standardized measures were

higher than pretest measures.

Hypothesis 2 and Hyoothesis 3. Paper-and-pencil

measures of computation skift performance in the operation

areas of division and subtraction were taken three times

during the course of this study. This student's performance

in each of these operation areas across each of the baseline

periods is shown below in Table 44.

Operation Area Measure 1

17.0
.5

29.5
1.5

Baseline Period
2'
....

26.0
.3

38.7
.2

3

17.0
.2

42.0
0.0
v

Division

Subtraction

DPMC
DPME

DPMC
DPME

Table 44. Student A15 - Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC)
and Digits per Minute Error (DPME)

Baseline Paper-and-Pencil Measures in the
Operation Areas of Division and Subtraction.
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Student AlS received computer instruction in the opera-,

tion area of division during the first instructional phase.

A comparison of her performance during the baseline periods

pre and post to this instructional period (baselines one and

two) show both an increase of 53% in her DPMC, from 17.0 to

26.0, and a decrease in her DPME, from 1.0 to 0. During the

instructional phase in which the student did not receive

computer instruction in the operation area of division an

analysis of baselines two and three shows DPMC decreased by

351, from 26.0 to 17.0. DPME performance during this period

remained at 0.

This student received computer instruction the op-

eration area of subtraction during the second instructional

ease. Her performance during baselines two and three shows
,-
an increase of 9%, from 38.7 to 42.0 DPMC. During this same

period her error rate decreased, from .2 to 0 DPME. No

computer instruction was received in this operation area

during the first instructional period. An analysis of per-

formance during baseline periods one and two shows a an

increase in her performance on the DPMC measure of 311, from

29.5 to 38.7. DPME performance decreased by 87%, from 1.5

to .2.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted for the operation area of

iJision. Paper-and-pencil measures taken pre and post of

instruction show ibreased performance.
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Hypothesis 2 is rejected forthe operation a ra of

subtraction. Paper-end-pencil measures taken pre and post

of instruction show no change in performance.

Hypothesis 3 is rejected for both operation areas of

division and subtraction. Paper-and-pencil 02sures taken

pre and post of noninstruction phases show.decreased perfor-

mance in the operation area of division and increased per-

formance in the operation area' of subtraction.

Hypothesis 4 and 5. Computer baseline measures in'the

operation areas of division and subtraction are shown below

in figures 33 and 34 respectively. In the operation area of

division measures taken pre and post of instruction show an

increase in performance from an average of.15.2 DPMC (s.d.=

3.0) during baseline one to 20.0 DPMC (s.d.= 3.2) during

baseline two. During this same period her error rate

increased from an average of 1.2 (s.d.= .7) to 1.5 (s.d.s

.8) DPME. Measures taken before and after the noninstruc-

tion phase shows a slight decrease in her performance from

an average of 20.0 DPMC (s.d.= 3.2) in baseline two to 20.6

DPMC (s.d.= 1.7).in baseline three. Average DPME during

this same period decreased from 1.5 (s.d.= .8) to .6 (i.d.=

.9).

Baseline measures of student A15's performance taken

pre and post to instruction in the operation area of sub-

traction (baselines two and three) show an increase in

average DPMC from 21.1 (s.d.= 1.7) to 26.6 (p.d.= 1.3).

Average DPME increased from .3 (s.d.= .5) to .8 (s.d.= .8)

firing this same period. Cothputer measures taken pre and
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post of the noninstructional phase show an increase in

average DPMC from 14.0 6.0) during basnlinn one to

21.1 (s.d... 1.7) in baseline two. Average .1)PME during this

time increased, from 0 to .3 .5).

Student A15's performance in both operation areas of

divisicln and subtraction support an acceptance of hypothesis

4. Post instruction computer measures reflect increases in

performance when compared 'to preinstructl\on measures.

Hypothesis 5 is accepted for the operation area of

division. Computer measures taken pre an post of the non -

instructional phase show no change in performance.

Hypotheis 5 is Tejected fo;' the operation area of

subtraction% omekuter measures taken pre and post of the

noninstruction phase show incresed performance.

lb

Figure 74

Figure 75

19Q
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Section II - Group Analysis

The following section will present the results of this

study using group analysis procedures. Since this study was

primarily designed to test the effectiveness of a computer-

based instructional program using single-subject design

procedures (Baer et al., 1968; Kratochwill, 1978) the fol-

lowing analysis will by necessity be limited to intra-group

repeated measures procedures (Winer, 1971).

'ypothesis 1 - Standardized Posttest Measures Will Be Hiaher

than Pretest Measures

Individual student pre, post, and change standardized

Trade equivalence scores obtained on the Stanford Diagnostic

:lath Test - Computation Subtext (SDMT) (Beatty, et al.,

1976) are listed below in Table 45..

A one-factor repeated-measures analysis of variance

technique (Winer, 1971) was used to determine if student

:)odttast scores were significantly higher than pretest

scores. Results from this analysis (see Figure 761 support

an acceptance of hypothesis 1 in that posttest scores were

Significantly (F(1,13)= 10.23, p.< .01) higher than pretest

scores.
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Student Pre Measure Post Measure Chance

Al 5.6 6.1 .5

A2 4.8 6.1 1.3
A3 3.6 4.5 .9
A5 2.6 5.4 2.8
A6 2.4 2.6 .2
A7 4.7 5.1 .4
A8 4.5 5.1 .6
A9 5.9 6.1 .2
A10 4.7 5.1 .4
All 3.8 3.9 .1
Al2 2.5 3.0 .5
A13 3.0 3.1 .1
Al4 4.4 4.7 .3
A15 4.8 7.8 3.0

Mean 4.09 4.90 .81

s.d. 1.13 1.43 .94

Table Pre, Post, and Change Grade Egivalence Scores
Obtained on the

Stanford Diagnostic Math Test Computation Subtest

Source SS DF MS

Betdeen Students 37.33 13

Within Students 10.36 14

Time 4.56 1 4.56 10.23 **
Residual 5.80 13 .45

Total 47.69 27

* p.< .05
** p.< .01

----------------------------------------------------------- _
Figure 76. RepeatadoMeasures Analysis of Variance
of Pre and Post Stanford Diagnostic Math Test -

Computation Subtest Scores.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 332
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Hypothesis 2 - Paper- and - Pencil Posttest Scores Will Be

Hiaher than Pretest Scores After Computer Instruction.

In this study there were two instruc$Aohal perioc5,

B(1) and B(2). During each of these periods students w,,-r4

instructed in one of two individually-assigned math opera-

tiOn areas. Math computation abilitiesi,i/rNoract\of the

assigned operation areas were measured pre and post of each

instructional period. Therefore, three measures were ob-

tained for each of the two assigned operation areas for each

ttudenti pre and most of instruction and pre and post of

noninstruction. Individual student performance scores are

shown below in Table 46.

Ins ruction during Instruction during
o riod B(1), period B(2)

Student

.Experjimental Periods

A 11) A (2) A

Experimental Periods

A (1) A (2) A

Al 22.5 33.5 29.2 24.7 24.0 26.7
At A2 26.7 32.3 2947 14.0 18.0 23.0

A3 16.6 19.3 26.0 16.0 27.7 36.3
A5 21.7 30.7 40.4 14.3 21.3 30.0
A6 7.7 16.7 16.7 21.3 32.1 30.4
AT 10.2 17.8 16.0 15.0 19.0 19.0
A8 24.6 32.7 36.0 20.2 30.7 27.0
A9 15.7 29.7 27.5 31.3 29.0 44.0
A10 20.6 19.0 22.3 15.0' 13.0 7.0
All 11.8 18.5 19.5
Al2 27.4 38.7 38.4 10.2 14.5 18.4
A13 12.7 21.3 32.0
Al4 t1.0 18.3 19.8 10.0 13.0 14.0
A15 17.0 26.0 17.0 29.5 38.7 42.0

Mean 18.5 26.2 26.6 17.6 22.9 26.4

s.d. 6.5 7.7 8.5 6.9 7.8 10.5

Table 46. Paper-dmi-Pencil Bas.21ine Measur:es raken
Pre and Post of Instruction and Non-Instruction.

Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC).

ks fi v qtr ' '' '
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Two one- factor r,.oeazd-measures analysis of variance

procedures were used to test the effect of instruction on

student paper-and-pencil performance. The measure used was

digitS per minute correct (DPMC). The first analysis used

the pre and post measures for the first instructional per-

iod, B(1), and the second used the pre and post measures for

the second instructional period, B(2). Orthogonal planned

comparisons were used to test mean differences across re-

peated-measures. These results are presented in figures.77

and 78 respectively.

Source SS DF MS F

Between Students 1667.20 11
Within Students 753.37 24

Time 503.73 2 251.87 22.20 **
Residual 249.63 22 11.35

Total 2420.57 35

Planned Comparisons

Time 1 vs. Time 2 F(1,22) = 31.76 **
1 3 = 34.76 **
2 3 = .07

* p.< .05
** p.< .01

Figure 77. Repdatd Measures Analysis of Variance
of Paper -and- Pencil Performance in the Operation

Area In Which Instruction Occurad During
Instructional Phase B(1). Digits Per Minute Correct.

;
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Source SS

^

DF

Between Students 2343.98 13
Within Students 10/14.29 28

Time 551.21' 2

Residual 473.08. 26

Total T37 41

Planned Comparisons

Time 1 vs. Time -2,
1

2 3

* p.< .05
** p.< .01
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MS

275.60
18.20

1,2t) =110.98 **
= 39.84 **
= 4.62 *

15.15 **.

Figure 78. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
of Paper-and-Pencil Performance in,the Operation

Area In Which Instruction Clcured During)
Instructional Phase 8(2), Di t.gi,S' Per Minute -Ctirect.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted. Pre and past instruction

measures taken across two''instructional periods support an

acceptance of this hYpdthesis..

For the operation area in whieh'-instruction occur

(

during the first instructional phase average:post me ures
I

of 26.23 DPMC (s.d.= It65f*--were siniFicantly highe

(F(1,22)= 31.76, p. ..-0117than average pre i?struc ion

measures Of 18.48 TOMC

Analysis of student perfoimance in the operation aria

,
n occuredIduring)'the second instructional

phase Sh-oes similar results. tOlthose reported above. Average

oast measures 'of 26.38.,DPMC Cs.d.= 10.45) wer72 significantly

ligher.(F(1,26)= 462, p < .05) than pr -2 ,neasures of 22.91

DPMC (s.d.='7.78)1.

-1inwhicn'inSt

a

f.

335
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Hypothesis 3 - Paper-and-Pencil Posttest Scores will be the

Same as Pretest Scores After No Computer Instrulition

The planned .comparisonsof student performance over

periods of noninstruction (reported above in Figures 36 and

37) show conflicting results. Measures takerl pre and post

of noninstruction for the operation.area in which instruc-

tion occured during phase B(1) support this hypothesis. The

mean score of 26.58 (s.d.= 8.54) obtained as a post measure

was not significantly di.ff &rent (F(1,22)= .07, p.> .05) than

the pre measure mean score of 26.23 (s.d.= 7.65).

For the measures taken pre and post of the npninstruc-
\

tional phase of the operation area in which instruction -

occured during instructional phase B(2), significant dif-

ferances were found (O(1,26)= 10.98, p.< .01). The pre-

measiure mean was 17.57 (s.d.= 6.85) and the Postmeasure mean

was 22.91 (s.d.= 7.78).

Therefore, hypothesis 3 is rejected.

Hypothesis 4 - uter Posttest Scores Will Be Higher than

Pretest Scores Aft -r Computer Instrudtion

Computer measures taken duyng the three basline

periods on each of the two math operation areas in which

students received instruction in ara shown below in Table

47.

BEST COPY PX,,11T.E
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Instruction during
period B(1)

Experimental Periods
B

Instruction during
period B(2)

Experimental Periods

Student A (1) A (2) A A (1) A (2) A

Al 10.0 17.2 15.5 11.8 12.5 22.3
A2 14.6- 19.1'` t 8.4 12.9 15.6
A3 9.0 12.8,, 14.7 15.0 15.8 21.4
A5 9.2 15.5. 15.0 6.6 9.1 8.8
A6, 7.0 11.3' 10.7 15.4 161 19.4
A7 5.8 12.3 9.0 12.0. 13.4 16.2
A8 9.2 15.1, 23.2 9.5 10.8 22.8
A9 11.8 12.7 '" it 16.8 20.6 22.0 29.4
A10 13.8 22.91 21.4 6.2 8.3 14.4
All ;,, 4.8 6.9 8.4
Al2 11.2 17.8 I 14.4 10.2 10.9 13.8
A13 f 9.8 10.6' 12.8
A14 8.2 8.6 12.4 9.0 7.8 12.2An 15.2 20.0 20.6 19.4 21.1 26.6

Mean 10.4 15.4 15.9 1.1.3 12.7 17.4

s.d. 2.98 4.12 4.27 4.79 4.66 6.39

Table 4i Computer Measures Taker
Pre and Post of Instruction and Non-Instuction.

Digits per Mipute Correct (DPMC).

Two one-factor epeated-measures analysis of variance

procedures'wera usedito test the effect of instruction on

student computer pet, imance. The measure-used was digits

per minute correct (DPMC). The first analysis used the pret
and post measures for the first instructional period, B(1),

and the second used the ore ant post measures for the second

-instructional period, B(2). Orthogona planned comparisons

were used to test men' 4ifferences acr ss repeated-measures.

The.se results are presented in figures 79 and 80 resoec-

tivel
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Source SS

386.41
322.85
224.10
98.75

DF

11
24
2

22

MS

112.05
4.49

24.96 **

Between Students
Within Students

Time -...

liRegidual

Total 709.25 35

Planned Comparisons

Time 1
1
2

vs. Time 2

3

3

F(1,22) =
=
=

33.75
40.81

.33

**
**

* p.< .05
** p.< .01

Figure 79. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
of computer Performance in the Operation
Area In Which Instruction Occured During

Instructional Phase B(1). Digits Per Minute Correct.

Hypothesis 4 is accepted. Pre and post instruction

measures taken across two'instructional periods support an

acceptance of this hypothesis.

For the operation area in which instruction occurred
4i

during the first instructional phase, average post measures

of 15.44 DPMC (s.d.= 4.12) were significantly higher

(F(1,22)= 33.75, p.< .01) than average pre instruction mea-

sures of 10.42 DPMC (s.d.= 2.98).

338 -
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Source SS DF MS

Between Students 1012.30 13
Within Students 391.67 28

Time 292.23 2 146.12 38.21 **
Residual 99.44 26 3.82

Total 1403.97 41

Planned Comparisons

Time 1 vs. Time 2 F(1,26) = 3.74
1 3 = 69.71 **
2 3 = 41.17 **

* p.< .05
** p.< .01

Figure 80. Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
of Computer Performance in the Operation
Area In Which Instruction Occured During

Instructional Phase B(2). Digits Per Minute Correct.

Analysis of student performance in the operation area

in which instruction occurred during the second instruc-

tional phase show similar results to those reported above.

Average post measures of 17.44 DPMC (s.d.= 6.39) were signi-

ficantly higher (F(1,26)= 41.17, p.< .01) than pre measures

of 12.69 DPMC (s.d.= 4.66).

- Computer Posttest Scores Will Be the Sam..

?retest Scores After No Computer Instruction

The planned comparisons of student performance over

perlsas of noninstruction (reported in Figures 79 and 80;

3upper.: in acceptance of this hypothesis. Measures taken

pre and post of non-instruction for the operation area in

339



which instruction occur during instructional phase B(1)
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show a mean posttes 'core of 15.94 (s.d.= 4.27) obtained as

jet

a post measure '':.A.ignificantly" different (F(1,22)= .33,
.,

p.> .05).05) than pre measure mean of 15.44 (s.d.= 4.12).

Pre an4..post measures of ,noninstruction taken on the

operation area inin which instruction occurred during in-

structiOnai.phase B(2) \were also non significant (F(1,26)=

3.74, p.'5 .05.). The mean for the pre measure was 11.26

(s.d-= 4.79) while the post measure mean was 12.69 (s.d.=

4.66)

/

Hvoo/thelis 6- Pre-Post Chance,Scores Will Correlate Hichly

110*

th Total Time )of Computer-Instruction
, rc-1.T

'"!During this study a total. of 50 minutes was allocated

to each student for computer instruction in each operation

area assigned to them. Due to school absences, scheduling

lifficulties, and other (unknown) reasons all students di

not participate in computer instruction for the entire time

allocated. Total student instruction time ranged from 25 to

100 minutes with a mean of 82.5 (s.d.= 18.25). The wide

range in total time is largely accounted for by the two

students who did not participate in computer instruction

luring the first instructional phase. Across instructional

Thases average student time spent receiving instruction were

Eai-rly equivalent, with an average of 40.42 (s.d.= 8.38)

ninutes during instructional phase B(1) and 47.86 (s.d.=

3.78) minutes during instructional phase B(2).
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Tables 48 and 49 list the total time each student

received computer instruction as well as change scores for

each of the major measures used during instructional phases

B(1) and B(2) respectively.

Hypothesis 6 is rejected. Results of correlations of

Digits per Minute Correct (DPMC) change scores and computer

instructional time are shown below in table 50.

Correlations of student perforamance change scoresfon

each of two measures used in this study were essentially 0

during the first instructional phase. During the second

instructional phase correlations were negative for both the

DPMC paper-and-pencil and DPMC computer performance mea-

sures.

Student

DPMC Change Score

Instruction
Time Computer Paper & Pencil

Al 35 7.2 11.0
A2 45 4.5 5.6
A4 45 3.8 2.7
A5 50 6.3 9.0
A6 40 4.3 '9.0

A7 .A

A8
50 6.5,
30 5.9

7.6
8.1

A9 35 .9 14.0
Al0 35 9.1 -1.6
Al2 50 6.6 11.3
Al4 45 , .4 7.1/

Al5 25 4.8 9.,0

Mean- 40.42 5.03 7.75
s. d. 8.38 2.51 4.10

Table 50. Average Time Received Computer Instruction and
Digit per Minute Correct (DPMC)aChange Scores for

Instructional Phase B(L).
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Student
Instruction

Time

DPMC Change Score

Computer Paper & Pencil

Al 40 9.8 2.7
A2 50 2.7 5.0
A4 50 5.6 8.6
A5 50 -.3 8.7
A6 50 3.3 -1,7
A7 50 2.8 .0

A8 50 12.0 -3.7
A9 45 7.4 15.0
A10 50 6.1 -6.0
All 50 3.4 1.0
Al2 40 2.2 13.9
A13 45 4.4 10.7
A14 50 5.5 1.0
Al5 50 1.5 3.3

Mean 47.86 4.60 3.46

s.d. 3.78 3.45 5.78

Table 48. Average Time Received Computer Instruction and
Digit per Minute Correct (DPMC) Change Scores for

Instructional Phase B(2).

DPMC
Measure

Instructional Phase
B(1) B(2)

Paper-and-
Pencil .04 -.32

'Computer .02 -.24

-----------------------------------------------------------
Table 49. Correlations of Digit per Minute Correct (DPMC)

Paper-and-Pencil and Computer Change Scores
With Number of Minutes of Computer Instruction

During Each of Two Instructional Phases.



Summary of

Student data were analyzed individually and as a group.

'the following discus on will delineate'the degtte of cor-
,

respondence between these two methods of analysis; -.Within

this discussion findings for each hypothesis proposed

this study will; be reviewed and summarized. In addition, an

attempt will be made to reconcile conflicting results where

they occur.

.iy_plipthesis 1. Analysis of individual student perfor-

mance'shows that standardized posttes( measures were higher

Shan pretest measures for 12 out of the 14 subjects. The 2

students'for whom hypothesis 1 was not accepted comoleted-

only 1 out of the 2 instructional phases, e.g., they,re-

DISCUSSION

206

ceived only half of the. assigned instruction.

TI4,...criterion-for acceptance of this hypothesis was

that the student must have attained a minimal gain of .2

grade levels (2 months) over the course of the study. This

42ould be an expected gain for normal children. The students

is this study, however, ranged from 3-5 years below grade

level in math computation skills. Performance atslpectancy

level is thus for theM a dramatic gain on this measure. In

addition, since all students in this study demonstrated

increased performance, on this measure the possible confoun-
44).

ding influence of the SEM associated with this measure is

.t(T3

decreased. 'These data indicate that the math rPmediation

343
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instructional package designed for this research was effec-

tive in raising standardized test scores for the mildly

mentally handicapped junior high school students included in

this study.
V

A repeated measures analysis of variance on group pre

and post standardized test scores supported the finding of

the summative analysis of individual perforMance. That is,

significant gains in scores were found.

Hypothesis 2. An analysis of individual student per-

formance on paper-and-pencil posttest scores after receliAng

Computer instruction shows that 12 of the 14 ;tuden.is com-

peted two instructional phases, producing 24 trials or

possibilities for performance gains for this hypothesis.. The

remaining 2 students completed only one instructional phase

e ?ch, adding 2 additional trials. Hypothesis 2 was accepted

in 20 out of the 26 trials and rejected for the remaining 6

trials. These data suggest that for most of the students,

the instruction was effective in the operation areas for

which instruction was provided. It further suggest6 that

\the computer-based instruction generalized to the paper-and-

pencil medium. Differences in significance-le'vels for the

group data across instructional phases is congruent with the

summative individual results, both show a stronger positive
P

gain for the first instructional phase:

Of the 6 rejections of this hypothesis, 5 occurred

during analysis of instructional effect on the operation

area taught during the second instructional ?nese. Of these

344
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5, 4 of the students demonstrated high gains in their second

operation area during the first instructional phase, when

they were receiving instruction in a different operation

area. These data suggest that there may be a generalization

of skill acquisition across operation areas. That is, while

being taught one operation area another improves simultan-

ously. An additional possibility is that the frequent

assessment necessitated by the study's design had an in-

structional effect.and could account for at least part of

the gain, before instruction in the second operation area.

A third explanation of the differences in effectiveness

of the computer instruction across instructional periods may

be found in an analysis Of individual performance within

specific operation areas in which instruction occurred.

Correlations of computer measures with paper-and-pencil

measures (see Table 49 - Appendix D) for each student in the

operation area for which instruction occurred indicates that

student performance seems to have generalized from computer

instruction to paper-and-pencil measures highly when the

operation area in which instruction occurred was subtrac-

tion, addition, or multiplication. When students receiv

instruction in the operation area of division, however, the

correspondence between measures was consistently low. Since

the majority of students received instruction in division

during the second instructional phase and the group based

statistical analysis did not control for differences in

=peration areas, differences in individual student correla-
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. tions between computer and paper and pencil measures may be

a function of difficulty level of the instructional content

rather than time ir instruction.

Hvoothesis 3. Following the first instructional phase,

posttest paper-and-pencil measures indicated no change in

student performance from pretest paper-and-pencil measures

in the operation area in which no instruction was received.

Following the second instructional phase, significant dif-

feren es were sound in the noninstruction operation area.

These data are congruent with the results discussed for

Hypothesis 2. It

6
Hypothesis 4. Results evaluating hypothesis 4 suggest

that the computer instructional program was effective in

producing computer performance gains for the students in

eluded in the study. Group -based analySs, of variance was

significant for each instructional phase- at the .01 level.

These results are congruent with the summative individuals

data for this hypothesis: 12 students completed two instruc-

tional'phases and 2 completed only one phase, making a total

of .26 trials for this hypothesis. 04g Of these 26 trials,

the hypothesis was accepted for 23, rejected for only 3.

(e

Hypothesis 5. Analysis of individual student data

resulted in the rejection of hypothesis 5 for 21 out of the

possible 26 trials. Computer posttest scores were not the

same a computer pretest scores when instruction was not

reveived. Eight of the rejections of this hypothesis oc-
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curred,during the first instructional phase, 13 during the

second. Of the rejections which occurred during the second

instructional phase, 9 were rejected for performance gains

and 4 for performance decreases. Group-based analysis of

variance results for Hypothesis 5 show no significant dif-

ference for noninstructional phases.

This conflict in results is probably indicative of the

variance in the individual data. Since this hypothesis was

not directional, predicting neither gains or losses, indi-

:-.dual student analysis was more conservative than group

. .as-;d analysis. That is, the individual stucrtnt analyses

--,:acted this hypotnesis because of both gains and losses

the group based statistic may have been influenced by

fe,-..rssion to the mean" effect, or a leveling of data due

Lncohsistency in the direction of individual deviation

:-E-itothesis 6. Analysts of group data indicate that

,tttest change scores did not correlate highly with total

comoul-ar instruction. Hypothesis 6 was rejected.

correlations were obtained for both paper-and-

co:ao'.:*er measures for the first instructional

"Etrong r.egative correlations of .32 and .24 were

.measures for the second instructional phase.

ar.i....731s seems to provide evidence for the

discussed in hypothesis 2. The negative

second instructional phase could also

variance in the effectiveness of the

BEST COPY AIT.I.DLE 347
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instructional phase itself as indicated by the relatively

high standard deviation obtained,on the mean change scores.

In addition, the relatively small amount of variance in

instructional time across subjects during the 9(2) phase

a/7

make correlational analysis highly susceptible to error wh n

those scores are correlated with scores with a small sta -

dard deviation.

Problems in the Measures
1

1"::

Computer Measures. 3he computer measures consisted
' 1 ,

.i4 4L

a random selection of problems which represented those I'd
4

the operation clusters and'skills. In this studyithe Pompu= \

ter measures were taken for one minute. at a time. Dur ng,,,/

.. t

, .

the course of 'one m' ut= an adeg4ate sample of,. problems::may
r

not have beed,gener ed. 't problii ay have cesed
It.

of the variance in dilly ,scores obtained dwri g baselin

periods. .

/
1

(Pik v /
In iddieion, each of the one minute baseline teats were

.,\

made up of a random sample of problems se ed f omaiI

skill clusters within .the .tested lapeFati ea% , his 4tedy.
4 %.

provided Qnstruction in two opera ion areas .Aor. a. ximqfvf
.v

f

.
. .

.

minutes i each, Studerk rmaince' duringeinetrucVon
(..,_

, 4

%o

:

may no av allowed them to .receive instruction? 1irigher
l

lev \ ill, clusters since imr, essidn'was*itire ,depen-
1. :.

t,bn performance during ctidd Alt

qtude of change ores was h

:p direct

ug-h the magni-

Ariabile, the overall

dents suggests a'ondirect'on of change

highly-ef fective, instructional, program. .
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Oe cil-and-Paoer Measures. The paper-and-pencil

amasures'consisted of one-minute tests for each operation

* cluster. The score used for analysis of operation area

performance was the average of all of the cluster tests from

that operation area. (The number of clusters varied across

operition areas.) ,Student gains within individual. clusters

may not have been reflected adequately in the average'

scores. Again, as noted above, opportunity. for instruction

in higher level. skill clusters was dependent upon perfor-

mance during instruction which was highly variable across

students.

In summary, problems in measurement can be classified

into three distinct areas: practice effect; skill sampling;

and across student variance in opktunity to learn. The

7.,racticeloffect problem is primarily a feature of the re-

searct design used in this study. Future. investigations

should limit opportunities for students to, practice oper-

ation area skills during times they are n9t receiving in-

struction in that skill.

Possible skill sampling problems during computer tests

can be controlled by two different methods. First, the

testing session can be extended to a time limit longer than

one inute. This would allow more opportunities for the

ran omization of problems presented to sample all inclusive

skills. Second, instead of determining the rate measure by

holding time constant with the number oi problems attempted

varying, which would limit the number of opportunites to

resoond,.the number of problems could ,:oe held constant while
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time for completion varied. This would assn re equal? rep-
.

resentation of skills during each test.

The computer -!based math remediation program developed

for this study seemed to be effective for most students.

The wtr± variance in student gains would seem to suggest a

differential effectiveness of the program with children of

varying instructional needs and entry levels. Unfortunately

the demograp lc variables collcted on the students in this

study were not predictive at all of performance. Table 21

(see Appendix D) summarizes correlational analyses calcu-

lated using performance change scores with student I.Q.

scores and standardized entry level skills.

These results indicate that the differential effect o'f

the computer instruction cannot be accounted for by entry

skills and abilities measured in this study Individual

student measured intelligence as well as entry level math

grade equivalence scores are not predictive of success in

the computer instructional program.

Future Research Implications

Overall, the program was highly effective with a /40up
or

of students who had demonstrated difficulty in the math

operation aireas of the instructional. package. This. success

is dramatic when considered against the students' previous

failure to learn over a period of years. These data suggest

,Ir-Hrtendous potential for computer instruction for excep-

onal childr4n.



The comouter-manageo `instruction literature demon-

)strates the capability 9fthecomputer to perform a variety

of instructional task* f ?ectively. It also demonstrates

the effectiveness in CMI of, individual learning principles

outlined by Carr and Others. The literature does not,

however, examine the effectiveness ofCarr's learning prin-
.-,

ciples when combined as a cohesive model of instruction,

e.g., no previous CMI package has incorporated these princi-

.les and tested the effectiveness of the model as a whole.

This was the goal of thi4rpilot study.

This research has demonstrated the effectiveness of the

math remediation instructional package developed for it.

W(WU IAIWUJULIALME RIMY L14

'ow that the model as a wholas been evaluated success-

fully, the instructional variables within the model can be

-;stematically varied to test for and optimize their effec-

:iveness. The interrelationships between variables can also

tested. The following variables can be varied to test

the components of the instructional program designed for

this research. f.

Organization of Content. This instructional package

essentially used Crowder's "scrambled book" approach for

organization of assessment and remediation. The linear

approach was used for assessment; the branched model was

used for remediation. Although comparisons of linear and

branched programmed learning experiments using books and

teaching machines have been made, no comparable

- 2earch comparing these methodologies has been c-eporv.d

using computer-based instruction. The "scrambled book"
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approach has been demonstrated in thi3 pilot to be effec-

tive. The instructional program used in this study was

designed to allow the "branching" procedure to be not used.

If this option is used, the program will instruct students

using a pure "linear" model. That is, all students will

have to demonstrate proficiency in each of the skills. No

cluster assessment or error diagnosis would occur. Would

this be more effective? Or is the individualization of

remediation in'the branched model more efficient?

Analysis of Error Patterns. After this package has

been tested on more subjects, a considerable data bank of

error patterns in arithmetic problems could be collated and

i analysed. This analysis might yield areas in which many

children have common problems. For example, many children

might find multiplying by 8 especially problematic. Reme-

4
diation in these identified pxoblem areas could then be

emphasized in the instructional package. Are there gener-

alized areas of difficulty across students? Would such

information and subsequent "forced" remediation make the

package more effectivelkith more children? Or is branching

into individualized remediation most effective?

Feedback. Carr posits that immediate knowledge of

results for each response and frequent knowledge of results
4

keeps students working (Princ ples.3 and 5). Previdus re-

search has demonstrated the effectiveness of feedack in

computer -based instruction. The three kinds of feedback

used in this research were: immediate knowledge of rAults,
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end of session summary of results, and a cumulative rlcord

oft/performance. Would deletion of any or all three of tnesH!

kinds of feedback affect performance?

The immediate feedback in this research consisted of a

2-second visual display. Would varying the length of pre-

sentation affect effectiveness? Would a longer presenta-

tion, for example, be more effective with mildly mentally

handicapped students and'a shorter presentation more effec-

tive with higher-functioning students?

Are there effective patterns of varying duration of

feedback? For example, would short bursts of feedback

during a unit be more effective if followed by a longer,

more detailed presentation of results?

Computer-based instructional programs may be used ith

a wide range of students, especially in special education

classrooms. Individualization of feedback patterns might be

most effective when working with exceptional students.

so would teacher control of feedback duration and frequency

allow the optimal feedback flexibility? Or would it offer

little or no advantage over preLt patterns?

Setting Criterion Levels in Student Assessment. The use

Of criterion levels for student performance assessment has

been used quite extensively in computer-based instruction.

Unfortunately, a rationale or reason for choosing criterion

levels is conspicuously missing in every computer -based

instruction study reviewed. In this research, criterion

levels wPr-. set arbitrarily according to performancllevels

on 'standardized test measures. The next research step would
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be to randomly assign criterion levels to students with

equivalent entry skills.

External Continaencies. Much of the computer-managed

instruction literature does not specify whether or not ex-

ternal contingencies were used. None werelset for this

study. This lack of external accountability may account in

part for the wide fluctuations in daily performance. Would

the use of external contingencies such as grades decrease

this fluctuation? Would they help to optimize effectiveness

of the program?

Time on Machine. The computer-managed instruction

Literature does not address. the question of how long stu-

dents should work on the computer at any given session. The

five-minute sessions used cor this study appeared to be

.ffective. Would ten-minute, sessions increase learning?

Should younger students work for shorter sessions than elder
\ /

ones? .Should length of time on the machine vary for excep-

tionality types?

Modelina of Correct Resoonse. In this study, a model-

ing of the correct response was presented after a student

missed a problem twice. Would it be more effective to model

the correct response after 1 error?
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this project was to develop, Implement and

evaluate efficient and systematic data management and information

systems utilizing microcomputers to provide resource room teachers of

mildly handicapped secondary school pupils with up -to -date daily

records of appropriateness of iteitruction and the progress of

individual students to facilitate instructional decision-making. The

project attempted to develop a low cost method of collecting,

summarizing, and storing data necessary for fulfilling requirements

of speiial education practices mandated by 94-142. It was

hypothesized, that if teachers were supplied with necessary

microcomputer hardware and software and provides with appropriate

training in their appli,cation that this would enable them to improve'

their planning and decision-making in programming students. It was

also anticipated that the microcomputer technology would avail more

time for teachers to provide direct instructional time to student's

academic learning time.

To meet the objectives of the project, several microcomputer

software systems developed earlier were employed. One (CIMS)

involved a microcomputer-based IEP system that housed each student's

individual instructional Qbjectives and enough memory to allow

teachers to make daily entries regarding the progress of students on

these. This program was designed to serve as a daily prompt to

teachers to focus upon using student performance data for evaluating

their progress relative to stipulated long -range and short-range

educational objectives. Teachers had only to enter student's daily
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progress data (e.g., scores on papers, results from tests, grades on

materials, rates on criterion-referenced exams) into the machine

regarding' each short-range objective and the instructional materials

used in order to maintain computer records--the information and

effort required was no more than that ordinarily recorded by

traditional pencil and paper methods. Demographic and test

information on each student was also stored on the machine to further

simplify record-keeping by the teacher. Printed summaries of-ail

records w re available to the teachers. Moreover, to avoid

duplication of efforts on standard written forms, these records

served as the standard IEP for the project teachers. In short, every

effort was made to shape teacher behavior to use the computer for

daily lesson planning, to review and evaluate computer-compiled data

on student performance, to base programming decisions upon

computer-based data, and to use the computer for updating IEP's.

In addition to the IEP system, teachers were also given access

and trained to use two academic software programs: a reading

assessment and progress evaluation program (CIRIS) and a mht-I

assessment and tutorial program (CMMRS). Both of these progr ms

automatically collected and summarized student assessment an

progress information in reading and math and provided hard'copy

output for incorporation into IEP's. __Teachers were g training in

the interpretation of data generated from these progr for planning

and decision-makir,,,.

Teachers were also given and trained to use a computer-based

readability. indexing system (CRIS) that enabled them to provide a

quick meth d of determining the reading level and appropriateness of
016
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reading assignments for their students. This program was also

interfaced with the reading assessment (CIRIS) program to allow
,

teachers to develop their own computerbased reading assessment and

student monitoring programs.

Another major goal of the project thus involved ,determining the

extent to which teachers would use thes,e programs and, ultimately,

the effect the program would have on changing teacher practices and

improving student's achievement scores.

The data collected during the first year of the project clearly

indicated that teachers can use the microcomputer to record, and

monitor student academic performances and to use these data for

planning instructional programs. More importantly, in classrooms

where teachers performed these'tasks and used the microcomputer for

providing instruction resulted in significant gains in student

achievement. However, incorporating microcomputer technology into

special education practices appears no simple matter. In the school

system where microcomputerbased IEP's were adopted as a systemwide

practice, teachers were able to use this technology for meeting goals

outlined in the project. .Replication of procedures and attempted

adaptation of the syste other school districts, however,

indicated that the teac sustained use of the microcompUter

technology may be affected by variables other than mere availability

and training.

Informal observation and interview data collected from teachers

who volunteered during the second and third year of the project

indicated that they made daily programming decisions rapidly, based

upon random observations of student performance. For the most part,
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they did not evaluate student progiess on educational objectivJs on a

regular basis or have a systematic plan for instructional short-range

objectives. From interviews and informal observations we conclude

that teachers typically based their evaluations of student's progress

on instructional objectives primarily upon the passage of time rather

than upon student performance.- For example, we found that teachers

consistently placed stud nts in increasingly difficult academic

material regardless of whether the stUdents had mastered the

preceeding content. Once an instructional material was selected, the '

teachers typically had the student proceed sequentially through the

material regardless of student's performance. This pattern of

haphazard planning continued when the teachers began using CIMS. We

found, however, that when video screen prompts, which informed

teachers of student failure to meet mastery criteria and inquired

also whether the teachers wanted to assign alternative activities and

,

materials before proceeding,to more difficult Material, were added to

the software, some teachers began to use student performance data to

develop suceeding lessons. The data also indicated that teachers who

worked in school districts that did not require systematic record

keeping and student districts that did not require systematic record

keeping and student perforqance monitoring, were not motivated to use

CIMS, software for planning and for tracking student's academic

4ogress primarily because of the time required and the lack/of

interest in data-based decision making on behalf of Case Conference

'Coordinators and Administrators: They therefore discontinued using

CIMS once they had initially tried it.

This finding was not unexpected. Since none of the four
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participating school districts initially required teachers to

maintain systematic records of student academic performance and since

the CIMS required teachers to allocate time to record and to monitor
'NN

student performance, this activity was more an unrewarded onus than a

boon to efficiency. Because teachers volunteered to participate in

the project, they were willing to reallocate their time to trying the

CIMS program. When they began using CIMS, they reorganiz d'their

planning periods and some after school hours to perform the data

entry and planning activities. However, at the end of the school

year when they interviewed, they candidly admitted that there was no

recognition nor incentives provided by,the school system for engaging

in these additional activities. While they admitted that the program

appeared beneficial, it was not worth the additional time and effort

since it was not included among the school district's required

activities and since they already had no direct ex erience indicating

that these practices resulted in student gains.

Once the school system adopted CIMS as part of their data

management regimen, the teachers complied withNthe request to use the

system. Two school districts which participated in this project were

sufficiently experimental to perceive the benefits of the systems and

to adopt thee. Once the systems opted to adopt the system, the

frequency of teacher use increased. This type of commitment appears

essential if teachers are to collect and Use data for instructional

decision-making. In both cases, the school systems underscored their

commitments by purchasing hardware so that teachers had adequate

access to the machines and provided appropriate inservice training

programs to train teachers specifically to use CIMS and to
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demonstrate how such record keeping systems could enhance the

efficacy of instruction and streamline the record keeping

requirements during the second and third year of the project.

On the other hand, teachers much more readily accepted and used

CMMRS,,CIRIS. The CMMRS and CIRIS programs required simply that the

teachers turn on the microcomputers and schedule students. These

software programs administered, scored, and prepared reports of

student performance. Thus, these were low effort programs that freed

the teacher to interact more freely with other students while the

computer tutored the student and kept copious records of student

performance. The CRIS allowed teachers to determine the readipg

level for their students, and thus select appropriate instructional

materials.

During the course of the project, we systematically studied the

effects of CMMRS on student achievement. We found basically that

although the CMMRS was the most used program, teachers for the most

part made little use of it. During the second year, one teacher. who

attempted to use the program actually had children using the machine

an average of one minute per day over the school year. For the third

year, children used the machine an averages of only five 'hours per

year per classroom. These results gave far too little data to draw

any conclusions regarding teacher use of microcomputer software. To

more intensively evaluate the effects of computerl software, we

conducted an intensive study to analyze the impact of CMMRS on the

math achievement... This study involved a sample of mildly handicapped

middle school students who were between 3 and 5 ears below grade

level in their math computation skills. We found hat when the
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'program was assidUouslS implemented; it coaVribgte4 td:,:significant

increasesin'student achievement asAgasured by comp et- and paper,, -

and 'Oencil rm criterion' eferenced mesures.
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While analyzing the data, we also found that postest Change

scores On 'the norm-referenced measures did not correlate highly with,

the total time spent on the computer-based instruction. In addition,

we found virtually the same low order correlation between student

achievement And time on computer when we analyzed the data collected

by the Monroe County Teachers during the second and third years.

These data suggest the need for additional studies designed to

identify optimal amounts of instructional time that correlate highly

with student success. On the surface, they suggest that the extra

time spent using the microcomputer may not necessarily produce

corresponding student academic growth. The second year data

collected at Edgewood Middle School demonstrated clearly that time

spent on additional drill and practice by students who have learned

certain higher level math skills correlates negatively with student

achievement. However, as previously indicated, the lack of the

teacher utilization of the program does not allow us to clearly

evaluate the effectiveness of microcomputer software.

Our data indicate several paradoxes. While considerable

discourse has, been conducted concerning the potential effectiveness

of microcomputers for several education classrooms, and despite the

enthusiasm of our teachers related to the use of microcomputers, and

although we made available microcomputer hardware and software, we

were not able to promote teacher use of the machine or to sustain the .

use of student instruction any significant degree. This was 'in
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part due to the limited amount of software to which the teachers had

access. Specifically, the teachers only had access to the four

pieces of software evaluated during the project. A factor that

undoubtedly rtmited overall use. Such limited data tend to question

the, myth of the microcomputer as an instructional panacea. As with

any type of instruction, the microcomputer must be used judiciously.

In cases where teachers use it as an electronic worksheet whose

content is clearly below the academic functioning level of the

student, results appear similar to those found with stydenEs assigned

to inappropriate paper and pencil tasks. Informal observations

suggest that this may ye a widespread abuse of the microcomputer.

On the other hand, data collected indicate that when the teacher

carefully uses the CMMRS assessment data and develops an appropriate

program that includes the microcomputerbased instructional programs

in the overall math instructional program, student achievement

increases quite rapidly. A primary example was found in results from

the program at Arlington High School.. In this program, the'keacher

systematically assessed the students and carefully planned amath

program that featured computerbased and teacher and paper and pencil

instruction for qualified students. The prepost test comparisons

show clearly what the students made statistically significant

achievement ganins.

The CIRIS Program was used extensively by teachers at first to

screen student reading assignments. These data were then used for'

planning student instructional programs. -Th'ey were also useful in

informing the teacher of the students general level of reading

proficiency so that they could place the students appropriately in
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the texts for other subject areas. This was also a low response cost

program since the teacher simply had to turn on the machine, provide

the student with a disc. The software did the rest including

administering the informal reading inventory and comprehension items,

scoring and profilingche'student response patterns, and preparing

the report.

As with CMMRS, however, the CRIS program was used selectively by

the teachers. In many cases, this program was used extensively by

other teachers housed in the building with special education

teachers. For example, in one building, the program was used

extensively by a librariaeso that she could provide handicapped

children with interesting books that they could read. In contrast,

the data indicate that teachers reported that they used the data to

monitor the readability of materials assignedto handicapped

students. In addition, given the highly variable nature of the

readability bf sections of the multiple texts assignd to handicapped

( students, teacheri face a formidable task of compiling the

readability data neVessary to analyze the myriad of texts which are

assigned to the students.

The project also produced a telephone-based data transmission

scheme. The systeM involved using on-sie microcomputer systems to

provide the primary interactive user interfact for the daily

collection and retrieval of teacher,and student data. The centrally
p

located time=sharing computer system provided the facility with

storage of large masses of IEP objectives. Such a central storage

facility allows periodic transfer of collected data from each

microcomputer site and permites project access into an integrated
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database for overall data analysis and summary evaluation

requirements. Such a prototype possesses vast potential for school

systems wanting to establish integrated instructional and 'data -based

managment systems. Stand-alone microcomputer systeMs will not enable

school systems to accomplish this necessary task. They must

establish more sophisticated systems that allow for networking

capability.

To a large extent, this project has succeeded in generating more

research questions than it has answered. Hoigever, it is apparent

that some of the findings are important since they support some of

the utilitarian functions of microcomputer as data management and

instructional devices. The data, also suggest that we must proceed

carefully since the Odiscriminant use of microcomputers may not

improve instruction and, in some cases, it may inhibit student

achievement. In addition, the findings from this project suggest

that placing microcomputer software in special education classrooms

and providing training to teachers jn the use o1 these does not

necessarily ensure that this technology will be used for providing

student instruction. he infusion of microcomputer technology into

special education prac1lices appear to require careful attention and

planning, stall training and modification of administrative practices

and, expectanc4es before it can be expected tnbe adopted by teachers.

The compute /,must be integrated into an appropriate instructional

program that, is built upon Ongoing academic assessment and

instruction programs that optimize the amount of academic learning

time provided to students. must be carefully developed.

This project also revealed that additional research is needed to
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explore the efficacy of educational software. We must identify ways

incorporating pedagogically sound learning principles into the
I

development of software. It is imperative to identify the contextual

variables related to the effective use of the microcomputer in the

classroom. Some questions that urgently need to be addressed are:

-What type of training is required to enable teachers

effectively use and intergrate comuters into their

instructional program?

-Are lab arrangements better than placing machines

in individual classrooms?

--How much time should be allocated per student for

compu ter -based instruction?

--How must the classroom ecology be alteredi to

efficiently integrate computers into the classroom.

These represent just a few of the important questions that must

be answered as we move into the technology era that is marked by the

proliferation of computers in classrooms. While indoubtedly the

movement toward the utilization of microcOmpUters in the schools will

continue to be fueled by pressure from business and parent groups, it

is important that research on the most appropriate applications of

this technology be continued in order to Avoid further corresponding

,problems 'of educational efficiency.
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DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

The project staff made a concert'd effort to disseminate project

products and the research data. The following section provides a

li'Vting and brief description of the dissemination activities

accomplished.

Product Adaption

1. The Indianapolis Public Schools adopted a modified version of the

CIMS system to monitor student IEP's in all ten city high schools.

The computer software was customized to meet their needs for a

data-based management system to record and monitor student progress

toward meeting preprogrammed minimal instructional objectives

developed for each grade level. Under the terms of a concensus

agreement betweeir--he adminigtration and the teachers, all teachers

were requiredsto enter and monitor student progress data at least

once a week. In addition, the school system has adopted the CMMRS,

CIRIS and CRIS programs for use in junior and senior high schools.

2. A pencil and paper version of SAMS was adopted by the Washington

Township Public Schools as the standard method of recording daily

student academic performance data in 11 middle and high school

programs for the handicapped.

3. Teachers in the Monroe County Special Education Cooperative have

adopted the CMMRS, CRIS, and CIRIS programs as integral parts of

their academic programs.

4. Principally as a result of presentations at professional

meetings, the CIMS, CMMRS, CRIS and CIRIS programs have been

requested for use in approximately 100 systems nationally.
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Professional Presentations

Z. JV

161

1. Project activities, results, and products were disseminated at

the CpAifornia Special Education Area Administrators Conference in

Santa Barbara, California.

2. The project staff. were featured invited speakers at the annual

meeting of the Indiana Association of Children with Learning

Disabilities.

3: An overview of project activities was presented at the annual

meeting of the North Central States Association of School

(Psychologists.

4. Project act cities, findings and products were presented at the

annual meeting of the Assosiation for Behavior Analysis.

/) 5. A workshop describing software developed and/or field tested

under the auspices of the project were represented at the(')

International Association of School,%svchologist's Convention.
c

6. A workshop which featured project activities was presented at the

last two Annual Meetings of the Association of Teacher Educators of

Children with Severe Behavior Disorders.

7. Presentations were made during the last three years at the annual

meeting of the Indiana Federation of the Council for Exceptional

Children.

8. The project was described in a presentation made to the annual

meeting Council for Children with Behavior Disorders, Programming

for the Dellipmehtal Needs of Adolescents with Behavior Disorders.

9. Project data were presented at the annual Henry Lester Smith

Research Conferente.

10. Project activities were described during a presentation at the
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annual meeting of the American Educational Research Assosiation.

11. The project was described at the annual meeting of Kentucky

Council for Exceptionaj Children.

12. Summary data were presented at the Council for Exceptional

Children's National Topical Conference in the Use of Microcomputers.

in Special Education.

13. The project was described at the annual meeting of the Teacher

ducation Division of the Council for Exceptional Children.

14. Preliminary data were presented at the International Council for

ExCeptional Children Convention.

Publications

t

A majority of the publications based upon the project are still in

preparation however

1. An article entitled Use of Microcomputers in Training Special

Education Teachers has been accepted by the Peabody Journal of

Education and is currently in press.

2. An article entitled Using Microcomputers to Instruct Mildly

Handicapped Secondary School Students has been submitted to the

Journal ot-Special Education Technology.

Adoptions

The following school systems have adoped materials developed and/or'

evaluatod 1.in this grAnt:

1. Indianapolis Public Schools, Indianapolis, Indiana

2. Washington T nship Public Schools, Indianapolis

Indiana

3. Monroe County Schools, Bloomington Indiana
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4. Spencer-Owen. County Schools, Spencer, Indiana

5. Tuscon Public Schools, Tuscon, Arizona

Software Distribution Requests

The following is a listing of only a few school systems that have

requested the software:

1. Flowing Wells School System, Tucson, Arizona

2. Meade County School System, Brandenburg, Kentucky

3. Saddle Brook School System, Saddle Brook, New

Jersey

4. St. Mary's School for the Deaf, Buffalo, New York

5. San Juan Unified School District, Carmicheal,

California

V
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11.

Compu er- ased Informal eading Inventory ys em
(c)1983 Center for Innovaeion inTeaching the Handicapped

Smith Research Center / Indiana University
,

>>>> Repdrt Command Processor <<<<

<1> 'REPORT READING INVENTORY Program DATA
<2> ACCESS READING INVENTORY OchieVement CRITERIA
<3> ACCESS Student NAMES/NUMBER File
<4> ACCESS STORIES, QUESTIONS,and ANSWERS
<5> CONVERT a CRIS PaSsage to a CIRIS Story
<6> HELP
.<7> EXIT

r

MONCIFILMILIN
mln mum
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READING

MCCSC NO. TEACHER CITH LC OBJECTIVE

ALPHABET

REB 15

REB 25

ORAL EXPRESSION

- Given a list of the letters of the
entire alpkabetyresented randomly

- S will write bolh the letter that
preceeds and succeeds given letters
(e.g., b r

- 100% accuracy

- Given a written array of upper case
letters of the alphabet in random order

- S scan orally identify the upper case
letters of the alphabet out of sequence

- ron accuracy

REC 18 2 - Given. selected reading 1-minute
passage at S's reading-level'

- S will respond appropriately to commas
when reading by showing appropriate
pauses

- 70% accuracy

REC 36 2 - Gistrle-minute long reading selections
taken from S's reading assignments at

lgrade level
- g will read and decrease the number of
mispronunciations in oral reading

- Reductions in oral reading rate on 50%

reduction in oral reading errol-s in 10
samples

- Given and required to read for one minute

REC 44

WORD ATTACK

RED 09

2

2

Given a selected reading passage (at
grade le %el) taken from S';,reading
assignmeht

- S will use good expresSion in oral reading
(not word by word or monotone)
Teacher judgment

0

- Giiien two to.four soundsto be blended
in a ten word sampleo

- S will orally blend 'indiVidkal sounds
into words
70% accuracy
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RED 46 2

RED 18 2

RED 19 12

)-
RED 20

U

RED 211 =V 21

,.

RED 22. 2

RED 23

RED' 25 2

QaVen ten words containing Various
"beginning Consdnants
- idehttfy orally beginning.ponsonan s
- 90% accuracy

,

- Given ten words containing various
ending'consonants k

- S will identify orally ending consonants
- 90% accuracy

- Given ten randomly selected words taken
from S's reading aSsignments with missing
consonants

- S can supply missing' consonant sounds
orally or in writing to make a word

- 90% accuracy

- Given a list of five'beginning and
five ending consonant substitutions
and five of words with beginning and
ending consonant sounds

- S can form (write) new words using
beginning and endiong consonant
substitutions

- 70% accuracy

- Given five sennces containing unknown
words with beginning and ending consonp

- S will make consonant sounds io unkno
werd .

- 90% accuracy

- Given ten words conta(ning beginning
and ending consonants in a list

- S will supply (write) correct consonant
sounds to unknown words in isolation

- 90% accuracy

Given a list of all beginning word

8 an correctly pronounce all blends
in two .trials

- 1041 'accuracy

GiVen ten words each with missi:ionscpant
blends

- S will supply (write) missing consonant

b1eqs to make the word
- 80o accuracy
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RED

RED' 29 2

RED 30 2

.RED 31 1 2

RED 37 2

RED .039 2

RED 43

RED 44

RED 47
ft

2

c.

- Given unknown words (S cinot.gronounCe
-within 1") in ten senten' s to be read
S can pronounce consonant blends orally
in unknown words in context

- 80% accuracy

-, Given words with ,Silent consonants
kn, gh, mb, and war (in a list of ten Words).

- S can identify (untbrline) silent consonants
- 80% accuracy

- Given a list of ten word's without silent
consonants" ,

- S will supply missing silent ,consonant
sounds to pronounce a word

- 80% accuracy

- Given five sentences containing unknown
words with silent consonants

- -S will pronounce correct silent consonants
to unknoA wbrd in context

- 70% accuracy

- Given ten words with missing consonant
digraphs

- S will supply (write)
AR
missing consonant

disgruhs to make a word'
- 90% accuracy

*

- Given five sentences wit1, unknown
containing cdpsonantitdigraphs
S will apply (prono e) correct
digraphs to unkno context

- 70% accuracy

- Given a list.of ten TRmiliarirds
short vowel forms

- S can iflentifyAmat, whether s
in a wor4,,IL

- 100% accdftty 0

words

consonant

- Given a list of ten famOiar wOrds
ta.kpinfOong vowel forms. , '-

S canIdentify (mark) wheller.long
in a-WoIW

cy100% actlira
.,..

- Given ten sentences contai

containing

vowels

con-

vowels

words with vowel sounds
-not n

- S will apply (pronounce).corrkt vow
sounds. to unknos word in context
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RED 53 2

RED 58

4-RED oko

O

-RED 69 22

4

- Given a list of 10 vowel digraphs (i.e.,
a, oa, etc.) in isolation
will pronounce vowel digraphs
loaccuracy

- Given five sentences containing unknown
words with vowel digraphs

- S will apply (pronounce) correct vowel
digraphs to unknown word in context

- 70% accuracy

- Given a list of ten words with unknown
4; words in isolation containing vowel digraphs
- S will apply (pronounce). vowel digraphs

to unknown word in isolation
- 70% accuracy

- Given a list of ten selected vowel
dipthongs (oi, oo, ow, etc.)

- S can pronounce vowel dipthongs
- 70% accuracy

- Given a list of ten words each containing
vowel dipthongs

- S can identify (unde;line) voWe1 dipthongs
in the word

- 70% accuracy

- Given a list of five sentences containing
unknown words with vowel digraphs

...)S can apply (pronounce) correct vow4.144graph

o u wn words

-.Given a list of five words wyth murmer
dipthongs missing
S will supply murmer dipthongs to make a
word

--,80% accuracy

Given ten words taken from S's reading
assignments containing all five'VoWq1T in
long and short sounds
S can pronounce.words correctly and state
whethet the vdkls are long or short
90% accuracy

o .

Given a list of ten unknown multisyllabic
words 7

S will identifydentify compound words in writing
contained in larger words
70% accuracy

3 7 7
a
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RED 70 1 - Given a list of 20 simple and compound
words taken from S's reading, spelling,
for vocabulary assignments containing two
or more syllables

- S can identify the compound words
- '100% accuracy

RED 72 1 Z. - Givenva list of ten common wordsto be
converted to. contractions taken from S's
.assignments

- S can produce and read common contractions
- 90% accuracy

RED73 -*Given a selected list of ten common nouns
and pronouns

-.S can produce and read common possessives
- 80% accuracy

2 - Given a list of two to five multi-
sylbabit wools common

- S can milt (write) the number of syllable

-) in wd*4s "

- 80% accuracy

RED 75

RED 79

RED 80

'7

L. A

iJ

- Given a list of syllables and ten root 4,, ,4et

words taken from S's reading assignment
S can synthesize syllablekinio a word

- 80% accuracy

- Given a list often words missing appropriate
prefixes taken from S's assignpents and

;-prefixes displayed inandom order
- S can produce (match) common prefixes
to root word and read worreorrectly
80% accuracy

- Given a list"of ten words missing suffixes
taken from S's assignments and appropriate
suffixes displayed in random order.

- S can 'produce (match) common suffixes
-tt) root word and react word correctly

80% accuracy

- Given an unknown word .,cannot

pronounce in 4-9
- S can list three 'me o s use in solving_
for unknown word (e.14-bNeaking
sylilable16 identifying from conte4t,
looking up word in dictionary)

,

-X0296 accuracy on teagjler checklist

BEST %,r
U'"IA l.er
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REE 08 1

REE 12 1

h."

REE 13 4/4.,

REE 14.

REE 15

I

Given five standard written instructions
taken from S's assignments in various-areas

- S can read and follow written directions
at instructional level

- 100% accuracy

- Given five sentences taken frail S's
reading assignments containing one piece
of,infor4ation to be identified

- S can locate (underline) the word in
a sentence which answers a specific
question

- 100% accuracy
It

- Given a paragraph"taken from S's reading
assignments containing factual)pformation

- Scan locate (underline) the sentencetin
a paragraph which answers a specific
question

- 100% accuracy

- Given an oral or tape recorded short
story at S's reading levk

- S can answer (orally) comprehension
questions after listening to the story
selection

- 90% accuracy

- Given a reading selection at S's
level and five-specific facts to identify

- S can name (or write) the specific facts
contained in a given reading selection

- 90% accuracy on checklist
41..

REE 16 1Z - Given a reading selection at S's
level and request to list five specific
facts in the story passage

- S can list the specific facts contained
in a given reading selection
90% on checklist,.

kEE 17 - Given a reading selection at grade-level
- S can write answers to.five comprehension
questionS of various types:

- 80% a¢icuracy

.REE 18 1

.1

- Given en sentences 'kissing words of
various types (ile.,ouns, verbs,
adjectives,. pronouns, adverbs)

- S can use the context of a sentence to
determine a missing word

- 80% accuracy
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REE 19 Given ten sentences taken from S's
assignments containing worlds unknown
to S (cannot pronounce in 4")
S will use the context of the sentence
to determine a word's meaning and orrer,..e
an oral or select a written definition
of a word
70% accuracy

REF 20 - Glverra selected reading passage af. S's
grade-level

- S will name (write) relevant information.
from the reading selection

- 80% accuracy

Given a sele reading pass'age'at S's

grade-level
- S will read and list (in order) the
relevant information from a reading selec

- '70% accuracy . .

REF 22 - Given ten sentences taken from S's reading.
assignment

- S will state or write the main idea of
sentennces 1

80% accuracy

REF 21

REF 23 Given a paragraph elected from S's
reading assignment
Swill summarize in writing the paragraph
and state the main idea in writing
100% accuracy on checklist

doh

REE 24 2 Given a paragraph read,as S's reading
assignment that has not been titled and
a list of 5 titles
S will select the best title from the list
80% accuracy

REE 25 l?. Given a paragraph selected from S's
readings assignment and the main idea, of
the paragraph in written form
S will identify (write) two to three
details that support the main idit
100% accuracy

REE 26

0

- Given a reading selection at S's grade-
leVel

- S will read selection and list the main
41lielm Correct order as they appear
.-,,i ....1.

.t0 on checklist

/0.



REE 27 1 f, - Given a reading selection at S's grade-
level to read and a list of 5 to 10 details
in.random order

- S will read selection and place sequence
details in correct order as they appeared,
in aelection
90%taccuracy on checklist

- Given a seleicted reading passage at S's
grade-level without a conclusion inopuded

- S will predict a logical outcome for a
given story

- 70% accuracy on checklist

11FF 29 2

REF 30 1

,-;121:1: 31 1;!:

REF 32 1

REE 33 1

REE 37 1
11

s.

- Given three reading selections at S's
grade -level wits conclusions missing and
a list of five passible conclusions each

- S will select confusion which best
predicts a story' ending

- 100% accuracy

- Given a reading selection at S's grade-
leVel

- S id.11)read the selection and write a
.s4111mary, of the events and actions of

characters of the story (plot)
- 90% accuracy

- Given a reading'seleetion at S's grade
level and a list of (three,to five) cause
statements and five to -10 effect statements

- S can read the story and match catise
statements with corresponding effect
statements

- 80% accuracy..

- Given.a fictionalor.biographical reading
sdlection at S's grade -level

- S can.locat0400hs)-,4ords in the
stogy which idetlii*flva main character's
feelings

- 80% accuracy

- Gi
s

en a newspaper or magazine article at-
S' reading level

- S fan outline (list in writing) main
topics of the article 1

- 80% accuracy
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REE 41 1 - Given a reading selection at S's grade-
level and a listing of five pieces of
relevant and flv4 irrelevant pieces of
information

- S can d serimintOe (select) relevant from
4rreleV ,4hpoliestinfl t a reading
setetiton'

REL 42 1

REE 43 1

REk 48 1

REE 49

REF 50

REE 51

' accuracy, on Checklist

Given a list o ten sentences taken from
S's reading s Cgnments

- S can identify which sentences are fact
and which are based on opinion

- 90% accuracy

- Given a factual reading passage at
S's reading level

- S wil read and state opinion of author
regarding a selected issue

- 100% accuracy on checklist

- Given an informal observation ,situation
-.S will demonstrate interest in reading
books by selecting, reading, or possessing
non-academic books

- Teacher observation

- Given a re ding instructional situation
- S will par icipate in learning activities
-to increase reading ability

- 80% on task without complaint

Given a dice of two or more methods
of obtaining knowledge about a particular
topic, one of which involves reading

- S will use reading as a means of deriving
knowledge (rather than asking another) 1

- Teacher observation

- G-0'ell'a'reltling passage atilt's grade-level
or above and a list of 3 pieces of in-
formation

- S can describe and demonstrate rise of
skimming to locate information

- Teacher observation

REE 52 411 - Givfn a choice of activities in a freo-
time"situation one of which includes
reading

- S engage in recreational reading

'4;',
w4n faced with a number of AAternatives

: for use of leisure time f

L. Teacher observation
- 11. 04:r
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RE E 53 1

SIGHT VOCABULARY

REF 19

REF 20

REF 25

OA'

tUF 53

REF 55

REF 58

.110

- Given selected assignments in outside
content nrens (science, math, etc.)

- S will'iiomonstrate comprehension of
this matcrilal

. - 50 -40% 'accuracy on comprehension questions
asked by teacher

2

1 2

2

1

1 I

1

,

2 It

/
1 i

,

- Given stories made from experience
written in own words by the teacher

- S will read personal experience stories
- Teacher judgement

- Given a teading passage constructed from
S's own words as told to teacher

- Teacher judgement

- Given a selected list of 20 number words
from one to one-hundred

- S-will read number words one to one-
hundred
90% accuracy

- Given a list of ten new sight words each
week taken from S's reading assignment

- S will read more than then to 20 sight
words ych week. three times

- Teacher judgement

- Given a list of more than ten- new sight
words each months taken from S's reading
assignments

- Student will read more than ten to twenty
new sight words each month three tillies

- Teacher judgement

-,Given a list of 5 new vocabulary words
taken from S's reading assignment each day .

- S will state meaning for 5 new vocabulary
words each day

- 80% eccuart/

J.,

- Given a list of 5 new vocabulary words
taken from S's reading assignment each
month /

- S will state meaning for 5 new vocabulary
,:-!$....

words each month
- SO% accuracy.

411

- Given a \ist of 10 new vocabulary words
taken from S's reading assignment each
week

- S will state meaning for 10 new vocabulary
1words each week

- SO% accuracy
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REF 61 1

REF 70 1 2

REF 71 2

REF 72 1

RIT 73

RI 7() 1

REF 77 1 2

REF 78

1.

A

Given a list of more than 10 now
vocabulary words taken from S's
ending assignment ench week.
Swill -state moaning for for more than
ten new vocabulary words each week
8070 accuracy

Given a list of 5 new vocabulary words
to learn each week

- ,S will write meaning for S new vocabulary
word$ each week
100%'accuritcy.

Give list of 5 new vocabulary words
month

S to meaning for S new vocabulary
w" month

iP racy

-45011Wirlist of 10 new/ vocabulary words
rn each day

n will write meaning for 10 new
ary words each day

accuracy

Given a list of 10 new vocabulary words
to learn each week

- S will write meaning for 10 new vocabulary
words each week

- 100% accuracy

- Given a list of more than 10 vocabulary
words to learn each month

- S will write the meaning for more than 10

new vocabulary words each month
- 100% accuracy

- Given a list of basic sight vocabulary,
words for outside content areas such

science, math,,etc.
- define, learn and he able to

provide an oral definition of each vo-
cabulary word
Five words each day.

Given a list of basic siOt vocabulary
words taken from a State Driver's Manual
S can read basis sight vocabulary of
Driver's Manual at a rate of five words
per day

- 101) accuracy on First trial
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MATHEMATICS

MCCSC NO. TeaAers CITII LC .Objective

NUMERATION

MAAA 21 2

MAAA 67

7
MAAA 70 2

- Given numerals shown in sequence
- S can verbally identify numerals
to 10 when shown in sequerfce

.accuracy

- Given orally presented digits randomly

selected
- S can write dictated numbers up to 4

digits
- 100% accuracy

- Given 20 written number words randomly
selected from 1 to 100

- S can write corresponding numerals

.- 100% accuracy

MAAA 73 2 - Given 20,written number words randomly
selected from 1 to 100

- S can read number words
- 100% accuracy

MAAA 86 2

ADDITION,

MAAB 30 2 3

MAAB 35 2

MAAC 19

- Given a written model 4 digit number
- S can circle or OTi4e the place value
Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands) of
each numeral

- 100% accuracy

- Given 10 randomly selected 3-digit addition
problems without regrouping, not involving.
zero,

- S can correctly add numbers
- Rate = digits/min.

- Given 10 randomly selected 4-digit
,addition problems withrogrouping,
involving zero
Scan add numbers correctly

- Rate ='35 digits/min.

- GiVen 10 randomly selected 2-digit
subtraction problems with regrouping,
involving zero

- S will correctly subtract numbers

- Rats = 35, digits/min.



MAAC 23

MAAC 25 2

MAAC 27 23 3

MAAC 29 2

MAAC 30 3

MAAC 39 3

MULTIPLICATION

r

Given 10 randomly selected 3-digit
kalems with regrouping, involving zero
S will accurately subtract numbers
Rate = 35 digits/min.

Given 10 randomly selected 3 digit
subtraction problems without regrouping,
involving zero

- S will correctly subtract numbers
Rate = 35 dpm. .

GiVen five randomly selected 4-digit
subtraction problems with regrouping,
involving zero
S will correctly subtract numbers
Rate = 35,dpm

- Given five randomly selected 4-digit
subtraction problems without regrouping,,
involving zero
S q11'correctly subtract numbers

- Rate = 35 dpm.

- Given tive'.randomly lelected 4-digit
subtraction problems without regrouping,
not involving zero

- S will correctly subtract numbers
- ,Rate = 35 dpm.

Given five randomly selected 3-digit
subtraction problems written horizontally

- S can correctly subtract numbers
- Rate = 35 dpm.

MAAD 10 3 - Given verbal request to recite 10
multiplication question facts 1-5,,

- S can recite from memory facts through
5's

90% accuracy

MAAD. 11 1 2 3
.

BEST CCM AVAIABI.E

- Given verbal request to recite 10
multiplication facts 1-9
S will recite from memory facts through

9's
90% accuracy
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MAAD 15

MAAD 16

1

1 2 3 - Given ten randomly selected multiplication
problems with regrouping, involving zero
S will multiply by a 1-digit number

- 100% accuracy

2 Given ten randomly selected multiplication
problems involving zero
S will multiply by a 1-digit number
Rate = 35 cdpm.

MAAD 17 2 Given ten randomly selected. multiplication.
problems without regrouping involving zero
S will multiply by a 1-digit number
Rate = 35 cdpm.

Given ten randomly selectedaultiplication
problems with regrouping, involving zero
S will multiply by a 2-digit number
Rate = 35 cdpm.

4
MAAD 20 23 Given ten randomly selected 'multiplication

problems with regrouping!, not involving zero
- S will multiply by a 2-digit number
- Rate = 35cdpm.

MAAD 22 1 - Given ten (randomly selected 2-di it numbers
multiplication problems, without regrouping,
not involving zero

- S will multiply by a 2-digit number

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

MAAD 19 1 2 3

MAAD 23 1 2 3 - Given five randomly selected multiplication
problems with regrouping, involving zero
S will multiply by a 3-digit number
Rate = 35 cdpm.

MAAD 26 1 - Given five randomly selected multiplication
problems without regrOpping, not Involving
iero

- S will multiply by a. 3-digit number

Rate = 35 cdpm.

MAAD 30 1 - Given five randomly selected multiplication
,problems presented horizontally with
regrouping

- S can multiply by a 1-digit number

- Rate 35 cdpm.

A
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DIVISION

MAAE 06 3 - Given ten division facts through 9
and a counting device orAittable

- S will compute division facts
- 100% accuracy

MAAE 11

MAAE 13

MAAE 15

MAAE 16

MAAE 17,

MAAE 19

1 2'3 - Given a verbal request
- S will recite from memory division facts
through 9's
100% accuracy.

2 3 Given'a verbal or written request
- S will write from memory division facts

through 9's
- 100% accuracy

1 2

2 3

- Given ten randomly selected division
problems with remainders, involving zero
S will divide by a 1-digit divisor
Rate = 35 cdpm.

) Given ten randomly selected diviSion
problems with remainders, not involving
zero

- S will. divide by a 1-digit divisor
- Rate = 35 cdpm.

3 r - Given ten randomly selected division .

problems witholq remainders, involving

Zero
- S'will.-divide by a 1-digit divisor

Rate -= 35 cdpm.

1 2 3 - Given ten randomly selected division
problems with remainders, involving zero'
,S yvi.11 divide by a 2-digit divisor
Rate = cdpm.

MAAE 20 1 - Given ,ten randomly selected divqion
prob ems with remainders, not involving

.zer
- S w'll divide by a 2-digit division
- Rate = 35 cdpm.

MAAE 21 1 3 -.Given. ten randomly selected division,
problems without remainders, involving
zero

- divide by a,.2-digit dflisor
- Rate.= 35 cdpm.

Bq,ertru,
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,MAAE,22 1 3 - Given ton randomly selected division

problems withbut remainders, not involving

MAAE 23 1 2

MAAE 24

1.1

FRACTIONS

MAAF 05

MAAF 10 2 3

MAAF 15 '1 2 3

, .

MAAF 20 1 2 3

MAAF 25 1 2 3

'MAAF 30 1 2

zero
- S will Aivide by a 2-digit divisor
- Rate . 35 edpm.

- Given five.reIhdomly selected division_
problems with remainders, involving zero

- S Will divide by a 3-digit divisor i

Rate .p 35 cdpm.

- Given five randomly selected division
prOblemg w,itb remain ers, not involving zero

- S divide by a 3 igit divisor
- Rat = 35 cdpm.

;4te
1

Given a written model or the symbols
1/2, 1/S4 1/4, 1/8, 1/16

- S will corlFectly name the symbol

- 100% accuracy _
(

- Given,varioug figures representing
wholes, elves, thirds, quarters, eighths,
and sixteenths

- S will name or match appropriate fraction

- 100% accuracy

- Giver' a list of five randomly selected

numArs
- S can name or write common factors
- 90% accuracy

- Given ten randomly selected proper
and improper fractions

- S can change fractions to higher terms
and state the rule

- 100% accuracy

- Given ten randomly selected improper

fractions
-.S can change improper fractions into
mixed numbers and state the rule

- 90% accuracy

- Given ten randomly selected mixed numbers
- S can changed mixed numbers into proper

fractions and state the rule
- 90% accuracy

,
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MAAF 35 12

V

MAAF 36

I.

A

P3

4

- Given ten randomly selected like fractions
with regropping
S will add.fiorrectly

- Rate m 35 lipm

- Given ton randomly selected like fractions
with regro ing

- S will ad. rrectly
- Rate = 35 c

3 9 0

6



-

MAAF 37 1 2 3

MAAF 38 1 2

MAAF 39 1 2

te,

MAAF 40 1 3.

,

MAAF 41 1 2 3

ne45 2

MAAF 47 1 2

MAAF 50

MAAF 51 1 2

4

- Given Ten randomly selected problems with
unlike fractions 'requiring regrouping..

- S will add unlike fractions with regrouping.'

Rate a+35 cdpm.

- Given ten randomly selected problems with

unlike fractions net requiring regrouping.
-S will add unlike fractions without,
regrouping.

- Rate - 35 cdpm.
.1

-Given ten randomly selected problems w th
like fractiO requiring regrouping.
-Swill sub like fractions with
regrouping

- Rate - 35

...

-Given ten rando lected problems with
liA fractions requ ring no regrouping.

.-S will subtract like fractions without
regrouping

4-Rate ='35 cd
..

4111. y I !

. j
4C ,-Given ten r y selected-pr iblems with

nlike fractl requiring r,groupimg.
will'aubtrao unlike fractions with

4
lett
fegrouping is ,

.

Rate = 35 cdpm.
4 V

, -Given ten randomly selec4vpriblems with
\iiike mixed numbers

4
requillOgi regroupint.' i

-S will add like,mixed'n mb4ra faith regroupirig.

1, .

''
-Given ten randomly: ected,problems with

like mixed nuMbe0 of reOiring.regrouping°
S will subtract Nice mixecl,numbers. without

;grouping. ;. tr.

-Given 60;410' randomly selec problems with

- Rate a 35 cdpm': ?.
...il ,,.

ven ten randomly,'60Ated problems with'
like mixed frCAona requiring regrouping.
will add unlike mixed2numbers with

: grouping.
-Rate = 35 cdpm.

..,t

unlike mixed numbers're ring regrouping.

S will subtract unlike' m xA numbers with

regrouping.
-Rate = 35 cdpm.

:0'



MAAF 55

MAN' S(

AAAF57 1 2 3

MAAF 60

MAAF'61

7
/

r

r:0 2 - Given ten randomly selected common

2

Given ten randomly selected problems
using regfouping
S will multiply fractions with regrouping
Rate 1 35 cdpm. ..

1

Given ten randomly selected problem§
using fractions without regrouping.

- S will multiply tractions without regrouping
- Rate 35 cdpm. s

- Given ten randomly 'selected division
, problems using fractions requi ing regrouping
- S will divide fractions with r ralping'

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

- Given ten randomly selected multiplication
problems us:0g mixed numbers
S will multiply mixed numbers

- Rate 35 cdjm.

Given ten randomly selected division
problems using mixed numbers
S will divide mixed numbers

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

DECIMALS

MAAG 08

MAAG 11

MAAG 21

fractions ( 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/8,

1/10, 3/4, etc.)
S will change fraction to their decimal
equivalents
90% accuracy,

--..Given ten randomly selected problems
requiring regrouping through the 1st
decimal place

- S will add unlike decimals without
regrouping through the 1st place

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

Given ten randomly selected problems
Using .decimals with regrouping

- S. will subtract unlike decimals to the
1st place with'regrouping

- Rate = 35 cdpm,

1 2 - Given ten randomly selected problems using
decimals to the 2nd plaCe with regrouping
S will.,add like decimals with regrouping
through the 2nd place

- Rate = 35 cdpm.
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MAAG 2S 1 2

MAAG 27 2

MAAG 31 1

MAAG 32 1

MAAG 35 1

MAAG 39
2.

I

MAAG 43 1

MAAG 45 2

- Given ten randomly selected problems
using like decimals to the 2nd place
requiring regrouping to the 2nd place

- S will subtract like decimals with
'regrouping 'to the 2nd place

- Rate = 35 csIpm

- Given ton randomly selected problems
using unlike decimals to the 2nd place
requiring egrouping

- S will su ract unlike decimals with
regroupi through the 2nd place

- Given ten randomly selected problems
using unlike decimals to the 2nd lace

requiring regrouping
- S will multiply unlike decimals ith

regrouping through the 2nd place
- Rate = 35 cdpm

- Given ten randomly selected problems
using unlike decimals to the 2nd place
not requiring regrouping

- S will multiply unlike decimals without

regrouping through the 2nd place
- Rate = 35 cdpm)

- Given ten randomly selected proble-; using
unlike-decimals to the 3rd place
requiring regrouping

- S will add unlike decimals with regrouping

through the 3rd place
- "Rate 35 cdpm.

- Given ten randomly selected problems using
unlike decimals to the 3rd place requiring
regrouping

- S will add unlike decimals with regrouping
through th4 3rd place

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

- Given ten randomly selected proble s using
unlike decimals to' the 3rd place equiring

regrouping
- S will subtract unlike decimals with
regrouping to the 3rd place

- Rate = 35 cdpm.

- Given ten randomly selected problems using
like decimals to the 3rd place requiring

regrouping
- S will multiply like decimals with regrouping
through the 3rd place

- Rate = 35 cdpm.
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MAAG .17/ 1 3

MAAG 1 2

MAAG !;()

MAAG S7 I 2

MAAG 58 1 2

MAAG 75 1

COMPRIMENSION

MAAN 12

MAAH 14 2

b

- Given ten randomly selected problems using
unlike decimals to the ird place
requiring regrouping

- S will multiply unlike decimals with
regrouping through the 3rd place
kute .4 3S cdpm

Given ten pairs of assorted decimak of
I to 4 digits long
S can line up decimal number.: correctly
for addition and state the rule
100% accurncyi

- Given ten pair% of assorted decimals of

1 to 4 digits long
- S can line up decimal number; correctly

for subtraction and state the rule
- 100% accuracy

- Given ten pairs of assorted decimals of
1 to 4 digits long

- S can line up decimal numbers correctly
for multiplication and state the rule

- 100% accuracy

- Given ten pairs of assorted decimals of

1 to 4 digits long
S can line up decimal numbers correctly
for division and state the nile
100% accuracy

- Given ten randomly selected even whole
numbers below 100.

- S can write common percentages (e.g.,

250, 33%, 50%, 68%, 75%, 80%, 900)
- 90% accuracy

- Given five one-step story problems
involving addition or subtraction

- S can write the equation that will

solve a story problem
- 90% accuracy

- Given three 2-step story problems
presented orally using addition

- S can solve story problem
- 68% accuracy
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MAAII 22 1

OP

MAAII 3

MAAll 26 2 3

MAAII 28 1 2 3

'tAAIl 32

MAAII 1

MA AII 46

MAAII 48

MAR\ 01 2

- Given three written 2-step story
problems using addition
S C411 road problem and write an-,wer
to 2.-step problems
1009 accuracy

- Given three written .' -Opp story
problems using subtraction

- S can read problem. and write ai.wet,;
1009 accuracy

Given three written 2-step story
probloms using multiplication
S can read problems and write answers

- 1009 accuracy

- Given three written 2-step story problems
using division

- S can read problems and write answers
1001 accuracy

- Given two 3-step orally presented story
problems using subtraution

- S will say answer
1000 accuracy

Given two three -step story problem.:
using. addition
S can read rYoblem and write answer

- 901 accuracy

- Given two three-step story problems
using divisioh

- S can read problems and write Answers
90% accuracy

- Given two three-step story problems
using two or more mathematical functions

- S can read problems and write answers
- 90°. accuracy

- Given oral or written request to tell
what yesterday, tomorrow,, and tomorrow
night

- S will demonstrate understanding of
pncepts by defining them in own words

1, a

100,, accuracy



MAAA 10 3 - Given five written or oral requests to
tell the time ofday and toll if it 1%

14.M, or p.m.

- S can discriminate time as a.m. or p.m.
by writing appropriate abbreviation
after correct time
100% accuracy

Given an actual clock with hour and minute
hands or reproduction or drawing,

- S can identify the hour Wand on the clock
100% accuracy for five trials with hands
in various positions

lh S Given All actual clock with hour and minute
hands or reporduction or drawing,
S can identify the minute hand on the clock
100% accuracy for five tria with hands in
various positions

MAhA 21 - Given an actual clock face or appropriate
reproduction and asked to count minutes
in a clockwise direction
S can count in 3 clOtAi%v motion the
marks on the face of a clock

!,nfiA 3 - Given an actual clock face or appropriate
reproduction with hands in various positions
S can state time to the nearest five
minute' interval

- 90% accuracy' for S trials

LA B/1 29 1 2 1 Given an actual clock face or appropriate
reproduction with hands in various positions

- S can state time to the nearest minute
- 90% accuracy for 5 trials

CM' NHAP

MARK O. 3 - Given two problems with a verbal or
written.request to name the months of
year in order

- S says or writes the months of the year
in correct sequence

- 100% accuracy on two trials

!1AAil ol 1 2 - Given two problems with a verbal or
written request to name the various
months in Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall
S can write the months in each season

- 100 accuracy on two trials .
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A
MAAB OS r 1_-,`P-

_

- Given a verbal or wrten
,

identify one .major holttiday i ason.

to,:
.".,_.

'.. of the year
.

- S can nameAr write a,major holiday in
4 ,

k each seasons"-
- 100% Accuracy

MEAgUREMENT: & DRY (VOLUME)
,te:iir

. MACB 05 2

r MACB 10 2

LINEAR

MACC 10 2

MACC 25

t-
.Given an array of standard containers,
for various liquids (e.g., half-gallon,
quart, half-pint,-250.milliter, liter,
cup, 1/2 cup, 1/4,cup)

-.S can orally Identify standard liquid
measure containers

- 90% accuracy

- Given an array of standard utensils for
measuring dry'volume (cup, 1/2 cup,
1/3 cup, 1/4 cup; tablespoon, teaspoon,
1/2 teaspoon) in random order

- S will orally identify utensil
- 90% accuracy

en a standard ruler without increment
symbols (i.e., 1/2, 1/4, etc.)
S can identify the segments on a ruler
to 1/16th marks
80% accuracy on five trials

- Given ppropriate measuring devices
and th ee lengths ( lines, walls, containers,
etc.)

- S will measure a length in inches, feet,
yards, centimeters, and meters to the
nearest inch or centimeter

- 80% accuracy

MAAC 26 1 - Given three lengths to measure (e.g., lines,
walls, containers) and appropriate
measuring device

- S will measure lengths inches, feet,
yards, centimeters, meters to the nearest

1/2 inch or milimeter
- 80% accuracy
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MACC 27 1

MACC 28 1

MACC 29 1

MACC 75 1

CONSUMER: MONEY

MADA 13 2

MADA 14 1

MADA 39 1

2

2

- Given three lengths to measure (e.g.,

lines, walls, containers) and appropriate
- S will,measure lengths:(in inches, feet,
yards, centimeters, meters),to the nearest
1/4 inch or milimeter .

- 90% accuracy

- Given three lengths to measure (e.g.,

lines, walls, contemners) and appropriate
measuring device
S will measure len s (in inches, feet,
yards, centimeters, meters) to the nearest
1/S inch or millimeter

- 90% accuracy

- Given three lengths to measure (e.g.,

lines, walls, containers) and appropriate
measuring device

- S will measure lengths (in inches, feet,
yards, centimeters, meters) to the nearest
1/16 inch.

- 90% accuracy

- Given three representative story problems

involving measurements
- S can compute and write answers to 3-step
story problems involving measurements

- 80% accuracy

- Given three groups of coins with three

or more denominations
- S will tell or write which coins in each
group of coins has a higher value when
compared with others by rank ordering the

coins
- 1000 accuracy 11,

- Given three lists of at least three
different money amounts with "$" and
tie designating values (i.e., $5, $.05,

$5.00)
- S can name the money signs-and tell

their meaning in terms of money value.
- 100% accuracy on three trials

- Given five written problems requiring
sums for values up to $100.00

- S can add amounts of money up to $100.00

- 90% accuracy



MADA 43 2

MADA 49 1

MADA 53 1

MADA 55 1

MADA 63 1 2 3

MADA 73 3

MADA 75 2

MADA 76 1

,)
- Given five written problems req iring
differences ift money values up to $10.00

- S can subtract amounts of money up to

.15

- 90% accuracy

- Given five written probl requiring
multiplication of even ounts of money
(e.g., $25 x 2, $10 x 5, $5 x 4)

- S will multiply amounts of money up to

100.00
- 100% accuracy

- Given five writteil problems requiring
division of even amounts of money (e.g.,
$6 + 3, $4 4 2/etc.) V

- S can divide amounts of money up to

10.00
- 100% accura,cy

/ .

- Given five written problems requiring
divisiory of even amounts of money (e.g.,

$1000 i.' 4, $500 4. 5, $300 + 3, etc.)

- S wil) divide amounts of money kip to

1,000.00
- 100% accuracy

, - Given five problems using various amounts

t.

Of nge in dollars and cents with sham

money I
- S will count change (add bills) up to

$10.00
- 100% accuracy

- Given an array of money (graphic, sham,
real) and written or oral request to
compute change in five different problems

- S can compute change up to $1.00 and
provide an oral or written answer

- 90% accuracy

- Given an array of money (graphic, sham,

or real) in five different problems and

a written or oral'request to compute change

for selected amounts
- S can compute change up to $10.00 by

selecting appropriate sums or

- 90% accuracy

- Given an array of money (graphic, sham,

or real) in five different problems and a
written or oral request to compute change

for selected amounts
- S can compute change up to $20.00 by

selecting appropriate sums or

- 90% accuracy



MADA 91 3 - Given five different problems requiring
' exact-change to $.50 (either graphic or

actual) 1 (
.

- S ean give exact change for a selected
price using mixed coins to $.50

- 100% accuracy

MADA 96 2 - Given five real life simulations using
sham money requiring various amounts
of change from $.01 to $1.00

- S can select the correct coins for real
life situations such as purchases from
vending machines, etc.

- 90% accuracy

MADA 99 2 - Given three story problems using money
in amounts from $1.00 to $50.00

- S will read problem and solve (write '

answer) story problems using money
- 90% accuracy

BANKING

MADB 05 1 2

MADB 10 1

MADB 35 2

MADD 30 2

C

- Given 3 bank forms from banks
for savings deposits, ch g deposits,'

money orders and specified amounts of
money between $5 and $100 including cents

- S can fill out bank forms for savings,
checking, and money orders

- 100% accuracy

- Given five problems using 4i standard
check form and different amounts of money
from $3 to $sdb, including cents '

- S can write checks for correct amounts

- 100% accuracy

- Given fan oral or written request to
explain differences between checking
and savings accounts

- S can say or write differences between
a checking and a savings account and
reason for maintaining each

- 100% accuracy

- Given three different problema involving
credit purchases and interest charges
(in terms of percentage rate peil, month
on unpaid balance)

- S can compute.total amount to be reppid
for credit purchases from 2 months to
one year

- 90% accuracy



MADD, 68 2 - Given,three different real-life situations
presented (orally or written) involving
purchases of faulty or unsatisfactory

A merchandise 0_

- S will list three iltOrnatives_ each to
dealiwith unsatisfactofy merchandise

- 90% accuracy on checklist ,

MADD 20 1 - Given details in terms of ,income and
e penditures per month

-

j
can make a budget for monthly. xpfnses

ased on job income
.

- $100% accuracy on teacher prepared checklist

O
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MCCSC No. Teacher CITH Lc. . Objectil
40.

LAA 64 & 3 - Given .a live or:recorded.p sentation
S wil,l,listen to (short st or, musical

piece 11,
4.-

- For'20 minutes with at least 80% o
.behavior

LAB 06 3 - Given a typed example of his home address
- S will trace address withiteacher aisistaneef--

- Readable by an independent observer

LAB 09 , 3 - Given a typed,-7hand printed, cursive or
handwritten copy of his home address as
a model -

t
- S will write the address
- 90%.correeand legible

- Glen a written or Verbal request to Wtite -

name, address, telephone number, age, place
of birth, and birthdate, height and weight

- S will write personalata wordS .

- 100% accurate and legible

LAB 19 1 - Given a written or verbal reqUest to list
the names of immediate family members

- S can write the first and last' names of.ten
relatives or friends ,

- 90%, accurate and legible
4

- Given a written or verbal request
- S can write the name of his current school

'100% accuracy

\o/

LAB 17 3

'1"`

LAB 22

LAB 27 1 - Given appropriate instructions
- S will write name, date, subject and period

of day, on 19 assignments
- 90% accurate and legible

LAB 28 1 - Given five different types of school and
job application forms from five local businesses

- S willfill opt school forms and job application

blanks unassisted
- 90% accurate and legible

LAB 29 1,3 - Given five different types of school forms and
job application forms from five local.
businesses ti

- S will fill out school forms and job application
blanks assisted

- 90% accurate, legible, requires teacher aid
no more than once per each form.
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LAB 34 1 7. Giyen ten various forms to complete .

(catalovorder blanks, subscrIption.requests,
mediCal-ue tionnaire, etc.)

-S will be le v.) copy personal phone number.-
-'f onto blan s on forms with teacber assistance

100% kccu acy; legible no more than'one
teacher d per each form.

LAB 37 1

LAB 38 1

LAB 41 1,3

LAB 43 1,3

LAB 44 1,3

.LAB 46

LAB 47 1

Onir UNION! KV?

- Given request and pertinent-personal,
-biographic, and employment history pid a
standard format
,

- S will. write a personal resume for use in
obtaining employment

- 90% accuracy on checklist comparison

- Given ten groups of.words Containing complete
and incomplete sentences

- S will identify groups of words that are
not complete sentences..

- 90% accuracy

- Given a request to construct a complete sentence
using ten of S's own words
S can construct.a complete sentence Ath
correct capitalization and punctuation

- 100% accuracy

- Given a list of words -taken from spelling
assignments

- S can compose and write MIMPOOmrsentences.

5-la1rords long with correct ,grammar,
cap lization, and punctuation,

- 80% accuracy on teacher checklist

- Given'a list of vocabulary words taken from
S's texts

- S can compose sentences 10-15 words long with
correct grammar, capitalization and punctuation

- 80% accuracy on teacher checklist

- Given three sentences in random order
- S will sequence three sentences in proper

order to make a paragraph
- 100% accuracy

- Given five sentences in random order
S can sequence five sentences in proper order
to make a paragraph

- go% accuracy
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LAB 48

LAB. S0

LAB 51

LAB 52

LAB 53

LAB 54

LAB 55

LAB 56

ItAB 57

- Given,s ven'sentences in random order
- 'S will equence the' seven sentences in Koper,
order

- Sa accuracy

Given-selecte top c of interest
- S will writ a three-sentence paragraph
with correct capitalitation and punetuation

- 100% accuracy

14 3 - Given a Selected topic
- Smill write a five-sentence paragraph

correct grammar, capitalization and
punctuation
90% accuracy

1 3

- Given a selected topic
S will write a seven .sentence
correct grammar: .capita.

- 80% accuracy

- Given a selected.topiE -
- S will write 'a nine-sentApe
with correct grammar,- capi
punctuation

- 80% accuracy

on

. 4
L 3 -..Given a seletted topic

- S will write two paragraphs` (at least
ten sentences in length),,With correct grammar,
capitalization and punctuhiion about a topic

- 80% accuracy

graph%With
iation aid'

Yt'f

1

1 3

1

- Given a selected topic
- S will write a four paragraph about the topic
using correct grammar, capitalization, and
punctuation
406 /accuracy

5°39
- Given a selected topic or asked to supply

a topic
S will write a short story (10 to 20) paragraphs
using appropriate form, correct grammar,
capitalization, and punctuation

= 75% accuracy on capitalization and
punctuation; 90% accuracy on form checklist&

OP
- Given a short written article or story, or

other piece of (300-1000 words) ,

- S will paraphrase the information in the
article by writing the main ideas and at least
five major details in own words

- 80% accuracy on checklist
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\--4\,-

LAB 58 1 3

LAB 59 ,1 3

4

LAB 60

LAB 61'

LAB 62

LAB 65

- Gived short story and /or article 500-
200' rds in length

- S will.read and write a summary of the
selection using own wo ds using correct
svinunar, capitaliiatio ; punctuation, and
**eluding thetmajor pc)* is and details
- 80% aceuracy'on checklist

'

4,. Given an approp riate format and
- After reading a book 100-500 pages 1
- S will write a book report using co

grammar 'ng, capitalization, and
punctuation foll ing a standard form

- 75% ac racy on English usage, capitalization;
90% accurate on fo at checklist ,

1 3 - Given a selected topic and appropriate format
- 'S will write a business letter (4-8 paragraphs)
using correct grammer, capitalization and
punctuation and following approOriate form

- 75% accuracy on English usage
- 90% accuracy on format checklist

3, - Given a selected topic and an appropriate
format

- S will write a personal letter using correct
grammar, spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation

- 75% accuracy on English usage
- 90% accuarcy on format checklist

1 3 - Given an appropriate format
- S will address a letter using correct

spelling, capitalizatidn, and punctuation
- 90% accuracy on EnglishCusage and format

- 'Given a written factual article
- S will write five statements from an article

to a friend or relative
- 80% accuracy on EnglishOsage

LAB 67 1 - Given a familiar location
- S will accurately write directions for

someone to interpret and follow on a map
- 100% accuracy



GRAMMAR

LAC 03 3 - Given ten sentences and appropriate
infinitives

- S will write correct verb forms in
sentences

- 90% accuracy

LAC 04 1 3 - Given-ten sentences containing common and
proper nouns

- S will identify the nouns in the sentences
- 90% accuracy

LAC 05

LAC 06

LAC 07

1 3 - Given ten sentences containing active,
passive and helping verbs

- S will identify thee main verbs in the
sentences

- 90% accuracy

- 1 3 - Given ten Sentences containing various
adjectives

- S will identify the adjectives in sentences
- 80% accuracy

1 3 -Given ten sentences containing various adverbs
S will identify the adverbs in sentences

- 80% accuracy

LAC 17 1 - Given five sentences and appropriate infinitives
- S will write correct verb forms for past,
present and future tenses of each verb

- 80% accuracy

LAC 18 1 3 - Given ten sentences with proper, common and
pronouns aSrsubjects with and without
introductory clauses and phrases

- S will identify the subjects in the sentences

- 80% accuracy

LAC 22 1 - Given a list of ten common contractions and
ten words to be written in contraction form

- S will write contractions and word combinations
for contractions

- 90% accuracy

LAC 23 1 - Given a list of five common contractions and
five words to he written in contraction form

- S will read contractions and identify word
combinations for which they stand

- 100% accuracy
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LAC 26 1 3 Given a list-of ten common abbreviations
- S will write words for which they stand

- 90% accuracy

LAC 29 1 - Given ten sentences with standard "AB" form
- S will identify predicate
- 100% accuracy

LAC 30 3 - Given a list of ten words taken from

S's reading or other assignments and
containing a list of 20 words of similar
and other meaning

- S will correctly identify appropriate
synonyms and verbally tell what a synonym is

- 80% accuracy

LAC 32 3 - Given a list of five words taken from S's
reading or other assignments

- S will correctly identify appropriate antonyms
for given words and verbally define "antonyms"

- 90% accuracy

LAC 34

LAC 3S 1 3

- Given a list of ten words taken from S's

reading gr other assignments
- S will correctly identify appropriate homonyms
and define "homonyms"

- 80% accuracy

- Given five words with a combination of
denotations taken from instructional material

- S will state meanings of multiple meaning words
- 80% accuracy

LAC 54 3 - Given five-word sentences without appropriate
capitalization

- S will capitalize letters at the beginning
of each sentence and state the rule

- 100% accuracy

LAC 58 1 3 - Given a paragraph of 100 words without
appropriate capitalization

- S will captialize necessary words in the
paragraph

- 90% accuracy

LAC S9 1 3 - Given ten sentences without appropriate
capitalization

- S will capitalize necessary words in each

sentence
80% accuracy



LAC 66

LAC 70

1 3 - Given a paragraph of 100 words without

appropriate punctuation
- S will insert proper punctuation in the

paragraph
- 80% accuracy

1 3 -- Given a writing assignment of 100 words or.more

- S will use proper punctuation in written 4

work
- 80% accuracy

LAC Ti 3 - Given a writing assiglen of 1 ` words or

more
- S will use commas where aprrfl,,riiire in written

work
80% accuracy

LAC 74 1 - Given a writing assignment of 100 words or more

- S will use quotation marks where appropriate
in written work

- 80% accuracy

INFORMATION RFTRIEVAL AND PROCESSING

LAD 03 3 - Given a list of ten words in random order .

- S will alphabetize words to the third letter

- 80% accuracy

LAD 13 3 - Given a dictionary and a list of ten words
S will locate definitions of wordsain a

dictionary giving correct page number
- 100% accuracy

LAD 15 1 - Given a name, subject,'or topic to locate in
a file, telephone book, index, or encyclopedia

- S will locate the word without assistance and
specify the page number and words before and-,

after
- 90% accuracy

LAD 19 3 - Given a page from a standard dictionary
- S will identify in writing the dictionary
guide words for a particular word and
verbally explain how to use guide words

- 100% accuracy

LAD 25 3 - Given access to a set of encyclopedias
and a selected topic

- S will locate the information for a particular
topic in an encyclopedia and write down major

points
- 90% accuracy on location



LAD 64 1 Given a loodl telephone book and instructions
to identify emergency numbers (fire station,
police, ambulance, physician)

- S can locate and write emergency telephone
'wipers

- 100% accuracy

LAD 65 1 - Given five various information guides
(menues, TV listings, directories, etc.)

- S will demonstrate how to use information
guides by locating a specified piece of
information from each

- 90% accuracy

LAD 66 1 - Given a 500 word reading passay,e or a list
of items containing 5 pieces of factual
information on a topic

- S will demonstrate the use of skimming to
locate information
90% accuracy in five minutes

SPELLING

LAE 07 1 3 - Given a list of ten spelling words taken
from S's reading, vocabulary, or spelling
spellers

- S will spell ten new words each week
- 90% accuracy

LAE 09 1 3 - Given a list of fifteen spelling words
taken from S's reading, vocabulary, or
spelling spellers

- S will spell fifteen new word4keach week
- 90% accuracy

LAE 11 1 3
\

- Given a list of more than fifteen spelling
words taken from S's reading, vocabulary,
or spelling spellers

- S will spell more than fifteen new words
each week

- 90% accuracy

LAE 15 1 7) - Given verbal or written instructions
- S will spell the days of the week
-.90% accuracy and legible

LAE 20 - Given verbal or written instructions
S will spell the months of the year
90% accuracy and legible
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LAA 14 Given questions beginning with who, what,
where, why and when.
-S can answer questions with a 3tc 5 word
as response.
-907. accuracy.

LAA 27. 2 -Given words presented on flashcards or
list:

-S can call the words, increasing vocabulary
by five words each month.
- 100% accuracy on three trials in succession.

LAA 41 2 -Given an opportunity to participate in a
group or indiv,dual discussion.
-S will make cQintributions to the discussion
which are clear and to the point.
Does not require questions from others for
clarification.

LAA 4i -Given a selected topic for group discussion.
-S can orally express own ideas.
-Adds contribution to, discussion that is
different from others.

LAA Given a five frame picture story in
random order.
-S can sevence pictures in proper order
and tell the story without teacher
assistance.

-100% accuracy on both pictures and story.

LAB 25 2 -Given a verbal or written request to
write the current date, yesterdays date,
and tomorrows date.
-S can sequence pictures, in proper order
and tell the story without teacher
assistance.
-100% accuracy on both pictures and story.

LAB 36 -Given five different standard forms
containing blankS for personal data with
explanation by teacher.

-S will copy name, address, and telephone
number onto appropriate blanks on forms.

-100Z accuracy.

LAB 64 2 -Given a short tape recorded message
5" to 30" long.

-S can record telephone messages.
-100% accuracy on information given.
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LAC 02 2 -Given ten sentences, appropriate
infinitives and teacher assistance.

-S will write correct verb forms for
sentences.

-90% accuracy.

LAC 12 2 -Given ten sentences selected from
reading assignments with common nouns

46,

LAC 13 3

LAC 16 2

LAC 52 2

LAC 68r

LAD 16

missing.
-S will write nouns in sente ncesk
-90% accuracy.

-Given five sentences selected from
reading assignments with 2 djecti es
missing.

- S will write appropri adjectives in
sentences.

-90% accuracy.,

-Given ten Sentences selected from reading
assignments with appropriate verbs missing.

-S will write some form of the appropriate
verb in sentence.

-90% accuracy.

- Given ten sentences 5 to 10 words each

selected from reading,assignment.
- S will identify the beginning and end
of a sentence-

-100% accur4acy.

2 -Given ten sentences stlected from reading
J assignments requiring either an exclamation

' mark, question mark, or period
- S will use the 3 forms of sentence
punctuation.

- 90% accuracy.
ti

- Given five unknown words with appropriate
dictionary markings and the pronunciation
key.

-S will say correct pronunciation.
- 80% accuracy.

LAD 45 2 -Given table of contents and an index from
a selected book and five information topics
to locate.

- S will write the correct page(s) on which
specific information fan be found.

-90% accuracy.



LAD 56 2 -Given an appropriate form for inquiry
(e.g. introduction, statement of interest,
brief qualifications and inquiry) and a
help wanted ad related to a preferred job
from the local newspaper.

- S will demonstrate the appropriate use of

the telephone to answer a newspaper about
a job.

-90% accuracy on checklist.

LAE 27 2 -Given five randomly selected number words
from one to twenty presented orally.

-S will spell orally or in writing number
of words correct.

- 90% accuracy and legible.

LAE 29 2 -Given ten randomly selected number words
from one to fifty.

-S will write number words correctly from-
one.to fifty.

- 90% Ameljaacy and legible.
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(c)19B3 Center for Innovation in Teaching the Handicapped
Smith Research Center / Indiana University

MI IEP SUBSYSTEM Executive -

<1> ACCESS Student
1°P<2> REPORT Student ,EP

<3> REPORT Student IEP Progress
<4> ACCESS Student Profile
<5> HELP
<65. EXIT

ress the <KEY> for the FUNCTION .you desire.
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Computer-Based IEP Management System / Version 6.0
ACCESS Student IEP

ItudentNumber? (0-99) In

EP Number? (1 or 2) 1

RIOHT-ARROW>=Select Field, <LEFT7AeROW>=Backspace,
A

DOWN-ARROW>=Continue, <UP-ARROW>A0Nit, <CLEAR>=Clear Field
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Computer-Based IEP Management System / Version6.0
ACCESS Student IEP

1> UPDATE Objective(s)-Status
2> ADD ObJectivs(s)
3> EDIT ObJectiye(s)
4> DELETE ObJectfye(s)
5> EXIT
res. the <KEY> for the FUNCTION you desire.

tudent Number: 3066841361/01 - SAMPLE STUDENT
EP Number: 1 has 19 objectives.
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Computer-Based IEP Management System / Version 6.0
ACCESS Student IEP <1> UPDATE Obiective(s). Status

r.

tudent Numbers 3066841361/01 - SAMPLE STUDENT
EP Numbers 1(has 19. objectives.

Code: A001 LRO: 1.0 SRO: 1.0
001:This is the second course.
RO)Desc.: THIS IS WHERE THE DESCTIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPEAR.
RO Desc.s, THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
140 Criterion: 95 percent
tatus: INCOMPLETE
s SRO COMPLETED? <Y/N> Yes
ercentage Correct?, 98.

4
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Ceepute0,-Bated IEP Management System / .ersion 6.0
IPORT Stident 1EP

ltle for IEP Report (s)
ANYCITY puwic. SCHOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.mo o

t
LEFT-ARROW>ligBackspace,
DOWN-ARROW>Connue, <UP-ARROW>=Exit, <CLEAR>=Clear Field
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temputer-Based IEP Management System / Version 6.0
REPORT Student Iep (
tudent Number? (0-99) 1 --\

EP Number? (1 or 2) 1

LEFT-ARROW>=Backspace.-
DOWN-ARROW>=Coiltinue, <UP-ARROW>=Exit, <CLEAR>=Clear Field
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....1.==========='=== ====== ftle =====

IMS 40.0 Student IEP Report Page 1

ndivkdualized EducationalProgram (NOT a Contract)
NYCIT1( PUBLIC SCHOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEFT.

..=IRSIOSSIS=1==========SSESOMI

tuck Number/IEP Number/Names .3066841361-01/1/ SAMPLE STUDENT
ddr 2 219 ANY TREET. ANYCITY, IN 47491
chooli DYER JR. IGH
rade: 8
ro9ram/Seryices LD/FT
ate of Last PsycHological Test:,01/01/81

wrent Mathematics Instructional Level:

*rent Fflading Instructional Level:

4111MOMMSTSS ========ZSSSSMS=2=========== = = S S = = = =

. Th ourses/areas and related objectives in this student's individualize'
dudati 'program have been developed specifically for pupils formally in the
'boy, li,ted,special education area (Mildly Mentally Handicapped, Learning
)is legi, Visually Handicapped, etc.).lb

.

.

At the end of the semester, the teacher will indicate which of the
ibJectives have been mastered in4 report which will be included in the pupil
' *cords. This achievement report will reflect not only the students individi
achievement in the course/area, but will also be utilized to plan his/her fut.'
:ourse/area objective assignments.

It alo should be noted that the teacher of each course/area may assign
addition objefiatives, should student progress warrant it.

\ :!

vement of the objectives shall be determined
-

e achi

D*rson(s) attending Case Conference:

=
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IMB 6.0 Student I07) Report
ndividualized Educational Program (NOT a Contract)
NYCITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.

Page 1

ON=Ma===MUMM=====M=10===a,,mummmmium mmmmm
tudent Number/IEP Number /Names 1066841361-01/1/ SAMPLE STUDENT

======================================M
000. THIS IS THE FIRST COURSE

-======== MM-MM-
RO. 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPEAR
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
'Criterion: 80 percent

SRO: 2.0 VMS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

SRO: :,.o THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION OF SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 3.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterions 100 percent

SRO: 4.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 4.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

==== ==== = = ==
0: 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 WOULD APPEAR.
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 2.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterions 100 percent

SRO: 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 .(UNDER LRO 2.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 100 percent

SRO: 3.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 3.0 (UNDER LRO 2.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

t011This is the second course. c

..RO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCTIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPEAR.
SRO: 1..0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT -RANGE

'OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

SRO: 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

SRO: 3.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 3.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 100 percent

w===
;002:This is the third course s

111==

_RO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPEAR
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 90 percent



iNMS 6.0 Student IEP\Report
ndividualized Educational Program (NOT a Contract)
VCITY PUBLIC SCHOOLO'SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.

aR ma aiaaMaa Maa======= a a new=s== =r1=

a ,. a ...

tudont Number/IEP Number /Names 70661341361-01/1/ SAMPLE STUDENT
IsMaaa ======= ======== MMMMMMMMMMM aaaanii====== MMMMM

SROI 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterions 10 percent

SRO: 3.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 3.0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterionu 95 percent

ROli 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 WOULD APPEAR.
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

i OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LAO 2.0) WOULD APPEAR.
Criterion: 95 percent

51rd
wip,MCVMS

1P1"
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Computer-Based IEP Management System / Version 6.0
SORT Student IEP Progress

the for IEP Progress Report(s)?
OWYCITY PUBLIC SCPOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT..........

4%)

0:671:-ARROW >ilmSackspace,

-ARROW)2,Continue, <UP-ARROW>Exit. .:CLEAR? -Clear Field
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r

Pomputer-Based IEP Management System / Version 6.0
TORT Student IEP Progress

Wont Number? (0-99) 1.

E Number? (1 or 2) 1

LIFT-ARROW>Sackspace,
DOWN- ARROW ?Continue, <UP-ARFOW>Exit. ,,CLEAR-, Clear Field
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11116 6.0 Student IEP Progreis kaport
bdividualiced Educational Program (NOT a Contr'act)
NYCITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.

mmi0140100.1*hosaWoo
tudent Number /16P Number /Names 3064841361-411/1/ SAMPLE STUDENT
dd @see 219 ANY STREET. ANY1 ItY, IN 4/4ul
Ch le DYER JR. HIGH5\
rade El

ropram/Services LD/FT
ate of Last Psychological Test! 4)1/uil/O1

urrent Mathematic% Instructional Levels

urrent Reading,Instructional Level:

a 11, NM .:

The coursers /areas and related obeectives in this student's individualized
duration program have been developed specifically for pupils formally in the
boyar listed special education area (Mildly Mentally Handicapped. Learning
isabled. VI.±.n.411y Handicapped. etc.).

At the end of the semester. the teacher will indicate which of the
bjectivP1 have Ln mastered in a report which will be included in the pupil's

Thi,> ,,Lhievement report will reflect not only the student',ai individual
chievemlint In the course/area. but will also be utilized to plan his/her future
our4soiarf,.,i assionments.

It al,;c) .Eh(qAld be noted that the teacher of each course /area may assign
ddi) i onil ob)ectives. should student progress warrant it.

/
he achieyement of the ob)ectiyes shall be determined

Ys

erson(s) attending Case Conference:

Wawa

*
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Mai=7-"=*.".==.....=========="'"==..=
IMS 6.0 Student IEP Progress Report
ndividualized Educational Program (NOT a Contract)
NYCITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPT.
NO=

Page 1

tudent Number/IEP Number/Name: 3066841361-01/1/ SAMPLE STUDENT
= = =

000:THIS IS THE FIRST COURSE
RO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTIOc LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPE
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DES IPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 ( NDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
* COMPLETED * Criterion: 80 percent Score: 97 percent

>>> 25 % of the SROs for LRO 1.0 have been COMPLETED.
RO: 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 WOULD APPEAR.
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS-WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR SHORT-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 (UNDER LRO 2.0) WOULD APPEAR.
* COMPLETED * Criterion: 100 percent Score: 100 percent

>>> 33 % of the SROs for LRO 2.0 have been COMPLETED.
>>> 29 % of the SROs for A000 have been COMPLETED.

71:This is the second course. :

RO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCTIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 'WOULD APPEAR.
SRO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE gpecRipTioN FOR SHORT-RANGE .

.

1

OBJCTIVE NUMBER...4:0 (UNDER LRO 1.0) WOULD APPEAR.
* COMPLETED * Criterion: 95 percent - Score: 98 percent.

>>> 33 % of the SROs for LRO 1.0 have been COMPLETED.
L>_>> 33 % "of the SROs for A001 have been COMPLETED. '

=
1;02:This is the third course . :

PO: 1.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE
OBJECTIVE NUMBER 1.0 WOULD APPEAR ,

5.>> 0 %.of the SROs for LRO 1.0 have been COMPLETED.
0: 2.0 THIS IS WHERE THE DESCRIPTION FOR LONG-RANGE

OBJECTIVE NUMBER 2.0 WOULD APPEAR.
,>>> 0 % of the SROs for LRO 2.0 have been COMPLETED.
>>> 0 % of the SROs for A002 have been COMPLETED.

v1C
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Computer-Based IEP Management System / Versi)7 6.0
aCCESS.Student Profile

tudent Number? 064-99) 1.

< 1

LEFT-ARROW >=Backspace,
DOWN-ARROW>=Continue, ':UP-ARROW>=EKit, <CLEAR>=Clear Field
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CCESS Student Profile / HELP

se the <UP-ARROW> and <DOWN-ARROW> keys to move the pointer to
he item to be changed.
dress the <SHIFT> and <*> keys together, before changing the
item indicated by the pointer.

Oress the <P> key to PRINT the Student Profile.
ress the <K> key to see. the codes allowed for items
arked: (see key)

PIress the <E> key to EXIT and UPDATE the Student Profile.
ress the <?> key to EXIT and NOT UPDATE the Student Profile.
Press the <SPACE BAR> when READY

lat
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IMS 6.0 Student Profile as, of 10/18/83
tudent Code Number: 3066841361/01
AMO: SAMPLE STUDENT
&rent or Guardian: MR. AND MRS. STUDENT
treat Address: 219 ANY STREET
ity and State:
ipcode:
hone # (AAAEEENNNN):
ex (M or F):
'ace:
irthdate (MMDDYY):
chool:
rad*:
rogram Code (see key):
ervice Code (see key):
ost Recent Psych. Test:

ANYCITY. IN
47401
812-555-1212
M
CAUCASIAN
03/02/72
DYER JR. HIGH
8
LD
FT
01/01/81

rogram Codes:
MR = Severely Mentally Retarded
OMH = Moderately Mentally Handicapped
MH = Mildly Mentally Handicapped
D = Learning Disabled
13 = Emotionally Disturbed
H = Physically Handicapped
H = Visually Handicapped
H = Hearing Handicapped
H = Communications Handicapped
OUT = Autistic

'.00,0511
ERN

MCW':: 07W

Service Codes:
FT = Full-Time
PT = Part-Time in:

1 = Social Science
2 = Science
3 = Language Arts
4 = Math
5 = P.V.E.

R = Resource
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APPENDIX C

OPERATION, CLUSTER, AND SKILL LIST
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4.
ADDITI01

Pro g41-- Addition Facts, 1 to 10 with sum < 11

!..v.\-.1111

Skill

'5

6

8
9

10

Sums to

1 (Addends = 1 through 10)
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

Add Facts

11 +1 (Maximum Sum = 10)
12.. 1 +2
13 +3
14 +4
15 +5
16 +6
17 +7

N\18 +8
19 +9

PROLE #2 - Addition Facts, 2 to 9 with sum > 10 < 19

Skill Lew%ls Sums to

20 11 (Single Digit Addend Only)
21 12
22 13
23 14
24 15
25 16
26 17
27 18

23
29

30
31

32
33
34

35 436

Add Fact

+2 (Su = 11 thrcunn 13,
+3 tingle Digit Addend Cnly)
+4
+5

+6
+7

+8

+9



PROBE #3 - Addition Facts,

Double Digit + Single Digit with No Carry

Skill Levels

36 Double Digit/Single Oinit - No Carry
37 Double Digit on Top - Sinnie on Bottom - No Carry
38 Double Digit on Bottom - Single on Top - No Carry

PROBE #4 - Addition Facts,

Double Digit + Single Digit With Carry

Skill Levels

39 Double Digit /Single Digit - With Carry
40 Couble Digit on TOQ -:Single on Bottom - With Carry
41 Dou igiton Bottom - Single on Top - With Carry

PROBE #5 - Addition Facts,

Double Digit + Double Digit With No Carry

Skill Levels

42 Double/Double + No Carry

PROBE 6 - Addition Facts

Double Digit + Double Digit With Carry

Skill Levels

43 Double/Double - With Carry

"Magna En
(TMT r!keEN30

a
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SUBTRAOTTO%

PROSE 47 - Subtracqcnjaczs,

Single Digit - Single Digit

Skill Levels iiinuend

44 -1 (Single Digit !linuend and
45 -2 Subtrahend)
46 -3
47 -4
43 -5
49 -6
50 -7
51 -8
52 -9

Remainder

53
1 (Remainder < 10)

54 2

55 3

56 4

57 5

58 6

59 7

60 3

61 9

PROSE #3 - Subtraction Facts,

Double Digit - Single Digit With No Borrow

Skill Levels Subtrahend

62 -0 (Subtrahend < 10)

63 -1

64 -2
65 -3
66 -4

67 -5
68 -6
69 -7
70 -8
71 -9

RiBRORIIER 11101141

DEE' IIWATIADM
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PROSE #9 - Subtraction Facts, (

Minuend > 9 4 19, Subtrahend 1 - 9 With Borrow

Skill Levels
Subtrahend

72 .

73
-2

'74
-3

75
-4

76
-5

77.!
-673
-7

79
-8

80
-9

Skill Levels

81

82
83
84
35

86
37
88
,S9

PROBE #10 - Subtraction Facts,

Double Digit Single Digit With Borrow

Subtrahend

PROSE #11 - Subtraction Facts,

- 1

-2
- 3

- 4

-5
- 6

- 7

- 8

- 9

Double Digit - Double Digit With No Zlierow

Skill Levels

90'

4,

PROBE #12 - Subtraction Facts,

Double Digit - Double Digit With Borrow
AYE

Skill Levels
-

91
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MULTIPLICATION

PROBE #13 - Multiplication Facts,

Single Digit x Single Digit

Skill Levels
Multiplier

92
lx

93
2x

94
3x

95
4x

96
5x

97
6x

98
7x

99
8x

100
9x

Skill Levels

101

Skill Levels

102

PROBE #14, Multiplication Facts,

Single Digit x Double Digit With No Carry

PROBE #15, Multiplication Facts,

Single Digit x Double Digit With Carry

440
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?OW" DIVISION

PROBE #16 - Division Facts, 1 - 9

Skill Levels Answer

103 1

104 2
105 3
106 4
107 5
108 . 6
109 7
110 8
111 9

(Divisor)
112
113 1 ,

114
115 4
116 .

5
6117

.

118 7
119 8

9120
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APPENDIX D

CORRELATIONS OF COMPUTER MEASURES

WITH PAPER AND PENCIL MEASURES
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B(l)
Instructional Phase.

B(2)

Operation Operation
Student Area Corr. Area Corr.

Al Subt. x'99 Mult. .95
A2 Mult. .99 Subt. .98
A3 Subt. 91 Mult. .88
AS Add. .82 Subt. .77
A6 Sub t. 99 Mult. .52
A7 Subt. .95 Div. .76
A8 Mult. .95 Subt.
A9 Sub t. .52 Mult. .96N
A10 Mult. -.14 Div. -.99
All Subt. .95
A124 Add. .87 Subt. .88

Mult. .99
Al4 Subt. .70 Div. .48
A15 Div. .41 Subt. .85

Table Correlations of Paper-and-Pencil and
Computer Measures Across Three Baseline Periods for

Each Student. Digits per Minute Correct.




